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Yorkers set

o strike
'$hours today

By SRAYA SHAPIRO
Jerusalem Post Reporter

.

’
.'L AVIV. —,A minion workers Will

•.'V’-'lke today from lo a.m. to noon, to
. ;

:u test the latest slash in goverment
'-.ioldles in basic commodities,

' 'wtadrut Secretary-General
V-oham Meahel predicted yester-

•
,

iSjeshel told the labour federation's
. ’'-Vital Committee that the strike

. vild have "no political element
'
~>;iisoever," and that it only would
Veas Israeli .citizens’ genuine

V -'i
_ Ing against the lOO per cent infla-

'
\ rate.

"
‘.-here will be two mass protest
•: etings — one addressed by

1
':. shel in the centre of Ramat Gan,
:

!

,i an Acre rally where Ylsrael
- war. head of the Trade Unions

iartment, will speak. Elsewhere,
‘ n test meetings will be led by shop

yards at work places.

. tiblfc transport, health services,
! other employees defined by local

.

; . ia committees as vital wifibe ex-

."pt from the strike, El A1 and
workers are exempt by

- r^tadrut decision.
..-pposing the work stoppage are

- toel Hamlzrachi and the Herut
.;kers federation, which claim-

i v ..;’T£he strike is political.
Jerusalem, local works com-

tee leaders yesterday were call-
--tor a whole-day strike. They'
re supported by the capital's

• our council secretary Nissan Har-
who said, however, that he

.. ;’;id honour the Central Com-
decision to limit it to two

.“'is. A protest meeting will be
. ..

' ll during the strike at the labour .

" pcH headquarters in the city,

'iberal Party Minister without
tfolio Moshe Nissim yesterday
led on workers to ignore the strike

’

T, calling it "clearly motivated by
~-

;tyand class considerations, aim-
at creating total disorder in the
ntry.” (leader — back page)

Sgarette

apply

lireatened
Jerusalem Post Staff

irdp-ic "j.-j-pc r*at 'gbvefnirwi
:dlness to authorize a 25 per cent

: arette price hike on local brands,
jek. the country’s mainproducer,

. lreatening to halt distribution un-
. a 50 per cent hike la authorized,

idustry. Trade and Tourism
ister Gideon Patt Is expected
tin the next few days to allow the
irette price to rise 25 per cent,
'T a 10-day delay since the
hicers asked for the raise,
at the chairman of the cigarette
irlbutors association, Yosef
&ad. said yesterday that if the

lent rejects demands fora 50
hike, “we shall not dis-

Fcigarettes. It’s as simple as
XT' He said that all tobacco price
shave been calculated “accor-

\
i ; !. I) i to rents, petrol prices, aalaries,

k interest and other factors,
cb have gone 'up since April.”
ince' Dubek controls most of the

..taeo production and distribution
3e country, the price of cigarettes

„ iidcr government control,
inance Minister Simha Ehrlich
artly ordered Dubek to purchase
country *8 entire tobacco harvest,
mated at 800 tons,
luuiwhlle, the Joint Knesset

. lace and Economic subcom-
- H* on water, led by MS Fesaab

WPor (Likud), decided to
prize an 18.6 per cent water
a hike, which will go into effect
a it has been gazetted,

p Thursday the Public Price
unittee is expected to okay a
to of additional price rises on
tamer items and raw materials.

Economic ministers
to discuss C-o-L rise

• Rabinowitz

jtical after

jprt attack
^tarnsalam Post Reporter

set Member Yehoshua
dtz. former finance minister
Aviv mayor, yesterday was

-Mted to Had«j|i^ah University
mal after suffering a heart at-

L4 boapftai spokesman said he
critical condition.

' “taowitz, 58, who was once one

I
6

;
power-brokers of the Labour

?• .suffered the attack while

/
*hpg thafuner&l of former Rank

1 governor David Horowitz,
iapltal spokesman said
tz.had been taken to the
'j ward. He is not allowed

Itors.

POP IN!
jt. cooling your .heels

<5urion Airport take

to keep -in touch
Israel, fifty-two times
r. How? By reading

Jerusalem Post
V International Edi-

into one of the two
man Bookshops in

Uty Free Lounge and
be on the spot. -

ffood journey.

By SHLOMO MAOZ
Post Economic Reporter

Price rise compensation for all
salaried workers, to be paid as early
as next month through an increase in
the cost-of-living allowance, will be
discussed by the Ministerial
Economic Committee this week. The
committee will also other
steps to curb inflation, the cabinet
decided yesterday at its weekly
meeting.
But the news that Finance

Minister Simha Ehrlich had an-
nounced a rise in the C-o-L due in
September provoked the Manufac-
turers Association to ironic com-
ment. As far as they were aware, the
manufacturers said, Ehrlich was not
a party to deciding on either the tlm--
Ing or the extent of the allowance.
This decision, they pointed out, was
the province of the Coordinating
Bureau of Economic Organizations.
Only after this body had taken a
decision, they pointed out, was it ex-
tended to the civil service and public
sector. They said they would not dis-
cuss the matter until they had an of-
ficial Treasury proposal to this
effect. .

*

The manufacturers also said it

was impossible to keep compen-

sating workers so frequently, even
for price rises resultingfrom the rise
in international fuel prices.
Premier Menahem Begin decided

yesterday that moat of the dis-
cussions on economic issues will be
limited to the Ministerial Economic
Committee, which will be em-
powered to 'take the necessary
decisions. The issues will not be
brought for fan cabinet considera-
tion.

Ehrlich yesterday said that, to
pacify the Hiatarirut, he would be
ready to acceptthe payment of C-o-L
allowances at 100 per cent, beginning
next year. The decision would be
dependent on certain conditions, he
said, but he did not specify what
these would be.
This proposal and Ehrlich's

scheme to adjust the two lowest tax
brackets in full and directproportion
to the price rises, are seen as
attempts to increase the disposable
income of salaried workers earning
up to ZLI5.000 a month gross.
Ehrlich yesterday repeated his

Saturday night appeal to the
Histadrut not to strike today as
planned (see story, this page). A
strike, he said, was unjustified.

(Continned on page 2, ooL 7)

Strauss arrives Friday to

ease worries about PLO
Jerusalem Post Staff

U.S. President Jimmy Carter’s
special ambassador to the talk* on
Palestinian autonomy, Robert
Strauss, will arrive Friday for talks

with government leaders.
He will be accompanied by Israeli

Ambassador to Washington
Ephraim BJvron.
Strauss is slated to fly to Egypt

next Sunday for talks with Egyptian
leaders.
Informed sources in Jerusalem

have defined Strauss’ mission as an
attempt to placate Israel’s fears on a
number of points, especially recurr-
ing reports of U.S. efforts to create a
dialogue with the PLO and the
related issue of the forthcoming UN
Security Council debate on a* new
resolution to supplement 242. .

The sources noted that, as the per-
sonal appointee of President Carter,
Strauss is better placed to fulfil this
delicate task than autonomy Am-
bassador. .James

.
Leonard, « iBtate

Department official appointed after
Strauss.

Strauss is due to meet with Prime
Minister Menahem Begin and la also
expected to see Foreign Minister
Moshe Dayan and Ulterior Minister
Yosef Burg, the head of Israel's
autonomy negotiating team..

.

A seven-member economic
delegation accompanying Strauss
has been charged with fhtdfng ways
to make economic progress in the
region parallel to the peace process.
The delegation, which includes

bankers and industrialists, were
commissioned .by the Senate sub-
committee on the Middle East.
During their stay here they will

meet with Mark Mbsevlcs. head of
the American-Israel economic com-
mittee, and wll] discuss possible U.S.
investments here with local in-

dustrialists, including the Koor
management.
Duringmeetings with Treasury of-

ficials and senior staff from the In-

dustry and Trade Ministry, the
government will try to interest the.

Americans in purchases' here to-

.counter Israeli buying tu tihe TJ.S.

Arafat ready ‘to do anything’

to establish links with U.S.
WASHINGTON. — With a mandate
to continue contacts with Western
Europe, PLO chairman Yasser
Arafat yesterday said he was ready
to begin direct talks with the U.S.
immediately.
Arafat received the mandate to

continue contacts with Western
European leaders from the Palestine

National Council, which met in an
all-night Damascus session that end-

ed yesterday morning.
Despite warnings by Khaled

Fahoum, speaker of the
Palestinians’ ‘‘parliament-in-exfle.*

1

that the U.S. Is trying to split Arab
rgmks, Arafat told the “Washington

Star” that he is ready "to. do
anything” to establish a relationship

with the U.S.
But the FLO chairman rejected

granting concessions to Israel aa a
condition to starting direct
negotiations.
J

Hie ruled out, for the time being, a
formal PLO acknowledgement of
Israel’s right to exist or acceptance
of a separate Palestinian state with
less than full autonomy.'
“Our goal’ and our aim la to es-

tablish our independent state, our
right to return to our homeland,'
from which we were kicked out, and

(OonflnwJ on page X, cSL I)

Sadat ponders who deserves

Arab solidarity initiative
CAIRO (UPI) — Egyptian Presi-

dent Anwar Sadat has said that he

was prepared to launch an im-
mediate Initiative to restore Arab
solidarity, but he noted that there

was no Arab regime worthy of such a
move.
In a meeting at Alexandria late

Saturday, Sadat told representatives

of the trade unionists and members
Of the teachers syndicate and the bar

association that
''Arab solidarity has

never been so broken and the Arab
nation has never been divided as It is

now.”
Answering a question whether

Egypt would take the initiative to

restore Arab solidarity, Sadat* said,

”1 am ready to take the initiative im-

mediately.
'

•*It would be. easier than the peace

initiative," he added, referring to his

visit to Jerusalem in November 1977.

But Sadat asked : “Towards whom
shall I take such an initiative? With

Saudi Arabia, that has bribed some
Arab countries and forced others to

break relations with Egypt, and

launched a war of hunger against the

Egyptian people?
“Shall I take the initiative towards

Syria, whose president was
treasonous to Egypt and asked for a
cease-fire six hours after the Oc-
tober war started?

"Of shall I take it toward* Iraq,

that withdrew its airplanes (from
the Egypt front) during the war?

“Shall I take the Initiative towards
King Hussein, when (former Israeli

prime minister Yitzhak) Rabin’s
memoirs showed that he asked for

the help of the Israeli Air Force
against the Syrian troops, during his

fight with the Palestinians, in Black
September?"
Sadat was referring to Hussein’s

war with Palestinian terrorists who
were then based in Jordan, with the

aim of liquidating their presence in

September 1970. Syria intervened on

the Palestinian side.
'

Sadat also asked his audience:

“Shall I take the initiative towards

(Libyan leader Col. Muammar)
Gaddafi, who wants to remove
Egypt's name from the Koran?”

Labour raps

Rabin and

backs Peres
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent
Tan, AVIV. — The Labour Party
Sunday registered overwhelming
confidence in the leadership of party
chairman Shimon Peres — its can-
didate for the premiership— follow-
ling an attack on him by former
premier Yitzhak Rabin in a newly-

1published autobiography. Most
Speakers at the Leadership Bureau
meeting denounced Rabin forhaving
damaged the party by using his
autobiography to bludgeon Peres.
A white-faced, chain-smoking

Rabin sat through successive con-
demnations by Ms old party sponsors
of his renewed vendetta against
Peres, with only Ylgal Alton coming
to his rescue.
• Party secretary-general Haim
Bar-Lev rapped Rabin for having
slandered Peres and other party
figures “and thereby helping the fail-

tag Likud government" It was not
' only an autobiography, but a political
document, and this must come under
.party review.

Here Rabin made his sole interven-
tion. claiming the individual’s right
to tree expression.
“You may disagree with what X

wrote, but I am not the first to
publish an autobiography: Abba
Eban published his last year. I aee no
place for your discussion." This, in
turn, brought the only short sharp
exchange with Peres, who said, “A
new political situation has been
created, ’nils is not a theoretical dis-

cussion."
Former justice minister Haim

Zadok made the sharpest attack on
Rabin, whose close ally he has been
in the past. Zadok declared that any
future decision on a post for Rabin
must be Influenced by his present ac-
tions. “This debate is less about the
book than about you, a&you emerge
from It," he told Rabin.
“The fact that we have learned

only the piquant parts of the book is

not our fault but rather that of the
man who presented them on Israel
Television.” Zadok Bald, arguing
that the book “damaged Rabin’s
credibility, and (belief in) his
balanced judgment, and showed how
personal enmity could effect an
author's senses.*'

(Continued m pegs 2, coL 4)

Begin places cabinet

under tighter rein
By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin
clamped down the cover on the
cabinet cauldron at yesterday's ses-
sion to make sure that the ministers
did not let off steam about Foreign
Minister Moshe Dayan's criticism of
the way the government Is doing its

job.
Ministers came prepared toblame

Dayan for his public strictures In

newspaper interviews on the
government’s performance, but the
prime minister did not permit them
to do so. Instead, Begin asked
everybody to turn over & “new leaf."

Three ministers told The
Jerusalem Post: “We still have a lot

to say about the Dayan affair. We're
not at all convinced that Begin's call

to ministers to stop publicizing their

views can work."
Begin returned to his first cabinet

session is four weeks following his

hospitalization for a alight stroke,

and the ministers generally agreed
that he looked in good form, with no
evidence of his vision limitations.

The prime minister congratulated
Deputy Premier Yigael Yadin for

having managed the cabinet “ably
and successfully” during hla
absence.
Laying down the law on cabinet

“dos and don'ta" in a way described
by one of his bearers as “a little

naive at times," Begin said the
cabinet was not supposed to discuss
differences of opinion between
ministers, or differences of ap-
proach between their ministries. •

He said that when differences of

approach emerged between various
ministries, which could not be solved
directly between them, the ministers
responsible should meet personally
and try to reach agreement. If they
managed to agree, well and good; if

not. they should lay the matter

Prime Minister Menahem Begin chairs his first cabinet session in a
month, after his recent hospitalisation. iHerskovitz — zoom rr>

Likud dubious

about Begin’s

call to order
By MARK SEGAL

Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — TJimd sources yester-
day doubted whether any real
changes would emerge in the'cablnet
despite expectations raised by
Premier Menahem -Begin at its

wifeWymeeting. .
-

They feared-that factional tugs-of-

war might hamper the premier's bid
to : resuscitate his government's
fading Image. .

Similar views were 'also expressed
by senior National Religious Party
politicians. They all doubt whether
Begin will go ao far as to reshuffle
his cabinet.

Some Likud politicians conceded
that Begin is hampered by the three
ministers of Deputy Premier Yigael
Yadln’s Democrats, a party which
they consider to be over-represented
considering their near-
disappearance from the public
political scene.
But others saw a major problem in

the premier’s allowing tough
ministers like Agriculture’s Ariel

Sharon to proceed independently, as
they see fit Nor is Begin expected to

do anything to upset' the present
delicate internal balance in the
Liberal Party, with Its four
ministers often at odds with each
other.

A senior Herat politician told The
Jerusalem Post that, given the fac-

tional formula, the premier could not
be expected to remove the Treasury
from Liberal bands, and added that

Simha Ehrlich was thought to be the

best Liberal candidate for the job.

Sudan unrest linked to

reeent food price hikes
KHARTOUM (AP). — Sudanese
President Jaafar Numeiry yester-
day fired the second-ranking official

In his regime in an apparent effort to

defuse continuing unrest over food
and fuel price hikes.
Meanwhile, police yesterday were

called out for the second day in a row
to disperse mobs of rock-throwing
teenagers on the outskirts of the
capital, witnesses said. No injuries

were reported.
Making good on earlier pledges to

ahake up the political hierarchy if

the unrest continued, Numeiry
relieved Abdul-Gaslm Mohammed
Ibrahim of his posts as first vice-

president and secretary-general of

the Sudanese Socialist Union.

Heavy price increases for sugar,

fuel and other basic commodities an-

nounced last week triggered the
current unrest. Rioting was reported
on Wednesday, Saturday and again

yesterday.

200 hurt in Teheran riot over censorship

TEHERAN. — Thousands of persons

protesting the shutdown of a widely

read newspaper yesterday clashed

on thecampus of Teheran University

with Islamic militants who threw
bricks and bottles to break up the

demonstration.

More than 60 persons were treated

In hospital for cuts, broken limbsand
Other injuries. Some knife-wounds

were also reported. The number of

injured was estimated at more than

200.

Revolutionary guards in plain

clothes Jobbed tear-gas shells when
the rioting spread to downtown
streets leading to the Prime
Minister’s Office.

The fighting was the first major

riot in the Iranian capital since the

shah’s regime was toppled six

months ago. Previous clashes

between left-wing and secular

groups and Islamic militants have

been, confined 14 smaJl-so*!®

scuffles.

T^e rioting erupted as several tens

of thousands of protesters gathered

at Teheran University in response to

a call by the National Democratic

Front — a left-oriented secular

political 'group — and nine other

organizations.

The protest followed by a few

hours the promulgation of a new

press law that provides jail

sentences of up to three years for

journalists found guilty of publishing

insults against Islam and other

recognized religions in Iran.

The NDF supporters gathered at

the university’s soccer field, scene of

protests since before the overthrow

of the shah last February. Men and

women demonstrators carried

banners condemning censorship,,

"fascism" and “reaction," and
referred 4o last Tuesday's seizure of

the popular daily “Ayandegan."

. The demonstrators, some of them
chanting “Death to fascism" and

"Death to censorship," were at-

tacked by religious zealots with
bricks, bottles and fists! One
reporter said the zealotshad brought
supplies of stones in small trucks
which were parked opposite the un-
iversity.

'

The new regulations governingthe
press were released at a specially

called news conference by Minister

of National Guidance Nasser
Mlnachl.

.“The press Jaw is necessary to
govern relations between the people
and the press in Iran." Minachi ex-

plained.
It called for stiff fines and Ina-

prisonment for violators of the code
stressing that insults against Islam
and its sacred principles or other of-

ficially,recognized religions in Iran— Christianity, Judaism and
Zoroastrianism — are not permitted.

Also protected by the press law is

Iran's -revolutionary and spiritual

head. Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.

Israel’s firm stand with

Americans paid off—Begin
By ASHER WALLFISH
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Premier Menahem Begin told the
cabinet yesterday that Israel's firm
stand against erosion In
Washington's policyhad paid off and
that the latest signals emerging
from administration leaders In-

dicated that the U.S. would keep its

•commitments to Israel under the
Camp David agreements.

.

it would hot aim for a Palestinian'
state and would do what was needed
to prevent changes in Security Coun-
cil Resolution 242, Begin predicted.
Begin and Dayan reported on

relations with the U.S. in the wake of

last week's secret decision callingon
Washington to abide by Its com-
mitments. Dayan gave details of the
Wednesday lunch meeting between
President Jimmy Carter and Am-
bassador Ephraim Evron.

Deputy Premier Ylgal Yadin will

leave later this week for a 20-day
political and Information mission to
the U.S.. the cabinet decided at
Begin's suggestion.

Yadin will speak publicly on
Israel’s stand, meet Congress per-
sonalities to lobby their support, and
have top-level consultations with as
yet unannounced administration
figures. He will also take part in
major fund-raising projects.

In a report on hla oil talks In Alex-
andria last week. Energy Minister
Yitzhak Modal denied press reports
In "Davor” and “A1 Hamiahmar"
that Premier Mustapha Khalil had
personally criticized Interior
Minister Yosef Burg, head of the
Israel] autonomy team. “Khalil
described Burg only in positive
superlatives," Moda'i told the
cabinet.

before the prime minister, or, in his

absence, the deputy prime minister.

The premier or his deputy would
try to secure agreement between the
two ministers. Only if they failed

would the matter come before the
cabinet to decide, he said.

Begin said the decision would be
taken by a vote, in democratic
fashion, whereby the majority would
determine the outcome. “A majority
decision la the decision taken by a
majority of that particular body
which is binding on the entire body
Begin explained.
Cabinet secretary Arye Naor,

briefing reporters after the cabinet
session, said: “The prime minister
has given orders that in future there
will be no publication of which
ministers were in favour of a par-
ticular course of action, which were
against, and which abstained."
Naor said: “The prime minister

has given orders forbidding
ministers to announce publicly what
stand they take. The cabinet decision
la the only stand which exists and the

only one which Is binding."
After calling on his colleagues to

stop leaks to the press, the prime
minister proposed that, from now on,
“a new chapter be opened In mutual
relations and in the functioning of
the cabinet."
Begin said: “The public gave this

government a mandate to rale for
four and a half years. One half of

that period has elapsed. Two years
and three months of work are left,

and we shall not give up our mandate
for one single day."
He explained that the mandate

which the Knesset gave the govern*
ment was according to the terms of
the law (Basic Law: Government)
and that the government would func-
tion strictly according to that law.

In the remaining two and a quarter
years. Begin was sure the govern-
ment could still do a great deal
politically, economically, socially

.

and In the field of housing construc-
tion.

“We can take steps to come before
the electorate in the autumn of 1981
with important achievements, and
leave the decision up to the people
who elected us," Begin declared.
"The date of the elections will not

be determined by any pressures." he
said. “I am convinced that the body
of people gathered around this
cabinet table can attain positive
achievements. We do not have a
great deal of time at our disposal;
but, on the other hand, time Is not

'

short. We must unite and carry out
our task."

Ministers apparently realized that
Begin's call left no room for com-
ment and so they went about the rest

of the cabinet agenda in what people
present described as "a more friend-

ly atmosphere than had existed for
quite some time at cabinet
sessions." The fact that Begin had

(Continued on page t, coL 4)

Bulletin

Shift workers of the Electric Cor-
poration announced late last night
that as of midnight they would not

operate auxiliary lines at any of the
country’s power stations. Regular
electricity supply will be cut by some
30 to 45 per cent, a corporation
spokesman said. A number of total

power cuts can also be expected
throughout the country.

(Bee story — page *)

GENERAL PROTESTSTRIKE
Against the Galloping Inflation

The new price rises initiated by the government increase the

prospect of the annual inflation rate passing 100% by the end of the

year. In the absence of a government anti-inflation policy, the
Histadrut demands:

* Immediate compensation for wage earners for the increases in

the prices of basic commodities and services, and the slash in

subsidies of some 50%.
* A cost-of-living increment of more than 70% of the rise in the

index of consumer prices, to be paid from October 1979.

* The updating of social welfare benefits, and compensation for

families with children, starting from the first child.

* Broadening price control and the extension of the control to ad-
ditional commodities and services.

* The allocation of a fixed percentage in the national budget for

subsidies on basic commodities, and the establishment of a
public committee, comprising representatives of the govern-
ment, the Histadrut, the employers and the farmers, which will

determine the make-up of the subsidized food basket.

-A The encouragement of production and export, in order to

reduce the adverse balance of trade.

* Steps to increase productivity and output, with encouragement
of production workers through reduced taxation of premiums
and shift-work payments.

The country’s workers will protest the government’s impotence
and the government-induced deterioration in the economy, by a

2-Hour Work Stoppage from 10 a.m. till 12 noon

Today, Monday, August 13, 1979.

Workers’ protest meetings will be held today at places of employ-
ment, to protest the rampant inflation and to demonstrate support
for the Histadrut’s demands.
The times and places at which these meetings will be held will be
announced at the places of employment by the Labour Councils.

Fight Inflation — It Harms You and Your Family

HISTADRUT General Federation of Labour in

Israel
The Executive Committee
Labour Councils, Na’amat, and National Trade
Unions
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Lotto Draw 33/79
Minimum total prize fund

114,500,000*

Minimum first prise
04,000,000*

•TODAY Is the last day
for handing in Lottoentries.

* Subject to rescrutiny.
Maximum first prize an any
one entry: Him.

JERUSALEM POST POLL

Majority favoured subsidy

slash before the axe fell

The Weather
at Main

swissair

' By MARK SEGAL
Post Political Correspondent

TEL AVIV. — A majority of the
public favours abolishing at least
some of the government subsldles'on
basic foodstuffs. This emerged from
the latest poll conducted for The
Jerusalem Post by the Modi'ln
Ezrachi applied research centre
among a representative sample of 1,-
268 adults. (The poll was carried out
before the latest subsidy slash.)
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.Question: Are yon for or against
the proposal to abolish subsidies on
basic foodstuffs and to compensate
only the worst off?

Answers: 30.9 per cent —’ abolish
all subsidies; 9,8 per cent — abolish
most subsidies; 18.2 per cent —
abolish some subsidies; 88.9 per cent— against lifting subsidies; 2.2 per
cent — undecided or don't know.
Centre directors Mina Zemach and

Amiram Yarkoni, analysing the

results, found that women felt much
more strongly on the subject than
men, with 45.6 per cent of women
respondents opposed to abolishing
subsidies, while 33.6 per cent of the
men favoured abolishing subsidies.
Also not unexpectedly, those

higher up the economic and
,
educational scales are less opposed
to doing' away with subsidies than
those lower down the scale. More
than 60 per cent of primary school
graduates oppose removing sub-
sidies, while 35.3 per cent of secon-
dary school and 31-7 per cent of un-
iversity graduates are opposed.
The highest support for lifting sub-

sidies came from Israelis of Western
origin — 85 per cent — with the
strongest opposition among those
deriving from Afro-Asian countries
— 47.1 per cent. Second-generation
s&bras feel least strongly on the sub-
ject with only 28J5 per cent opposing

• the removal of subsidies.

Hebron memorial services

for 1929 riot victims

Offices in Israel

Tel Aviv, 53 Ben Yehuda, St.

(03)243355.
Jerusalem, 30 Jaffa St.

(02)228863/233192.

Haifa, 2 Sea Road. (04)84655

THE WEATHER

TeMfrdftjf'i Yesterday's Today's

Jerusalem
Golan
Nattariya
Safad
Haifa Port
Tiberias
Nazareth
Afula
.Samaria
'Tel Aviv
B-G Airport
Jericho
Gaza .

Becrshcba
Eilat

Tiran Straits

dlly Min-Max

32 17—29 29

29 17—30 30
98 28—31 30

39 18—28 27
62 24—30 30

28 .23—36 . 88

46 20—32 32

44 IS—28 28
64 23—30 30

02 23—32 32

33 22—37 37
TO 22—29 29

26 19—33 33

13 26—40 38

23 28—37 37

Yitzhak Avni, former
jCoina. andJkfed$X$Jhteadr
"Yitzhak Avni, former director of
le Israel Government Coins and
[edols Corporation, died yesterday
: age 56, leaving his wife, two
lughters and a son.

Avni headed the corporation for 12

ears, until after he was found
esponsible by a court for
regularities In the firm.

ffig funeral will be held this after-

oon in Jerusalem.

Treasury rejects

EL2G0m. request

for long school day
By 8HLOMO MAOZ

Post Economic Reporter

The Treasury yesterday flatly re-

jected an Education Ministry re-

quest to finance an IL200m. long
school day programme In 1.100

classrooms in the coming school
year.

•’

Budget director Eltan Berglass
turned down the ministry's request,
which promised to pay for 60 per
cent of the programme by cutting
money elsewhere in the education
budget.
The Treasury Is against adding

any money to the Education
Ministry's budget, arguing It would*
require cuts elsewhere In the budget.
The dispute Is slated for decision

at the ministerial level, but it Is ex-

pected that Finance Minister Simba
Ehrlich, seeking to cut IL3b. from
the state budget, will not authorize
the Education Ministry's request.

Power supply cut

by wildcat action
Jerusalem Post Reporter,

IAIFA. — A wildcat partial strike

iy 500 shift workers in the Electric

forporation's power plants yester-

lay morning resulted In power cuts

ti places throughout the country

tetween 7:30 and 8:45 a.m. The cuts

rare caused by the men’s failure to

LCtlvate auxiliary lines feeding

tower from the stations during peak
lemand-

Their action, which took both the

arporatiqn’s national works com-
ititee and management by sur-

rise, was meant to show their dis-

itisfatation at the way the com-
ilttee was handling the dispute with

ie management over pay demands.
It was the first time in the dispute,

hlch has been simmering for

:veral weeks, that the powersupply
as directly affected.

Today management and com-
ilttee representatives meet at the

el Aviv Labour Court, which is to

insider Issuing a temporary Injunc*

on to management. The committee

as already agreed to accept
istadrut arbitration of the dispute.

iircuniscribed

Minister Ezer Weizman
the army censors not to

rial from the Arab press

milted In the Hebrew
1 Radio reported yester-

e minister was respon-

letter from Knesset
ihulamit

‘ Aloni, Chaika
i, Melr Pa’it and
/irshubskl.

By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HEBRON. — Hundreds of people
yesterday evening danced through
the city's streets accompanying a
newly completed Torah scroll
written in memory of 59 Jews killed
here by Arabs In 1929.

The procession followed a solemn
state memorial for the deceased.
Some 2,500 people attended the
ceremony at the cemetery, police es-

timated.
The day's events began with guid-

ed tours of the former Jewish sites,,

with guides from Kiryat Arba trying
to win support for their demand to
return to Hebron. They pointed out a
hollow in a doorframe -where a
mestizo once was mounted on the
door of a building near the Haddssah
hospital. "Jews lived here from 1930
to 1936," a guide explained as Arab
women in long black dresses
clutching their babies stared at the
visitors from the staircase.

In the brief memorial service In

the late afternoon, Tat-Aluf Yosef
Kastei. commander of the Gaza
Strip and Northern Sinai, whose
relatives were among those killed in

the pogrom, lit a torch to com-
memorate the dead. Several sur-

vivors attended the meeting. Shlomo
Slonim, who was one year old then,

showed this reporter a gush in hi

s

forehead. He said it was from an
Arab knife.

Sarah Hilleli said she trembled
while touring the Avrah&m Avxnu
synagogue. She had hid during the -

massacre in an attic there, she said.

Knesset Speaker Yitzhak Shamir
declared, “Nowhere in Eretz Ylsrael
will Jews be prevented from living
freely, peacefully and in security.”
His statement coincided with
rumours that the government has
offered to allow Kiryat Arba
residents to open a yeshlva at the
Hadassah building. But a senior
source at the military government
said he knew of no such offer.

After the services, the writing of
the Torah scroll was completed by
scribes sitting under a camouflage
net. Youngsters clasped arms and
danced to honour the scroll, with
some dancing backwards so as not to
turn their backs on the the Torah.
- The procession, guarded heavily
by armed soldiers, passed; through
the Jewish quarter. The grated doors
of shops were barred, apparently
because Arab owners were home
breaking the Ramadan fast.

But Arab residents' feelings were
reflected near the central bus sta-
tion. A small boy, apparently enjoy-
ing the song'srhythm, picked up his
hands to clap in tune. An older boy
standing nearby, pushed the child's

hands down. Elsewhere two tires

were burnt, police said.

The procession then passed the
carpeted Moslem area inside the
Machpela cave, ending at the
Avrahazn Avinu hall where a purple
scarf was tied to the scroll. Par-
ticipants broke into ecstatic dance,
oblivious of the Arabic inscriptions

on the. walls surrounding them.

Conditions set for reopening

Jerusalem Post Staff

GAZA. — The Gaza military gover-
nor is prepared to permit the reopen-
ing of the Bank of Palestine, which
has been closed since the 1967 Six
Day War, on condition that the bank
submit to the administrative control
of the Bank of Israel.

A spokesman for the military
government explained that this con-
trol Is necessary to guarantee that

bank funds are not used to finance
terrorist activity against Israel.

'

The spokesman declared, “We are
not opposed to resumption of the
bank’s operations, but we insist that

it submit to the rules and regulations

of the Bank of Israel.”

Hasham a-Sh&wwa, chairman of

the bank'a board of governors, said

the board applied last week to the

government for permission to

reopen the bank following the
release by Egyptian authorities of

1.25m. Egyptian pounds held in

Cairo vaults for the last 13 years.
“We, for our part, do not admit to

being under the jurisdiction of the
Bank of Israel,” Shawwa said. “We

are not an Israeli bank.”
But he told The Jerusalem Post

that,, “because Gaza la under
military occupation,” the decision
would be In the hands of the military
government. This implies that the
hank’s hoard would accept the condi-
tion if it meant the difference
between reopening or remaining
closed.
Shawwa declared • he was now

awaiting an official response from
the military government to his re-

quest to reopen the bank. He then
added that, once the bank is func-
tioning, he would like to conduct
transactions with other Arab hanks,
particularly in Jordan aad Kuwait,
although he expressed doubt that
this would be permitted by the.
military government.
Dr. Hatem Abu Ghaz&la, a

member of the bank’s board, recent-
ly returned from Cairo where he
succeeded ip persuading the
authorities to release the bank’s
assets. Bank of Israel officials an-
nounced several weeks ago that they
had agreed to the Gaza-based bank's
reopening.

On Tuesday, August 14, 1979,
on the first anniversary of their tragic death,

we shall gather at the Neot Mordechai Cemetery
at 4 p.m. in memory of our members

:

SHIMON SOMMER vt
EVA K0RNFELD
ERNI K0RNFELD *

Belt Neot Mordechai

To Prof, and Mrs. Alvin Kaye
Heartfelt condolences on the tragic loss of their Bon

DAVID

The funeral will take place at 11 a.m. today at the military cemetery in

Rchovot.

Their colleagues. In the Hormone Research Dept, of the

Weixmann Institute of Science.

The Israel Bond Office

mourns the passing on August 8. 1979, in Montreal of

DORA SCHWARTZ
widow of the late Dr. Joseph J. Schwarts

and extends condolences to the family.

With deep sorrow, we announce

the departure after a long Illness of our

belovedmother and grandmother

BUBBLES BRUNOW (MATZ)
in Cape Town

Sydney, Ari, Yona, Adi (Losain) MichaJ, Yael (Yude'lman)

Monday, August 13, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Two
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The Labour Parly Leadership Bureau yesterday discussed the political furore aroused
by the publication of former premier Yitzhak Babin’s memoirs with thetr allegations

•bootnrty chairmanShimon Peres.Babin la seen in left foreground, while Perea sits by
the window, with Haim Bar-Lev to Ms right. Also seen (front row, left to rlsht) are Usl
Naridss, ME Avraham Kata-Ox, and Daniel Cannon. (Lester MUlmsn)

LABOURRAPSRABIN
(Os m4 Iran 1)

Zadok took strong exception to

Rabin's distorted version of the
Entebbe rescue mission planning. A
member of the Inner policy-making
circle at the time1

, Zadom said,”
Shimon was from the start the -one
who pushed for the military opera-
tion, while Yitzhak impeded things
and asked difficult questions. Bow
dare you say Shimon neglected the
mission? It Is quite unacceptable to
anyone who was dose -to matters
then.”
Zadok also bitterly attacked Babin

for having charged then attorney-
general Aharon Barak (today a
Supreme Court judge) with having
dragged-out investigation into the af-

fairs of the late Avraham Ofer.
“When you claim Barak submitted
to popular pressure, followed the
mob, no . one who knows Barak can
'accept such epithets as substitutes
for the real facts.” Disputing
Rabin's argument that he only took
Feres as defence minister because
otherwise he would not have been

able to form his government, Zadok
warned him that such a statement
would boomerang.
Moshe Baram asked why Rabin

"never warned the party convention
against Feres if you thought then
what you wrote now?”
Gad Ya’acobi wondered how

Rabin could remain in a party ex-
ecutive that bad only recently pass-
ed a vote of confidence in Feres’
leadership.

Allon rapped his colleagues for
holding the discussion altogether,
and then declined to commit himself,

for or against Rabin’s view of Feres.
He grudgingly conceded that

Feres had done a fine job in
rebuilding the party alter 1977, but
defended Rabin against his critics,

especially Zadok. Allen accused
Peres of having purposely brought
things to a head' In his TV com-
ments on the book, instead of letting

things ride.

*T object to Shimon’s behaviour.
Rabin made a mistake by publishing
the excepts while out of the coun-
try.” Ailon said.

ARAFAT
(Ctsttswa tans 1)

our rights of self-determination, the
three of which were discussed and
accepted in the UN General
Assembly in 1974 ... when Z was
there, " Arafat was quoted as saying.
He also Indicated Arah oil supplies

could be a factor in forcing the U.S.
to open negotiations. Asked If he
meant Arab oil would be withheld
from the UJL, Arafat replied:
“Not exactly. Otherwise, I'd be a

very stupid man. In the oil producing
countries, things are going to he dif-

ficult. The oil producing area, which
can easily be inflamed^ could catch
fire easily.”

U.S. President Jimmy Carter said

Friday he believes “the Palestinians

should have a right to a voice in the

determination of their own future,”

which he said was part of the Camp
David agreements an the Middle
East between Egypt and Israel. But
the president said he would not deal

with theFLO as long as it refuses to

acknowledge Israel's right to- exist

TIGHTER CABINETREIN
(Oanttimad frsm page 1)

come back to his post looking so well
and self-assured was explained -as
lending an air of greater solidarity to
the team.
One minister, told The Post :

“Moshe Dayan would never have
dreamed of saying what he said had
Begin been present at last week's
session.”
Some ministers were un-

precedentedly tight-lipped in the
wake of Begln’s exhortations after

the session. They said: “The cabinet
secretary will tell you all there is to
say. on this matter.”
However, others were not above

recounting a difference of opinion
i which-surfaced- yesterday between
i two ministers,,aa to whether .qne.of,

« them (Justice Minister Shxnuet
Tamir) should travel abroad for a
private holiday, the objector being
Health Minister Eliezer Shoatak.
The cabinet agreed that Tamir
travel.

Ministers did not get the impres-
sion that Begin’s exhortations were
levelled against Dayan, although
clearly the -practices which he
sought to stop also covered Dayan's
recent press interviews. "Begln’s
strictures were absolutely neutral in
colour and he looked towards the
future,” One of those present told

The Poet.

There was no confirmation in

Jerusalem last night to some reports

that Begin would meet privately
with many of his ministers this week
to try to work out a possible cabinet
reshuffle.

In a comment on the prime
minister's gall for ministers to
accept cabinet decisions ax binding
on them all, no matter what their

personal attitude was, the chairman
of the NRP Knesset faction, Yehuda
Ben-Meir, said the onus was on
Dayan to change his ways.
Ben-Meir told The Post last night:

“Dayan did Israel tremendous harm
internationally on the issue ' of
autonomy, which is a life-and-death

issue for. the.nation. The Jest of the
efficacy of Begin 1* appeal!* whether
Dayan will resume Ids attendance on
the autonomy negotiating team, to
which the cabinet appointed him but
which he Is boycotting."

ENGLISH. — An association of

English teachers In Israel was
founded at a conference organized,
recently by the Ministry of Educa-
tion. It will serve as a forum for dis-

cussions and exchange of informa-

'

tion, and will aim to improve the

level of the language in this country.

Gun-toting girls 'wanted

to see*. TV reporter
.

Two teenaged girls from a West
Bank settlement were' arrested last

night after approaching Television

House and asking to see reporter

Rafik Halaby. One fit them was
carrying a Kalashnikov assault rifle.

The guard called police, who
arrested the two. A police
spokesman last night said they
would be released on bond after in-

terrogation.

Halaby. an Israeli Druse, has been
the subject of controversy over his

reporting of West Bank events.

(Itim)

. VOTEOFCONFIDENCE.— Italy’s

J
near minority ^^verdSdpBnt*‘ ‘lfed

• Christian 1 'Democrat * Frtotadefoco
Coasiga. won a vote of confidence in
the Senate (upper house) last night,
formally ending the country’s
longest post-war political crisis.

Horowitz buried
David Horowitz, the first governor

of the Bank of Israel, was buried

yesterday afternoon at the
Sanhedrlya Cemetery In Jerusalem.

President Yitzhak Navon, govern,

meat ministers, business, banking

and financial leaders and other

public figures attended the funeral.

Finance Minister Slmha Ehrlich

and Bank of Israel Governor Anton

Gafny eulogized Horowitz. He died

on Friday at the age of 80. IHim)

.

ECONOMIC
(Oonttnoed from page 0

Moreover, the government wa*
ready to pay an advance on the cost,
of-living allowance to compensate
tor Saturday night's price rises.

The Treasury has not yet decided
how the C-o-L will be paid (n
September or hbw- it will be
calculated.

I

In October, the government, in

common with all the country's other

employers, is due to pay the regular

C-o-L increase, following that of Jq.

iy. and now — September.
Labour and Social Affairs Minister

Israel Katz yesterday told The
Jerusalem Post that he will suggest

to the Ministerial Economic Com-
mittee that all salaried workers be

compensated by an increase in child

allowances to be paid to all. from the

first child up. He said he would also

suggest that compensation be paid at

the rate of 85 per cent of the price

rises — in a move to meet the

Hlstadrut’s demands. He aim
thought special compensation should :

' t

be paid to pensioners and large
. . .

families.
Meanwhile, Ehrlich has said that,

7
,

with Begln'B approval, he will work
‘

for a policy of selling state land to

private individuals tor the building

of apartments, in an endeavour both "•

to mop up surplus money from the.

public and to ease the housing abar.

tage. He said concessions would b*

made to make it more attractive
1

to

build for rental.

-

1

,

.

Agriculture Minister Ariel Sharon ‘

.

has objected to the sale of state land, -
•

and only a few months ago he said he
•"

would never, under any cir- r 1
'

cumstances, agree to such a step. If c :

Ehrlich pushes ahead with the >•

proposal, it is expected there will be

a showdown on the Issue.
'

Yesterday Ehrlich asked thfe
’

Treasury’s budget- department tq

check into lopping a further 24fe,.:-«
*“*<'

from the state budget, in addition to .
—

the ILL2.3fa. already cut.
t

The Treasury also wants to co®. j j^fh
plete Its reform of the capital market
and further cut government
tervention in the raising'ofcapital
will take measures to cut even more
drastically the granting o|

|
budgetary loans at preferential Mp I

rates. .

' .

'

auv

Ehrlich also said his ministry win

this year1

collect IL17b. more th&if
£’•*

can be offset by price rises and a' r-'

growth in the gross national product*£> •
'•

Other projected Treasury movea1^ 1

now being -worked out include a 1^ 1

pfojftMted'significant cui-tt boxes avf

residentialapartments.~ .. -• -

AD these moves, Ehrlich said,

lead to an easing of inflation

pressures andcomplement Saturday
[

night's price rises.
.

5
'

'

. -i
- -

oil M

i
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The Hebrew University of Jerusalem
and ItsBoard of Governors

mourn the passing of

DAVID HOROWITZ

distinguished member of the Board
and extend sincere condolences to the bereaved family

My dear brother

SHALOM KREUTNER
has passed away.

He will be. interred at the Sanhedrla cemetery.
The funeral will leave today, August 13,. 1979, •

from the Sanhedrla Funeral home at 10 a.m.

m
-it:

Shal Kreutner
on behalf of the
bereaved family

The Government of Israel

deeply mourns the death of

DAVID HOROWITZ >

the first governor of the Bank of Israel

and offers condolences to the bereaved family.

Ben-Gurlon University of the Negev
mourns the passing of

RACHEL HORN
ofSao Paulo, Brazil

and expresses Its condolences to Mr. Raphael Horn and sons^

Benefactors and founders of the University. ^

^

The Israel Bond Organisation

mourns the passing of

DAVID HOROWITZ
and extends sincere condolences

to the family.

The Israel Government Coins and Medals Corp. Ltd.

. announces with sorrow the sudden passing of

YITZHAK AVNI

“] h

.

j
.-’V‘V ; •

-I-.

«£*>

who served as general manager of

the Corporation for many years

.

IS;--

The funeral will take place- today, Monday, August 13,; 1979,ft* ' i-; .'

leaving at 2 p.m. from the Sanhedrla Funeral Parlour for HarJ *
lV|

‘

Hamenuhot cemetery.

The Weicmmui Institute of Science

deeply mourns the passing of

DAVID HOROWITZ
•

'

a devoted member of its Board of Governors

and extends deepest,condolences-to his family.

YITZHAK AVNI : >•» js
'UrS

is no more. I m«r*

The funeral will be held today-, Monday, August 13, 197®^ £’; J"*
'leaving at 2 p.m. from the Sanhedda Funeral Parlour

dr'/.,

S;
* a

* T

the Har Hamenuhot- Cemetery-
*

-v:?*'
' s

1

The Family: j'V*-

s,p
J.!!,,

Ml.; 1 *
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L grouna tne worm ana alertG
i:,'W^and tJie president, w:
,f

' irecomn)ended by President
‘

v
‘r! carter's -Commission «

p
M»i,

"i- B-V

By JUDY SIEGEL
r

Jerusalem Poet Reporter

> r,^ C He establlsluneat in the U.S.' of a
t ,S >*councJJ ot moral leaders" to fieldv ^ information about potential genocide

>
..
*

j,, ground the world and alert Congreaa
ii. . „ j *Wa n-pAliHanf Will be

Jimmy
on the

^ .Holocaust.

f A \y. > This proposal Win be included in a
report to Carter that is being

‘Hut
*

prepared by the 42-member commie-
r

1

‘•o^
B ^on, which toured Eastern Euro-

pean Holocaust sites and visited

jjrael as a final atop before retur-

ning home. About a dozen commis-
.... sion members briefed President
•i,: J” •C Yitzhak Navon at Belt Hanassl
.

^'.yesterday on their experiences.

:

‘

*i tfS The appointed body would not deal
j kVXwith common human rights

i ;
^^olations around the world, which
>l

'
should be dealt with by other iuter-

„ national agencies, 'explained acom-
: i .ii ^Ota jnlsaion member. The member said

•,

l
"
l0l
*n

' the council will deal with cases
where entire peoples are threatened

extermination, such as in
gfnfra and the ethnic Chinese of

• -
.'

1(1

' :i^.iVtetnam in recent times.

..
L
'’’-«v i^- '••He president's commission, com-

•
: '^tii;'

:BiBtog-both Jews, and non-Jews,
•’ Wittdieve that the “council of moral

. ^^leadera" idea would help make the

i ,
lemons of the Holocaust relevant to

:.

,“nu
'c

l

i.t-the American people as a whole who
..

.. j
J K h ijiave not personally been touched hy

,,r,;

".5t.,‘
;inemories of the World War H era.

"
n| «„ ;-.Babbl Irving Greenberg, director

" v *
i" svtf the commission, told Navon that

‘
' tifljey would suggest the establish-

1 “'
1;
^.iv^. l

ioent of a federal museum on the
" :" -i ^Holocaust In Washington, as well as

sreducational foundation that would
7 v support research, Holocaust studies

.

' " lower and university levels,
"i«F ^teacher exchange programmes, and

1 !

w-^^new material for the media.
' 1

1

Hyman Bookbinder, the American
1 1 : r ^ i Jewish Committee’s Washington
'* w representative, told Navon that the
1 PM^eemmisston had not yet settled a fun-

• < :
irv ^damental issue. While all agreed

' that the project must memorialise
die Jewish victims of the Holocaust,

panel briefs Navon on experiences
Av:--VSv

President Titshak Navon -makes a point with members of President Jimmy Carter’s
Commission on the Holocaust, who visited Belt Hamumi yesterday at the end of a trip to
Eastern Europe and Israel for the preparation of recommendations on the establishment
of -a Holocaust memorial In Washington. Left to right are Mrs. Alfred OottsohaUc, Dr.
Alfred Gottschalk (Hebrew Union College), Kitty Dukakis (wife of the former governor

. of Massachusetts) , Hyman Bookbinder (American Jewish Committee), Prof. Jaffa
JSUach (Brooklyn College) and Rabbi Irving Greenberg (director of the commission).

(Ra.ha.mtn Israeli)

vir^many wanted to Impart the message
the danger posed by man’s in-

:0 ,1,7 .,
knmanity to man — as exemplified

snjJ? by the Nazi era — without diluting
-

-fte tragedy that befell the Jewish

v People.

•r„ L,^ The president said that a major
problem in teaching Americans

- »•*-!< about the Holocaust.is to “overcome
1 7.‘, the natural resistance to hearing dls-

.
,

|

,'i turbing things. Just because you
- • i •:

publish case histories on Holocaust
victims doesn't mean that people
will buy them, and fli™* you produce
won't necessarily be viewed.'*
Navon also urged that youngsters
who take courses in Holocaust
studies not be given grades or ex-
aminations, so that they won't view
it as just another subject or say at
the end that they got a “seven in
Holocaust.”
Prof. Jaffa EUaeh, who founded

the Centre far Holocaust Studies in
Brooklyn, warned that unless the
period Is taught correctly, it could
boomerang. Sometimes, she said,
Holocaust studies can bring oat anti-
Semitic feelings among non-Jews.
And failing to add the continuation of

the story .— how it affected the es-
tablishment ofthe State of Israel
how survivors became productive
citizens of the Jewish State — may
impart a “catastrophic view" of
Judaism.

‘"'X.

New book on Mideast intelligence:

‘Seduced Iraqi pilot helped

Israel down Soviet Migs’
WASHINGTON (UPI). — An Israeli

trap which, led five Soviet-piloted

:
|Mlg--2is to their downfall over Suez

the War of Attrition was
.. inade possible by an Iraqi pilot who

.

- - -tad -been seduced into .fiyiagrJi^a.Jet

!o Israel in 1966 fey aMossad-spy+ac*

.

v^jording to a new book published

. 1 ."The Untold History of Israel," by
. v 3eai (Teheskel) Carmel and Jac-

jues Derogy, also suggests that a
vaecret USSR naval base in
stern Egypt may have been

responsible for the disappearance of

(he Israeli submarine Dakar In He
Tea in 1968. -

I The book describes previously un-

published or partly published events

Jnvolviiig intelligence agencies in the

>Dddle East which Carmel (jour*

and formerly Israel consul

_ in Los Angeles) said came
secret documentation obtained

E
D years of research and in-

with hundreds of persons

ticlpated in or knew of the

Munir Rufa, an Iraqi Air

roup commander, as most
defect, and made him the

a beautiful Mossad agent, a

Jewish woman from New York,
hrrtifri She met him at a reception in

STis*'- on
.,.

4if(f^feglidad, and they met again

a ^vacations in Europe. She took him to
r,

'A" i Negev airfield tor a briefing, and
agreed to deliver and.returned to

“On an August morning in 1966,
while the Russian advisers at the
(Iraqi) base were having breakfast
together, Rufa calmly walked to his
planeand toldtheIraqi mechanics to

i fUl
Lan;tliglbjita, wMi

l "'^‘Se’fffiSi feeaded&wa^Baghdad
along his routine patrol course, then
took a sharp turn south and dis-

appeared, headed west...As soon as
the Mlg appeared at the agreed-on
point on the Israeli radar screens,
Israeli Mirage fighters met him
above Jordan...and accompanied
him to the landing on the Negev air-

field.**

Information gathered about the
Ulgdl then played a. role, the
authors wrote, in a series of events
which began when two Israeli
Skyhawk jetfightera were attacked
by Soviet-piloted Mlgs above the
Gulf of Suez on July 25, 1970. “Five
days later, two Mirage jets took off

in the direction of the canal,
seemingly on a routine recon-
naissance mission... Above the Gulf
of Suez, they suddenly banked In the
direction of the exact spot where the
two Skyhawks had been in-
tercepted...”
Their pilots righted 12 Mlg-21s

rushing headlong at them. “At that

precise moment, the trap...closed.

Eight Phantom jet fighters suddenly,
nosedived into the fray," downing^
five Migs without Israeli losses. A'
week later, Russian pilots were
withdrawn from the canal zone.

our held lit fruit swindle
EL AVIV (Itim). — Four promi-
fcat dried fruit shop-owners were
tie&sed on iwfi yesterday after tax

facials and police told the
uglstrates Court here that the four,

tea were involved in large-scale tax
feisUm.

The court set XL250.000 ball for

^tiboa Ventura. EUezer Zlonl, Zion
/Jgseno. and Herzl Yonati were all

fased on IlnoO.OOO bail each.
Police and tax investigators told

the court that the four men, who
reportedly cooperated with the In-

vestigators, were nabbed as a result

of last month’s swoop on Galilee
Arab and Jewish farmers and dis-

tributors.

The. police said Arab merchants
pay. Jewish farmers in cash for the
fruit while it la Btill on the trees, pick

it with their own labour, and then sell

it — again for cash — to the city

shop-owners. Thus, all three avoid
tax payments.

Vashem honours WWII rescuers

will be planted on Thursday

.

next Sunday in honour of a
jljteh couple and a Hungarian man

. ,rf-

l" *> saved Jewish children during
c pd War n.

: rieter.Mathias and Elisa-
!&anna.Agne« Eggen, to be
Poured on Thursday at u a.m. at

Vashem's Avenue of Righteous

Lj i treated . F. van Befgen-

f s gbron, six yean old hi IMS, &b an
loPted daughter until the end of the

Bergeiy-Hellbron's two sons,
» visiting Israel, will plant a tree
jWnour of their mother's rescuers,
** were awarded a medal' last

.. miy at the Israel embassy In

Holland.
Jakab Janos of Huazt, Hungary,

now visiting Israel, wffl be honoured

on Sunday at 11 a.m. for saving two

youths of the .Tannenbaum family,

hiding them in his home and
transporting them to safer locations.

Janos will receive a medal and plant

a tree at Yad Vashem.

RIDDLED. — Halm Greenberg, 17,

of Klryat Tivon, was brought to

Rambam Hospital in Haifa yester-

day afternoon with hand and eye

wounds after a rifle cartridge he had

been handling exploded in his hand.

Clash between journalists,

technicians silences radio
By JODY SIEGEL

Jerusalem Post Reporter
Kol YIsrael radio journalists,

angry at the refusal by technicians
to go out on assignment with them
yesterday morning, prevented the
broadcast of the 7 a.m. news -

magazine and silenced the First, Se-
cond and Third Programmes for 40
minutes in the afternoon.
“We are tired of the technicians

running our life," charged Avraham
Ben-Melech of the journalists' staff,

committee. Two weeks ago
technicians declined to go to
National Police Headquarters for an'
interview with Nltsav Aharon
Chelouche. Yesterday morning, ac-
cording to Ben-Melech, technicians
didn't turn up with a mobile van
when journalists had ordered It to

see what early-morning shoppers
thought about the price Increases.
“We closed down the news

magazine out of desperation," said
Ben-Melech, “in order to force
management to deal with them once
and for all."

Tension between Kiol Ylsrael jour-

nalists and technicians has been fit-

ful in recent years, especially over
the technicians’ refusal to let jour-'
nalista go out on urgent stories with
small Sony recorders instead of the
bulky machines .that ore operated
only by the technicians.
Radio director Gideon Lev-Ary

denounced the journalists' work ac-
tion as a “wildcat strike," and stated
that he would not allow a works com-
mittee to close down the radio.
Nevertheless, Lev-Ary whose ap-
pointment a few months ago was
cheered by most radio staffers
because of his competence and gift

for encouraging teamwork — called
together the two staff committees
and reached a modus vivendL
“I am very happy,*' he told The

Jerusalem Post when the 7 p.m.
news wiagnrina went on the air as
normal, “that the tiro coxnmitees
now see eye to eye." Radio broad-
casts were expected to continue as
usual.
A representative of the

technicians* staff committee could
not be reached last night.

Hernt leaders feud .over. Histadnrt faction
I — “ -IfeMARBrfeBGAL™' -
.— pofopriHUcal CoritifetaHaK'

1 '0

TEL AVIV. — Key Herat officials

are trying to mediate between Hous-
ing Minister David Levy and UK
Meir Cohen, his successor as head of

the Likud HIstadrut faction. Their
relations are reportedly at breaking
point.

Cohen has publicly complained
that party strongman Levy aban-
doned the HIstadrut faction when he
Joined the cabinet. He was incensed
at Levy’s refusal to personally
bolster the Likud case at the recent
HIstadrut Executive debate, where
the government's housing policy
came under sharp attack from the

Isflbbifr Phrty^maJorityT*
‘

‘Cb'Rfii' aKtTdomplafrfetf that Levy
did not bother to order any of his

aides to supply the HIstadrut faction

with suitable material to fend offthe

Labour assault.

'

Levy Issued a statement in which
he took Cohen totask. He said, “I am
the one who promoted him, and now
he is showingme Ingratitude. Icould
hardly have appeared at the
HIstadrut Executive meeting,
because the federation was waging a
political campaign against the
government and against me. It is not
true what Cohen said. My aides did
provide them with material. I reject
Ms slanderous remarks."

Police reach dead end in Jaffa probe
By YOBAM BAB

' Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The investigation into

the murder of bakery worker Yosef
Bonita and the attempt to murder six

members of the All Sannir family in

Jaffa has reached a dead end, the

head of the special Investigation un-

it, Pakad Michael Bahar, Bald

yesterday.
The officer said that police yester-

day released two persons who had
been held In custody as suspects —
All Sannir’s brother, Sayed, and a 17-

year-old youth — and "we now have
no suspects.”
It was learned that they were

released after their clothes were
returned from the police laboratory.

where they were sent for criminal
Identification, without any evidence
that the blood stains on them belong-
ed to the Efannjr family.

The six members of the Sannir

family were brutually attacked with

an axe In their home a week ago Sun-,

day night. All Sannir’s condition at

Ichilov Hospital la still described as
“clinically dead." Condition of All’s

wife, Latifa, and three of their four

children, is termed "critical.”

Ii also has been learned that the
police investigation will now focus on
All Bannir’s connections with the un-
derworld in Jaffa.
Benlta was shot dead near the San-

nir house as he was cycling to work.

Zahavi calls children’s grants too small
By HAIM SHAPIRO

Jerusalem Post Reporter

Zahavi, the organization of large
families, yesterday attacked the
proposed increase In children’s
allowances as insufficient to cover,

the increased cost of baric foods.

The compensation tor families
with four or more children, in which
one member has served In the army,
was Increased by 6 per cent, begin-

ning next month.
But Dr. Eliezer Jaffe, a lecturer at

the Hebrew University School of

Social Work and an activist in the

organization, charged that since
children's allowances were in-

stituted In 1958, they have been sub-

ject to constant erosion. This has es-

pecially been true in the last four

years, he said.

Even before yesterday's price

hikes, he said, the grants were
already 20 to 35 per cent under their,

value in 1958.

One major problem, Jaffe pointed

out. Is the linkage of the grantstothe

cost-of-living index, which la up-
dated twice a year. In a period of
galloping inflation, this means the
families lose out.

Zahavi is pressing, he said, for
children's grants to be linked to the
average wage, which reflects in-

flationary pressures far more quick-
ly than the C-oL index.
Moreover, he said, the group is

bitter that in recent news broadcasts
Labour and Social Affairs Minister
Israel Kati lumped large families
with the “underprivileged." "We.
have been fighting for the principle

that children's grants are aright, not'

charity,'* said Jaffe.

French dentists fill

Jerusalem cavities

SJx Jewish dentists ''from France
have volunteered their vacation time

to treat hundreds of Jerusalem
youngsters this summer. They have
been working at municipal clinics In

Nahalat Shiva and Ir Ganlm.

Burgled tenants protest police inaction
By MARY HDtSCHFELD
Jerusalem Post Reporter

JJjA. -- Carrying their tape recorder*, tran-
fadioa. television sets and other valuables,^ of the Beit Sira apartment house in

Balfour demonstrated yesterday mor-

headquarters, protesting against

- bn^.-T
0’* totaJ lack of interest and irrespon-

.

Jhelr-building keen burgled five

ft?J® past tour weeks, and they complain-

[
j^^^the police have done la to tell them to

i

Michael Udell, ayoung immigrant
l
*Tiiladelphia, a aid' all the burglaries were

apparently performed the same way— entrance

was not forced, all took place in the morning, and

the thief knew where to look for valuables. More

than 15,000 in cash and a number of electrical

appliances have been stolen.

ZSFBS'St
"The police know who did it. and they are just

waiting to catch him red-handed."

The Beit"Sirft apartment house is one of Hadar

Hacamiel's oldest, and It appeared to The

Jerusalem Postthat few repairs have been made

in 45 years. Water stains are on every wall,

pumps don't work and toilet installations leak.

The ground floor has been rented by toe

•Labour Party's youth section and Is reportedly

rarely used.The other two floors are occupiedby
the immigrants and foreign workers.

The building is administered by the Belt Sira

Company.
"My key opens a number of apartments on my

floor, some on the upper one," Udell told The
Post. “When we asked the owner to have new
locks installed, she told us to move out ifwe were
not satisfied."

The building la vulnerable, the tenants aay,

claiming anybody can break in anytime. “Half

of toe house faces the street, and there are two

back entrances with nobody to watch over them--

There is no watchman at all after 4 p.m.," Udell

added. “We think the police should have a guard
here."

No shopper rush in Tel Aviv,

hut Jerusalem shops crowded
By ALANELSNER

.
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Most consumers here
apparently managed to beat the
price rises on basic goods by stock-
ing up at the end of last week. De-
mand was noticeably lower than
usual yesterday for products whose
prices rose over the weekend. This
was the picture emerging from
several Tel Aviv supermarkets
visited by The Jerusalem Post's
reporters yesterday.
But' in Jerusalem, hundreds of

shoppers were out early In toe mor-
ning trying to snatch up goods at the
old prices — oD for the most part.

There was also a rush on other ar-

ticles whose prices are expected to

rise in the wake of basic commodity
price hikes. Police readied,
needlessly it emerged, for an-
ticipated demonstrations against the
rises.

Demand for cooking oil and frozen
rihfcken was particularly Ugh in Td
Aviv 'Last Thursday and Friday.
Some supermarkets rationed cook-
ing oil.

Yesterday, there was plenty of oil

in all shops, and in one large super-
market on Rehov Xbn Gabirol
refrigerators were still packed with
frozen poultry at the end of the day.
Sfmha Assaf, director-general of

the Agricultural Centre, which
represents the country's farmers,
said that he was not worried about
the price rises' effect on consumer
demand. Cautiously welcoming the
partial lifting of toe subsidies. Assaf
said that the move was ‘-'a positive
one, so long as it stops here. We are
against a total lifting of subsidies,
though they had reached Inflated

levels."

"Farmers are concerned at the

government's declarations that it

wants to get rid of all subsidies, a
move that would hurt both the con-
sumer and the producer by creating
chaos in the market," Assaf added.
He said the low poultry sales would
pick up again as soon as consumer
stocks ran out and they became used
to the new prices. He added that de-
mand for chicken had risen ap-
preciably over toe last month follow-

ing toe abolition of the subsidy on im-
ported frozen' beef.'

Arabs charge discrimination

in price rise compensation
Jerusalem Post Reporter

NAZARETH. — Heads of Galilee
Arab local councils yesterday
protested the Treasury's decision to
compensate only those families with
four or more children where one
family member at least has served
in the army.
They said the decision on limiting

compensation for the recent sub-
sidies slash hits at some 40 per cent
of the Arab population where
families number four children or
more.
They also alleged that National In-

surance Institute payments dis-
criminate against them, following
the distinction, Introduced seven
year* ago, between recipients who
have served in the army and those
who have not.

They demanded equal compensa-
tion for all recipients.

They also charged that last week's
flour price hike hits them harder
than Jews, since they generally bake
bread at home, while Jews tend to
buy still-subsidized ready-baked
bread.
The council heads' convention

here yesterday praised Defence
Minister Ezer Weizman's reprimand

ME asks colleagues

to forgo pay hike

Post Knesset Reporter

Knesset member? should set a
j good example »to.^Jw public in--the
i present ecenomic <altuatfa»». accor-
ding to Dov Shilansky (Likud). Be
wrote a letter to Knesset Speaker
Yitzhak Shamir, In which he aired
two proposals. *

Shilansky proposed that MKa*
salaries should be frozen at their

present level by waiving the propos-
ed September advance on the next
cost-of-living increment. “Our
salaries are not so high," Shilansky
wrote Shamir, “but our personal ex-

ample can make a healthy contribu-
tion to public support for the
economic cuts proposed hy the
government."
Shilansky also proposed that MKa

stop lodging at luxury hotels, even
though they get a 50 per cent dis-

count at many of them, “to avoid
creating the Impression that we are
chasing luxurious living.”

Soldier shot in stomach,)

police arrest friend
TEL AVIV (Itim). — A 22-year-old
soldier, Ratzon Mudahi, was shot in
the stomach on Friday night. Police
learned of the shooting from an
anonymous telephone call at 5 a-m.
on Shabbat They later arrested one
of the soldier's two friends who had
brought him to Ichilov Hospital,
where he is said to be In fair condi-
tion.

The anonymous caller told the
police a soldier had tried to commit
suicide at 39 Rehov Ivri, in Tel
Aviv's Hatikva Quarter.
Saying he did not know who had

shot him, the soldier did tell police
the names of those with whom he had
spent toe evening. It was

. on thin
basis that the arrest was made.
Police, who suspect the shooting

followed a quarrel, later found a
bullet which they say penetrated the
soldier’s waist and came out the
other ride.

Raya goes to Lebanon
for church meeting
HAIFA. — Archbishop Joseph Raya,
former head of the Greek Catholic
Church in Galilee, yesterday left for
Lebanon to participate in a Beirut
synod* slated for next week.
Archbishop Maximos Saloum, who
filled Raya's post five years ago," is

due' to join Raya there later this
week. Raya was in Israel for two
weeks of talks with local supporters
and government officials.

Miss Piggy deleted

during Ramadan
ANKARA' (Reuter). — Television's
“Muppet Show" haa been taken off

the air in Turkey during the month-
longRamadan fast in case the "Miss
Piggy” character offends devout
Moslems, who do not eat pork and
consider pigs unclean.
Turkish television sources said the

popular international show, which
they began -screening earlier this
year, would resume after Ramadan
at the end of this month. The decision
to suspend it followed widespread
controversy after a participant In a
televised panel discussion question-
ed the Moslem attitude to pork, they
added.

VIETNAMESE. — Vietnamese
refugees living in Israel have been
registered as temporary residents,
an Interior Ministry circular said
yesterday.

of OC Northern Command Aluf
Avigdor Ben-Gal, whose recent con-
troversial remarks on the Arabs of

- Galilee created a furore in the North.
But council heads also said Welz-

man should remove Ben-Gal from
his post and give him a command
where he would not be In a position to
“impugn Israel's Arab community.”
The anger that swept through

northern Arab communities after
Ben-Gal’s reference to the Arab
presence in Galilee as a "cancer,"
apparently subsided following the
Welzman rebuke. But the council
heads' statement was seen as an
attempt to ensure that the Issue
remains alive.

(®?/.

J’lem youth won’t

have capital this

year, city says
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Jerusalem's Youth Capital, a ma-
jor summertime feature for
Jerusalem Jewish and Arab youth
for the past 10 years, will not be held
this year.
Municipal spokesman Rafi

Davara said yesterday that the
physical scale of the week-long event
and the financial investment re-

quired had reached such proportions
that officials wanted to reconsider
the concept.
“We felt the lime had come to stop

and think,” he said, but added the
city plans to “resume It next year."
A major problem, be said, was

that the youth capital had outgrown
the site allocated It in Sacher Park.

No one hurt in bomb

on Asbk.elon highway

ASHKELON tltlm). — A bomb ex-
ploded yesterday morning at the
hitchhiking station leading south
from the Ashkelon junction. There
were no injuries or damage.
The spot, which has been hit by

bombs several times before, is
generally crowded with soldiers
heading back to their bases on bun-
days, after weekend leave. It is jJso
visited by large numbers of Gaza
Strip Arabs commuting home from
work or waiting for Job offers.
Security forces arrived at the

scene shortly after the blast and
began combing the area. Several
Arabs were detained for interroga-
tion.

“The PLO is not the group to deal with in

solving the Palestinian problem. The PLO
is an alliance of guerrilla organisations not

a government In exile. The PLO is

unrepresentative of the Palestinian
problem. The PLO should not participate

as an equal partner in any resumed
Geneva peace conference because the

PLO’s stated aims are diametrically op-

posed to any peace which envisions the

continued existence of Israel.” (Reply by

Jimmy Carter to a question by The Jewish
Telegraphic Agency, Oct. 18, 1976).
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WORLD NEWS

Vietnam alerts to new
Chinese border assault

Monday, August 13, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Four

LANG SON, Vietnam (Reuter). —
Vietnamese officials say they are
preparing1

for another Chinese at-
tack in mountainous border areas
which saw heavy fighting- In a
month-long war last
"This time we won’t be taken by

surprise," said VI Gi& Le, a member
of the Lang Son provincial people’s
committee, referring to the sudden
thrust of Chinese forces who cap-
tured this northeastern provincial
capital before withdrawing. Peking
said the war was aimed at teaching
Vietnam a lesson.

But the spokesman added that be-
ing prepared did not mean bringing
more Vietnamese regular army un-
its to the border, but rather digging
more trenches, having more guns
and ammunition, and building up
determination to fight.
Asked at a news conference in

Hanoi a few days ago whether
another Chinese attack was ex-
pected, Vietnam's Twain spokesman
on foreign relations Nguyem Co
Thach said, "If we are well-
prepared, there will be no second
lesson."
Vi Gia Le, though reluctant to dis-

close details of Vietnamese troop
dispositions, gave a broad picture of
local militia and self-defence units
close to the border, with provincial
troops behind them and regular
army troops “a bit further hack.”
Earlier this year, local militia and

regional forces bore the brunt of the
Chinese attacks. Regular units were
•kept In reserve most of the time.
• Asked how close to each other the
two countries forces were at present,
the official said, "At certain places,
Vietnam and China face each other
across the border at a distance of
dozens of metres.”
He added that the Chinese were en-

croaching at many places along the
border of Liang Son, a province with
half a million people and a 250-km.
border with China.

He alleged that Chinese forceshad
shelled the province's civilian pop-
ulation and sent "agents” on recon-
naissance, with the last shelling on
July 19 about 25 km. from Lang Son.
Meanwhile, American

Congressman Jim Scheur (New
York, Democrat) called yesterday
for the immediate establishment of
diplomatic relations between Viet-
nam and the D.S.
He told a news conference In

Bangkok on his return from Hanoi as
a member ofa congressional delega-
tion that promisesmade to it by Viet-
namese officials "justify extending
diplomatic relations to Vietnam
right now, tonight.

"

"That doesn't mean we approve of
them, or love them, or even- like

them. It means setting up the
machinery .to achieve our national
policies,” Scheur said.

Fellow New York Democrat
Lester Wolff, the delegation leader,
said that the talks had made signifi-

cant progress on Americans still

listed as missing in action in In-
dochina, the refugee question and
the presence of Vietnamese troops In
Cambodia.
Scheur said be left Hanoi with the

firm impression that Vietnam did
not wish "to continue Its dependency
on the Soviet Union," which Is es-
timated by diplomats In Bangkok to

be pouring some |2m. a day Into the
country.

In a related development, Vietnam
will probably announce a partial
troop withdrawal from Cambodia in

the near future, Vietnamese sources
said yesterday.
They said the plan was tentative

and depended on a number of outside
events. Including the possibility of

normalization of relations with the
U.S.

If a partial withdrawal Is an-
nounced, the sources said, it will

take place within leas than two
months.

Morocco takes Sahara town
as Mauritania flag lowered
RABAT (Reuter). — Morocco
yesterday virtually controlled the
Western Sahara town of Dakhla, ad-
ministered by Mauritania since the
two countries partitioned the desert
territory in 1976.
Moroccan Interior Minister Dries

Basrl, who led a government delega-
tion to the coastal town Saturday,
carefully avoided confirming that
Morocco had officially taken over
Dakhla (formerly Villa Cisneros)
and the Mauritanian sector, known
as the Tiria el-Gharbia.

He' told a news conference in the
town that KiTig Hassan had sent his

delegation of four cabinet ministers
in response to appeals from the local

population, who demonstrated in

favour of Morocco last week against
Mauritania's one-week-old peace
treaty, with the .Algeria-backed
FbHSarib Front.'"

"

- Boari said a Moi*oCdanadministra-
tion would take over the disputed
area “when the Mauritanian
authorities leave the territory as
they have said they will."

Under the Algiers treaty signed
last Sunday, Mauritania renounced

all claims to the phosphate-rich
former Spanish colony and said it

would withdraw.
.After the M&uritanlan-flag was

lowered in the town, Basrl told a
crowd of some 3,000 Dakhla
residents thatMorocco would defend
the territory against aggression.
Hassan had aeat the ministers “to In-

quire Into the needs and aspirations,

of the inhabitants."
As the delegation visited Dakhla,

Moroccan troops and iPolisario

guerrillas fought a fierce six-hour

battle less than 80 km. to the east at

Blr Anaareri, a small oasis in the
Moroccan sector ofWestern Sahara.
An official statement Issued in

Rabat said the guerrillas sustained

heavy losses and some Moroccans
were also killed, but it gave no

. .jimrliiftj’.agtialty figures.
OfiHStaHT said

'were confined to barracks In Dakhla
as hundreds erf Moroccan soldiers,

some of them armed, patrolled the
streets. Correspondents said they
saw Moroccan military aircraft in-

cluding two F-5 jet'fighters parked
an the Dakhla airfield.

Spiders aren’t pests

for Chinese farmers

HONGKONG (Reuter). — Chinese
peasants are using spiders to fight

pests in the rice fields/ the New
China News Agency said yesterday.

It said many rice-growing
provinces In South China were using
the spiders following six years
research Into their effectiveness as
pest-klUers in place of pesticides.

Some 120 specimens of spiders
were collected throughout the coun-

try and research workers found that

10 of these species were most effec-

tive, including the small black spider

and the spotted spider. In the past a
large amount of pesticides were used
In the rice-growing areas of the south
but the insect had become resistant
to the chemicals, the agency said.

Italy’s minority

gov’t wins final

confidence vote
ROME (UPI). — Premier
Francesco Cosaiga’s minority coali-

tion government won a final vote of

confidence in the Senate yesterday

that puts an end to the longest

government crisis In Italian history.

The. Senate vote of 158 to 118 in
favour of Coasiga'a coalition of
Christian Democrats, Social
Democrats and Liberals ended a
crisis that began six and a half
months ago.

It came a day after the Chamber of
Deputies, the lower house of parlia-
ment, approved the government by a
vote of 237-242 with 65 abstentious.

Nicaraguans on Saturday vote lor a five-man Junta for the
Matagalpa district. They voted by a show of hands. The sign says,
“With arms made In the USA, our country was assassinated.”

(UPI telephoto)

French Riviera threatened

by gust-fanned forest fires
TOULON, -France (Reuter). —
Forest fires fanned by treacherous
winds ravaged the wooded hills

above the French Riviera yesterday
despite the efforts of thousands of

firefighters.

Forests along the whole coast from
Cannes to Montpellier were ablaze,

with the worst damage done near the

fashionable holiday resort of St.

Tropez In Var county.
In Var the worst seemed over

Saturday when the wind began to

subside, but later it changed direc-

tion and SO-kph gusts revived the

flames.
Officials said a total of 100,000

dunam of woodland had been
destroyed In Var alone and French
President Valery Glscard d'Estaing
described it as “a national
catastrophe."
The president interrupted his holi-

day In the area to tour the fire zone in

a helicopter and told reporters
afterwards : “I was stunned by what
I saw.”
Later the Defence Ministry an-

nounced that the president had
ordered 1,200 more troops into the

battle against the fire, to join 2,100

already in action.
Firefighting reinforcements from

Paris and Lyons were expected to

relieve weary local firefighters who
had been battling the flames for

three days and nights without a
break.
Altogether 200 fires were raging

yesterday in France's southern
region, and between 3,000 and 4,000

men were struggling to contain the

menace.
They are helped by eight

amphibious Canadair planes, which
shuttle from the sea to the fires,

“bombing" the blaze with five tons

of.water each trip.

Nigerian elections ‘smooth’

despite a few fraud arrests
LAGOS, Nigeria tUPI)- — Several
persons were arrested on vote-fraud
charges in Nigeria's presidential
election,., but the incidents were
isolated - -opd; wiH not; affect the;

African nation's bid to set up a U.S.r.

style government, official radio
reports said yesterday.

A, Radio Kaduna broadcast
monitored in England said "some
arrests were made" but the conduct
of Saturday's election was "smooth,
orderly and peaceful almost all over
the country."

Results of the election were being
withheld until certification by
Nigeria’s Federal Election Commis-
sion.

Saturday's voting came as the last

of a series of five weekly elections

designed to set up a civilian govern- -

ment after 13 years of military rule

in the richest and most powerful na-

tion in black Africa.
Queues formed at many polls, and

observers said turnout was heavier
than in the preceding electipm. Tur:

nout in earlier ballots for the con-

gress never exceeded 35 per cent of

the electorate.

The five main parties each fielded

candidates for thekeyoffice ofpresi-

dent. The winner is scheduled to

assume power October 1; when the
Country reverts to civilian govern-

ment
Nigeria is the second largest

supplier of oil to the U.S. after Saudi
Arabia. The new constitution, is

patterned on the American system,
with a strong executive president, a
two-house legislature and an in-

dependent Judiciary.

Phnom Penh claims it’s liberalizing

BANGKOK (A). —More than 170,000

students have returned to school,

Buddhist temples have been
restored and young people are now
free to "choose their own com-
panion," the Phnom Penh govern-
ment said yesterday in a review of

.

developments since the Pol Pot
government was overthrown In
January.
He Voice of Kampuchean People,

monitored in Bangkok, said the peo-
ple In Cambodia are now free to

travel in the country and Buddhist 1

monks are allowed to practise their

religion since the government of

President Heng Samrin took control.

In a lenghty commentary, the
broadcast also claimed that the new
regime had “wiped out" 42,000 Pol
Pot troops during the six months of
fighting. The broadcast said 18 coun-
tries have recognized the new
regime as the legitimate govern-
ment' of Cambodia.
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Natural disasters aren’t news in India
Washington Post News Service

NEW DELHI. — The headline, tuck-
ed inconspicuously into a lower cor-

ner of the newspaper’s front page,
could easily have been overlooked.
"Five million people hit by

floods," it said. Below It, a brief arti-

cle matter of factly ticked off the

statistics of devastation in northeast
India, which in any other country
would have been news of primary
Importance.
The offhand treatment of such a

disaster Is not unusual. Floods,
cyclones, droughts and other natural
calamities are as common here as

winter snow in the American
Midwest
"Natural disasters are nothing un-

usual here, and the definition of news
is something that’s new," Sachchi

Sahay, editor of India's.national dal-

ly, "The Statesman,” said. "In a

newsman’s mind, floods Just aren't

news."
The result of .this attitude is that

many of the world's worst natural

disasters, in terms of lives and
damage, pass largely unnoticed In

the world press, and cause only mild
interest within India itself.

One Indian disaster that did. at-

tract international attention was a
cyclone and subsequent tidal wave
that hit the southeast coastal state of

Andhra Pradesh in November
1977, claiming nearly 10,000 lives.

A foreign newsman who was in In-

dia at the time explained that that

catastrophe received as much
coverage as It did only because

"there wasn't much else going on at
•the time."

India's natural disaster season

usually begins in May, when heavy
rains start falling in the northeast

states of Assam and Meghalaya. By
late November, when the last

cyclone spends Itself off the east

coast, thousands have been killed

and hundreds of minions of dollars In

damage has been caused.
Of all India’s natural disasters*

floods are the most common. They

occur throughout the country but
they affect mainly the populous
northern and northeastern sectors,
where heavy rains combine with
runoff from the Himalayas.
Because northern India' Is one of

the world's most densely populated
area, virtually every flood becomes
a killer.

In 1977, the latest year for official
statistics, 9,848 persons perished In
India because of floods. In each of

' the last 36 years, flood damage has
averaged more than 8300m. accor-
ding to official figures.

So common is the problem that the
central water commission- publishes
a “weekly flood news letter," which
details In 10 to 15 pages, the current
week's disasters.

The lack of attention tends' to

minimize political pressure for

mounting any meaningful relief

operation. Local politicians often

view flood relief funds from the cen-

tral government as windfall to be

siphoned off for their personal use.

India has spent substantial sums
on river levees to provide at least

marginal protection for roughly a
third of the 1.3 million square miles

of land that is subject to frequent

flooding.

But sometimes the protective

measures save one area at the ex-

pense of another. "None ofour rivers

are embanked along their entire

length," Singh said. "If you build

levees upstream, then you can In-

crease the problem downstream."
Two groups advising the govern-

ment have recommended that an ad-
ditional $1.5b. to 82.5b. be spent over
the next five years to control
flooding, but so far the government
has allocated only 8780m. for that
period. Much of this will be spent on
conventional levees and dams, but
India’s flood problems have
generated some ambitious engineer-
ing ideas, including one that calls for

a canal system at the base of the

Himalayas to catch runoff and
channel It Into the Bay of Bengal:

Iran in talks

withEuromart
TEHERAN (Reuter). — A top-level

Iranian economic delegation has left

for Brussels for the first direct con-

tact between oil-rich Iran and the
nine-member Common Market since
the February revolution.

The official Pars news agency said
that the delegation, led by Finance
and Economy Minister All Ardatan
would leave Brussels on August 25
for talks with Danish officials in

Copenhagen.
The governor of the Central Bank

of Iran. Dr. All Mowlavi, and Ar-
dalan's deputy. Cyrus Ibrahlm-
zadeh, who specializes in oil

negotiations, are the other main
members ' of the Iranian team.
As a longtime envoy to the Euro-

pean Economic Community (EEC)
in Brussels, Mowlavi had for many
years been trying to negotiate a new
trade agreement between the Com
mon Market and Iran.

Under the shah. Iran used to supp-
ly about 100 million tons of oil a year
to the EEC— about 20 per cent of the
community's annual consumption.
Since the expiry of its 1968 accord

with the EEC, Iran's trade with the
Nine has been governed by bilateral
agreements. Iran has been seeking
free access to EEC markets for its

Industrial and agricultural exports.

Indian lawyer

flees S. Africa

for Botswana
LONDON (Reuter). — Shun Chetty.
an Indian lawyerwho acted for many
black activists, including Steve Biko,
is now in Botswana after fleeing
South Africa, and has been given per-
mission to come to Britain with his
wife, the Foreign Office said yester-

day.
A Foreign Office spokesman said

Chetty, 37, a South African of Indian
descent, had been In touch with the
British High Commission In
Gaborone, but declined any further
comment.
Chetty represented the family of

black leader Steve Biko after Biko'a

death from brain injuries in police
custody in South Africa almost two
years ago, and also prepared the
defence In May of those standing
trial on security charges. His
passportwas withdrawn by the South
African government In 1978.

"The Sunday Times" of
Johannesburg reported that the
lawyer had fled to Botswana because
he feared be might be placed undera
government banning order, seriously
restricting his freedom.

It said he might be trying to go to
Britain or Australia, but Informed
sources said in London he was due in

Britain In the neap future.

ZAPU chief (hanks

Rumafliafor help
BUCHAREST (AP). — Rumanian
President Nicolae Ceausescu yester-

day conferred with Joshua Nkomo,
leader of the Zimbabwe African
People's Union (ZAPO) , who arrived
in Bucharest on Saturday at the in-

vitation of the Rumanian Com-
munist Party.
An official announcement said

Ceausescu had reasserted
Rumania's "militant solidarity with
the just fight of the Zimbabwe people
for the overthrow of Rhodesia's
racist regime, for the fulfilment of

Its aspirations to freedom, welfare
and independence."
The official statement said Nkomo

had thanked Ceausescu for the
political, diplomatic and material

support that Rumania has been giv-

ing to his group.
Nkomo arrived in Bucharest from

Cairo, where he conferred with
Egyptian officials.

In Salisbury yesterday, military
headquarters reported a further 58
people killed In the bush war against
Patriotic Front guerrillas. The dead
included a 71-year-old white farmer
killed with his black driver In an am-
bush in the west of the country, and
16 black civilians whose vehicle hit a
landmine.
The communique said 38

guerrillas and four collaborators
were killed.

Undersea earthquake
rocks Tokyo area
TOKYO (Reuter). — A fairly strong

earthquake jolted Tokyo and Its

vicinity yesterday, but there were no
immediate reports of casualties or
damage.
The central meteorological agency

said Tokyo and four other places

were the hardest hit, registering- an
intensity of three on a Japanese
scale of seven.

It said the epicentre of the earth-

quake was off the coast near Chiba,

south of Tokyo, and about 40
kilometres under the Pacific Ocean.

LIVING IN ISRAEL?

Tourist! You axe Invited to a question and answers evening

which takes place every week at the following locations:

Monday: Tiberias Plaza, a C.P. Hotel (English) at 9 p.m.
Hotel Not, Haifa, Sderot Hanassi (English) at 9

p.m.
Accadia Hotel, Herzliya (English) at 9 p.m.
Park Hotel, Netanya (French) at 9 p.m.

Wednesday: Sharon Hotel, Herzliya (English).at 9 p.m.
Park Hotel, Tel Aviv (Iranian) at 9 p.m. .

Tal Hotel, Tel Aviv (English) at 9 p.m.
2hud Shivat Zion Synagogue, Oneg Shabbat
(English) at 9 p.m.

Tuesday:

Thursday:
Friday:*

"

For Sale.
In Afeka —
NeveAvivim
5 luxurious Rooms

full air conditioned, 150 sq.m.,

underground parking; suitable

for physician.

Tel. 03-424554.

Further information: Tour V&’aleh, W.Z.O.
Dept, of Immigration and Absorption
Tel Aviv, 12.Rehov Kaplan, Tel. 03-258311
Haifa, 124 Sderot Hanassi, Tel. 04-83353
Jerusalem, 5 Rehov Ben Yehuda, Tel. 02-639261 *

Reception hours: Sutk-Thnr^ 8 a.m, - 2 p.m. Fri., 8 a.'m. - 1 pjn.

Park Hotel, Netanya, Desk, Simi-Thur,' 6-9 p.m.

IRA supporters wear only

blankets in anti-lIK march
BELFAST (UPI). — Thousands of

Irish Republican sympathisers
yesterday protested against the 10th
anniversary of the arrival of British
troops in Northern Ireland by
marching through the city's streets

to the rain, dressed only In blankets.

The blankets were intended to

.show the plight of political prisoners

jailed in their fight to farce British

troops out of Northern Ireland and
form a unified Irish Republic.

There were no reports of violence
during the march. More than 6,000

police officers, many In bullet-proof

vests, were put on special alert for

.the demonstration and were backed
by 18.000 British troops.

The "British out" march was
organized by the provisional Seta

Fein, the political arm of the Irish

Republican Army, and was confined

to the. Roman Catholic Falls Road I

area1

of West Belfast.
;

This week IS the 30tfa azsdve^
1

sary of the arrival of British troops I

on the streets of Northern Ireland, a ;•

Sein Fein spokesman said the an- •

,

nlvereary protest march attracted
'

1

7,000 supporters. Including *ym-
"

paihlzsrs from the U.S., Canada,
France and Germany.

.
.
Earlier Seta Fein headquarters on

Falla Road wan raided by the army •

and several persons were arrested.

The troops also confiscated
.

loudspeaker equipment.
A British army spokesman said

two men were arrested in the ntt,

but later released after questioning.

A conflicting report .came from

Sein Fein that four men were picked .

up,' including John Deerl, 'a'

.

Republican supporter recently
"

released from prison.

John Drummond, a 34-year-old English mountain cUnber, scaled

the 250-foot spire of Boa Francisco's Grace Cathedral to urge

California Governor Edmund Brown to pardon an Imprisoned Black
Panther, Elmer Pratt. He took two hours to climb up and suspend
himself in a hammock and unfurl a flag bearing his message.

(DPI telephoto) ;i:

.
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Kissinger urges more defence spending
WASHINGTON (AP). — Former
secretary of state Henry Kissinger

Increase defence spending because
"we are going to be behind" in all

military areas and subject to

blackmail by the'Soviet Union.

“The situation is that, except for
naval forces, we are going to be
behind, and increasingly behind, In

every significant strategic category
of military power, and even in naval
power the balance is beginning to

shift,". Kissinger said oh NBC's
nationally broadcast . "Meet the
Press.”

.

"Given the world of Instability in
which we live, this means in the
1980s we are bound to be confronting
crises in which our forces will be In-

adequate,” he said. "So what la

needed is a national decision to try to

close these gaps, and I believe we
need them in practically every
category of power, ofystrategic
forces, theatre nuclear forces, con-
ventional farces and some additions

•to our naval power."
Asked to say hypothetically how

the Soviets could blackmail a
weakened U.S., Kissinger
responded: "Middle East,"

‘
‘Crises Could arise unsought by

any of the countries similar to the,

1973 alert — the Soviets threaten in-

tervention. I oannot exclude
pressure against Chins andl cannot,

if the situation deteriorates beyond *
certain point, even exclude
pressures against Europe."
As to the possibility of another

Berlin crisis, Kissinger said, "IthhA
it cannot be excluded if the balance
of power shifts importantly agatnri

us,"

t-

S. Africa awards $34,000 to black youth
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JOHANNESBURG (UPI). — The
South African government has
awarded a 834,000 out of court settle-

ment to Stanley Ndlovu, a 17-year-
old black who was crippled two
years ago by a gunshot wound In-

flicted by local boxing hero Kallie
Knoetze, the Ndlovu family lawyers
said yesterday.
Knoetze,. who was a policeman at

the time of the shooting, fired his
revolver at Ndlovu during-an out-
break of race violence In the Kaglso
black township outside Pretoria In
October 1977.
The bullet hit the youth in the left

leg. which later had to be amputated
above the knee.

In November last year Ndlovutpu
^

acquitted of charges of pubBc
violence, damaging police property 7J
and of assaulting Knoetse — untfl “ ^

,

recently ranked among the top firs ^
world heavyweight boxing crown n

contenders.
'

•

Chinese illiteracy

TOKYO (AP). — Six per cent of

China's school-age children -still

unable to go to school and the

number of children who cannot or

can hardly redd and write Is in1

creasing, China's official Xtolmz
(Hsinhua) news agency said yester-

day.
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Product

BREAD
Uniform brown bread
White bread -

White bread
Kflmmel bread
Round or regular plaited hala
Ron
Sliced brown bread
Siloed white bread

MARGARINE
Margarine, saltedor salt free
Margarine, saltedorsalt tree
Margarine,low calorie

Margarine, for baking
Margarine, milk
Margarine, milk

PacWng/Welght
, Retail Ty-
Price (HdL <..V

with 1X% VAT

75# g. 8.50

«0f. 4M
350 g. 3.00
BMg- AM
500(. 4.80

00 f. 1.10

7Wg.ba| 7.M
500 (.bag LM

200 (.package
250 g. tub .

CM g. tab
M0 (.package
MO g. package
300(.package

OIL
Refined soyaoil

Refined soya oil

&. prliw •<MUhW aflui
UnMU*.

Wei (580 g.)
gliua bottle - 1&M
lUtra (MO f.)
plastic bottle- : 21.50

The public fai asked to notice the. price* of these products,

and notto pay more than the above prices.
Complaints should be addressed to the local office of the

Ministry of Industry, Trade and Tourism.
JERUSALEM — 38 Rehov Karen Hayesod, TeL 02-38431
TEL AVIV — 70 Rehov Much, Tel. -03-414011

HAIFA 82 Rehov Ha’atxma’ut, TeL 04-640B21

KEERSHEBA — US Rehov florid, -ToL *67-35771
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COULD/* said Defence

v ”Ofeecretary Harold Brown.
,
'i;

-':fB>aWletely- pulverize the Soviet
• *Atafoii.*’ Y03' 8x1(3 Secretary of Stale

^Jcyrus Vance, “we could lndnderlze
' The members of the U.8 .

-(senate Foreign Relations Com-
’

‘ ^ tw, ®ittec looked mildly reassured.
' r|

». Had not the U.SM demanded one
5
-. . ' . h&Lnator. negotiated Itself into a. mi.

Anthony Holden reports from Washington on the arms race

,tor. negotiated Itself into a posi-
of inferiority? Not at an, said
vO. Tet it was “necessary but

.. iB PoBSibia, beneath the
4 ,

K V'b^andellers and ornate stucco work
kid flie'Senate Caucus Room, to fear

* *“

\*4';
''.N&i:

jjjr the future of mankind. Words like
Vpjegadeatha

1
' end “mutual assured

jjggtpicticin'' {MAD for short) are

ae mere fundamentals of the SALT
debate. Outside, beneath the echoing
Rotunda, a school choir sings

t

ij&eetly: as the door opens and
jellies,, snatches of heavenly music •

ffift ln. as if to confirm the Defence
^etary’s evidence.

the table in front of him, Sen.
r Jackson fingers tall, erect
I missiles — the huge black
representing Soviet nuclear
p-veight, " the puny white ones

% America's current "response
- i^SMUty.” One wonders what Sig-

mpd Freud’s testimony might have

w4

ununlals
eSafe
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nivnua
itnprie

•' < iicibnpe

-irlng h)sK

fence

p®R four weeks of Senate com*
!§*? hearings on the SALT n trea-
ts central paradox has emerged.
took ,a winner of the Nobel peace
ire. Dr. Henry Kissinger, to ex-
res it most succinctly last week:
fr-price of this arms limitation
leement will be a hefty and im-
Kfate increase in U.S. arms apen-

f^tie drift of the first month’s
ir'lSadence, summarized in the verdict
fa:|phe' Joint Chiefs of Staff, is that
k&LT XI is a “modest but useful"
Hp^angreroent. The limited arms
im^elopment it allows, however,
<Xtist be exploited to the full.

: sThus the debate has expanded into
jisnajor reappraisal of U.S. defence

3 IpBey, looking back over the mis-
1 tikes of the last IS years, in which a.

= Accession of "weak and con*
rjiiatory” admlnlatrationa allowed
?-pe Soviets to catch up In the anna
| *ee. The specifics of the treaty

2 Itself, Ironically enough, have
become a minor component of a

j

much broader argument.

.

SALT'S immense technicalities,

whose interminable acronyms baffle

the public, have been subsumed in a
sew emphasis on “linkage": the no*

. tion that continuing arms
agreements must be conditional on
Russian military .restraint around
the world.
Kissinger's evidence made this the

Launching of a Titan missile. (TJJS. Air Force)

pre-eminent Issue, his deep Tutonic-
monotone harping on Russian
“geopolitical ambitions." The litany
of recent examples — Angola.
Ethiopia, Zaire, Afghanistan. South
Yemen, Cambodia, Iran— weaves
much more political magic than ar-

cane references to ICBMs, MIRVs,
.ALCMs and SLBMs.

Sen. Howard Baker, who hopes to
use SALT as his. route to the
Republican nomination for Presi-

dent, caught on to this quickly.
Baker had his fingers burnt in’the
first week of testimony, when he fad-

ed to better the Defence Secretary In

a dispute on the treaty's Intricacies.

For the next two weeks, he didn't

even turn up at the hearings.Now he
will save his ammunition for . the
floor debate iq November, and make
a Jingoistic appeal to the traditional

American precept that “might is

right."
"Americans don’t like to be second

best," intoned Gen. Alexander Haig,,
another whose statements have to be
set against his political ambitions.
Even Baker, however, is likely to
vote for the treaty, asno presidential
aspirant dare quite be seen to kill It.

His intent, like many others, will be
to ensure that his amendments
receive due prominence: having lost

Republican support by voting for the
Panama Canal treaty, he cannot
vote for SALT without hawking it up
.a bit

ALL OF which is of great
reassurance to the Carter Ad-
ministration. Amendments to the
treaty pile up by the day: Sens.

McGovern and Moynlhan, for In-
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Vietnamese exodus from the north
s.?2j",“rr. to ,5t .

»* *sj '"MS-JCu
A GROWDSXijnumber of Vietnamese- -

“boat people' 1 have left homes in
northern Vietnam to escape the
Communist government under
which they lived for'many years.

Since April, according to
Hongkong officials, as many
northerners as southerners have
come by boat from Vietnam, in -

sharp contrast to previous months
when the refugee -population was
overwhelmingly southern.

. v Moreover, the officials say that the

northerners who come out are no
fj|ger mostly ethnic Chinese virtual-

expelled by the Communist
government. About half of them are

-pore Vietnamese who escaped on

their own to seek a new life

elsewhere.
..Both patterns represent a new
trend in the Vietnamese refugee

night. In the past, the typical,

refugee had been an ethnic Chinese
living in the south, unhappy under
the Communist authorities who took
command four years ago and forced

to abandon his capitalist livelihood.

'Now he Is as apt to be a northerner
as a southerner and may have lived

for decades under Communist

ByWHoLIAM CHAPMAN/Hongkong;

governments and even fought with
their armies.

ONEOFTHE newcomers,Mai Xuan
Ba, said in a recent interview that he
left Hanoi because of government
repression and because economic
problems were causing widespread
suffering. Asked if others want to
leave for the same reasons, he
replied, “Many, many."
The dissatisfaction has grown sub-

stantially In recent years as food
problems increased. He said people
In Hanoi blame the government for

permitting rice needed athome to be
sent to Vietnam's new allies in Laos
and Cambodia.
He also Bald many homes of

suspected dissidents are vchecked
regularly by government police look-

ing for bidden weapons. There are
frequent arrests, he added; and
many disappear into “hospitals"

from which they never return.

Other northern refugees inter-

viewed in a Hongkong camp called

“KaJ Tak-North were of Chinese

origin and told stories similar to the

ethnic Chinese from the south. They
had been given a choice of fleeing

after paying bribes or facing a new.
uncertain life in the so-called "new
economic zones." .

TANG DAO KEEN, who lived in

Haiphong, is typical. “They told us
that we are Chinese and therefore

not suitable," Tang said,"and so we
have to get' out."

If he had not left, the authorities

would have forced him Into one of the

"new economic zones" where, he
said, he -would probably die of star-

vation.

Others, like Mai, are pure Viet-

namese who escaped secretly. He
emphasized that the government is

not pressing people like him to leave

the country, only the ethnic Chinese.

The pure Vietnamese who want out

have to escape.
Mai had been a loyal Communiat

In his youth and even became a
political officer in on army battalion

from 1945 to 1950, when the Vletminh

-s- •«' . . . aJl o u'.Ji a. |.

were fighQng the French army.
But he got a reputation as an anti-

communist misfit in the 1950s and in

the past 30 years has served four
separate jail terms. Once, In the
1960s, he was in a Hanoi jail when
American bombers raided the city.

Hongkong refugee officials' ore
both puzzled and a bit worried by the
changing pattern which has brought
no many northerners into the camps
here.
“So many of them don’t really say

why they left home," said one of-

ficial ’ familiar with hundreds of

refugee cases. “A lot ef them just
say, * Well, all my friends were leav-
ing and so I decided to go, too.’"

He also said this island’s govern-
ment is concerned because the new
pattern suggests that hundreds of

thousands more refugees may come
seeking havens here. So long as only
ethnic Chinese were considered like-

ly to come out, the problem seemed
managable, the official said. But if

many thousands of northern, pure
Vietnamese begin coming out, he
said, the numbers could become
overwhelming.

(VuUimtOB Foot New Service)
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Making the boys behave like girls
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WHEN BOYS start school, they are
expected to behave like girls.
’ This allegation by American psy-
chologist Diane McQutoneaa Is the
more startling for its being made in

age of protest about dlacrimlxia-
ftion against females. But
i
MeGuinness, a research associate at

L Stanford University, Is convinced
i
that In early school years the dls-

L crimination la all -against the boys.
She has been investigating

uapected brain-baaed differences
between males and females which,
together with social learning, may
lead to sex-related specialization of

skills,

.
One study by her students of 70

pre-school children reveals very
different approaches of boys and
-girls to play and learning. On
average, the girls spent 12.5 minutes
absorbed by one project (though
some managed 20 minutes) , whereas
pte hoys kept concentration on one
to*k for only 8.5 minutes. The boys
interrupted what they were doing
twice as often as the girls and finish-
ed only half as many things that they
bfid started. They also spent twice as

ASTRONOMERS have identified
&bout 5,000 enormous gas clouds in

the Milky Way that they say are the

west massive objects In the galaxy.
..The clouds. In orbit around the
Centro of the galaxy, are each about

lightyears in diametre and a few
"&ve the mass of one million suns,

eys a report given at an Inter-

national Astronomical Union aym*
‘Podium at Mont Tremblant. Canada.

In. announcing the find, the U.S.

National Science Foundation said
lh«l although it has been known for
ycars that a few galactic clouds cx-
“ted, this is the first evidence that
th*y arc so numerous and _so
ma*slve.

The sheer mass of these gas and
du*l clouds makes them an integral
Ten of the galaxy, the report said.
Ninety per cent of the Milky Way’s

is contained in Its 100 billion

and of the remainder, about
- 2
*“ to .concentrated in. these im-

^enso.clouds.

By DENISE WINN/London

much time watching others instead

of doing something themselves.
The type of play they chose was

different too. The girls liked to paint

and draw, use paste and string

beads; the boys opted for three-

dimensional constructions and a
third of them (but no girls) took toys

apart. Throughout, the girls offered

advice or asked for help, whereas
the boys made more noise but com-
municated less.

AT SCHOOL, says McGuinneas, the

system requires children to stay in

one seat and pay attention to one

task, to communicate verbally and

to start developing writing and

drawing skfils — all qualities and

abilities that girls naturally use by

the age of five but boys don’t.

In fact boys’ "normal" nursery

school behaviour (that

demonstrated in her study) becomes
classified as hyperactivity once they

are in a primary school setting. Nine

times more boys than girls are
diagnosed as hyperactive, l.e. they
are not so much over-active as easily

distracted and therefore become dis-

ruptive. It Is also boys who usually

end up in remedial reading classes
or get labelled dyslexic.

But It Is the expectation that is

placed on boys that is at fault, accor-

ding to Diane McGuinneas, not their

abilities. Boys, she says, learn by
watching and doing. Because of their

brain organization, they are more in-

terested in what they see than what
they hear, and cant sit still.

This means they lack the concen-

tration to. learn to read and write

properly at early primary school age
but their “hyperactive" behaviour is

precisely geared to the kind of skills

necessary for brilliance In

mathematics, sciences and
mechanics.

Girls, who ar§ not so good with

three-dimensional building, develop

GALACTIC CLOUDS
By WARREN LEARY/Waahington

THE CLOUD findings were made by

Dr. Philip Solomon and David

Sanders of the State University of

Now York at Stony Brook, and Dr.

Nicholas Z. Scoville of the University

of Massachusetts. They gathered

their data - during the past three

years using large radio telescopes-

“We’ve known about these dust

lanes in the Milky Way for a long

time," Solomon said. “Now wo have

been able to find out what form this

gas and dust is in.

“The most significant finding Is

that most interstellar matter is m
these Clouds, held together by

gravity, and not just matter floating

around dispersed," he said.

The scientists said the typical

cloud is as massive as about 500,000

suns. Tho only other galactic objects-

that approach the clouds in mass are

some ZOO globular clusters. These

groupings of hundreds of thousands

of stars form a sort of halo around

the galaxy.
’

Solomon said the largest concen-

tration of giant clouds occurs in a

broad ring located between. 22,000

and 24,000 light years from the cen-

tre of the flat, spiral-shaped galaxy.

.The Milky Way is about 100,000

light years in diameter and the

earth's sun *s 30,000 light years from
the galactic centre. A light year is

the distance light can travel in a

yrnr at 186.000 miles per second -

ahout 6 trillion miles.

problems with those skills later and
then It is their turn to fall behind —
at maths and science.
According to McGuinneas. there

are Innate differences between the

sexes that lead, in general, to
different talents, although opposite-
sex .traits may be high In Individuals,

and social learning may cloud- the
issue.

Writing in the American magazine
“Human Nature,” she says, “The
same fine motor skills that make
women excel at needlework and fast

typing should also make them
proficient brain surgeons. If they
aren't, it is because of conditioning."
Boys, meanwhile, lose out early on
because fine motor skills and
reading and writing are the basis of

early education.

“As a result, boys fill remedial
reading classes, don’t learn to spell

and are classified as dyslexic or

learning disabled four times as often

as girls. Had these punitive
categories existed earlier, they

would have included Faraday,
Edison and Einstein."

(Observer Foreign News Service)

Solomon said hydrogen is the most
plentiful substance in the clouds,

.which radiate no detectable light and
arc invisible to the naked eye from
earth.
In recent years, he said, many

astronomers have identified at least

40 different types of molecules in

them, including carbon monoxide,
ammonia, alcohol and for-

maldehyde.
Solomon said tho clouds arc In-

dividual entities, even though they

sometimes overlap. These
clouds contain the raw material for

making suns, and there is evidence

now stars arc forming in them, he
added.
The astronomers also calculated

that the clouds, previously estimated

to ho 10 millionyears old, arc at lenst

io times older. Solomon said this

could help explain the presence of

Nome of the complex chemicals,

which would need a long time to

evolve and build up. (Ofns)
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stance, are making a 30 per cent
arms reduction conditional to SALT
HI. But allso far fight shy of "killer"
amendments, of the kind requiring
the renegotiations ruled out by the
Kremlin.
Last weekend, as Congress broke

for a month's vacation. President
Carter could feel reasonably confi-

dent about his treaty. There Is still a
long way to go: another month of

hearings, at least a month of noisy
debate. Much could still go wrong:
one single act of ‘ Soviet expan-
sionism, in Africa or elsewhere,
could consign the treaty to the
Senate shredder. But at this stage,

against earlier odds, SALT II

appears to be assured of Senate
ratification, perhaps by a surprising-

ly comfortable margin. But at what
price? The largest consensus of less-

informed and wavering senators is

gathering around Sam Nunn of

Georgia, an acknowledged defence
authority, who is Insisting on an Im-

mediate Increase of 4 to 5 per cent—
after inflation — in the U.S. defence
budget. Last Thursday. Nunn was
one of three senators who put this de-

mand explicitly In a letter to the
President.
Nunn’s position is crucial.' A two-

thirds majority, or 67 votes is re-

quired for ratification: this
weekend’s head count by the majori-
ty whip. Sen. Alan Cranston, shows
12 Irretrievable "no" votes, 34 near-
certain "yes” votes, and 54 undecid-
ed. Many of those 54, most of them
Democrats, will take their lead from
Nunn.
The Administration has

acknowledged his importance by
offering & sneak preview of the 1981
defence budget before the final

SALT vote this autumn. There will

be much juggling of figures —
strategic arms, for instance,
currently account for a mere 8 per
cent of the defence budget— but this

will be the real bargaining forum.

NUNN's demand amounts to an In-

creased defence commitment of
some $7b. to $8b. by Carter In fiscal

election year. UN Ambassador An-
drew Young declared: "I don't think

the President can pay that price and
keep his other commitments. I think
It would be better that we don't have
a SALT treaty.”
Carter, not surprisingly, takes a

slightly different line. In a private
conversation with out-of-town
editors last weekend, he said: “If I

escalate ‘defence requests above
what they need to be, just to get
Senate votes— which Z would not do
— the Congress would not approve
them.”
Almost as recently, however, and

much more publicly. Carterhas also

expressed some pride in Ills ability to

change his mind.
(ObserverForeign Newt Service)

Challenge

from

within

the Gulag
By VICTOR COHN

Washington

A DISSIDENT psychiatrist has
spokes up within the Soviet mental
Gulag.

In a striking challenge to his coun-
try's medical and political
leadership, a highly placed Moscow
psychiatrist has attacked standard
Soviet psychiatric theories which
lend themselves to labelling dis-

sidents “schizophrenic" and locking
them up.
The attack appears in an article In

"The Archives of General
Psychiatry", published In Chicago
by the American Medical Associa-
tion.

It marks the first time in recent
years that a dissenting Soviet psy-
chiatrist has challenged his coun-
try's dominant psychiatric methods.

In his article. Dr. Etely Kazanetz
of Moscow's Serbsky Institute of
Forensic Psychiatry questions stan-
dard Soviet psychiatric
methodology, which most psy-
chiatrists apply to all patients, but
which - also can be used to in-
carcerate dissidents.

For example, the standard defini-

tion of schizophrenia — though
Kazanetz does not say this — is so
broad it can include “reformism,"
meaning the passionate urge to
change society through clashes with
authorities.

Kazanetz takes issue with the
diagnostic methods created by the
Soviet Union's moot influential psy-
chiatrist, Dr. Andrei Snezhnevsky.
As chief of the Institute of
Psychiatry of the USSR Academy of

Medical Sciences, he has made
many of the diagnoses that have put
dissidents in “special hospitals" for
the criminally mentally 111 .

KAZANETZ does not refer In his ar-
ticle to dissidents. Based on an
analysis of case histories of more
than 300 patients, he merely speaks
of many "over-diagnoses," "in-
correct diagnoses." "the necessity
for revising many long-standing
diagnoses'* and the "overextended"
criteria of “the Snezhnevsky
school.”

* f

For the ordinary Russian, dissent Is a strange Idea.

But Kazanetz does warn that over-
diagnosis and long retention of
patients on psychiatric dispensary
lists "constitutes a real threat to
their Individual rights."
Instead of maintaining that most

misdiagnosed patients were really
healthy — as Western psychiatrists
belive most hospitalized dissidents
were — he maintains they actually
had treatable "exogenous psy-
choses," or brief, temporary Il-

lnesses, not schizophrenia.
Treatment for these “exogenous”

illnesses — Illnesses caused by out-
side stresses rather than internal
makeup — need be only limited,
Kazanetz wrote, with no need in
general for long followup and
“rehabilitation," including repeated
visits to the patient's home. Such
visits are another common Soviet
practice.
In an interview, a leading

American authority on Soviet psy-
chiatry — Dr. Walter Reich of Yale
University and the National Institute
of Mental Health — said Kazanetz'
careful, limited language must be
read In "the Soviet context."
"What Is news,” he said. Is that

“there is dissent" in Soviet psy-
chiatry. and Kazanetz' article is "a
remarkable act of courage.”
"When I read the article," Reich

explained,” I was amazed because
Kazanetz challenges the - system's
dominant views.”
Kazanetz has long been regarded

by his colleagues as a “loner” and
“something of a troublemaker,"
Reich added, and some Russian psy-
chiatrists have even called him
“schizophrenic" to deride his views.

STILL, that he was willing to mailan
article to an American journal could
mean more Soviet psychiatrists are
starting to question Snezhnevsky's
views, Reich said.
Bui there is no serious crack yet In

the ranks of the Soviet doctors of the
mind. In the judgement of the Sixth
World Congress of Psychiatry, they
have habitually placed dissidents In

hospitals where they are heavily
drugged.
Some Western psychiatrists think

at least 200 dissidents have been so
incarcerated in recent years. Some
think the number is for larger. Reich
says, "we Just don't know the
number."

Yet. Roich also maintains, it is an
oversimplification to think most
Soviet psychiatrists confine dis-
sidents on order.
"The reality is far more com-

plicated.'* Reich said. “The
motivations arc more complex, with
a tremendous amount of self-deceit.

"What you have, first, is the set of
established theories, a system,
which does over-diagnose many per*

sons, the vast majority of whom are
not dissident.

“Then a psychiatrist is given a dls<

sident patient to diagnose. He knows
the KGB is involved. Now, If he sees
strange symptoms — and dissent is

very strange in the Soviet Union —
and those symptoms fall within the
established, overly broad definitions

of schizophrenia, It's a relief to be
able to come up with a diagnosis.
"And the psychiatrist can always

tell himself, *at least this person
won't go to a labour camp'-"

(Washington Post News Service)
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The effect of each advertisement
is measured by the number of

replies: it isn't "the number of

words that counts, nor the" dis-

count — when you want to do
business, there is only one
worthwhile classified column —
Haluah Hakaful.

Note! Only through Halu&h
Hakaful does your advertisement
get record distribution in Israel’s

three most important and widely
read newspapers!! — Haaretz,
Yediot Aharonot, and on Fridays,

also in The Jerusalem Post (if

placed by Wednesday).

Only through Haluah Hakaful do you reach the most aware and
active people in Israel, people on whose reactions you can rely,
people with whom you will do business ! !

!
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“The system’ works for USSR
By BILL SHIRLEY

Washington Foot News Service

MOSCOW. — Ash a Soviet athlete,
coach or even a sportswriter how the
Russians produce so many gold
medal-winning stars and the reply is

usually the same. “It's the system.”
“The system" started here and

lias been used successfully by other
socialist countries, notably East
Germany and Cuba. In the Soviet
Union, editor An&tole TchlkovsW of
Mobcow's “Physical Culture and
Sport" estimates that "the system"
accounts for 99 per cent of the coun-
try's Olympic champions.
Here's how it works; the constitu-

tion encourages the development of
xnass physical culture and sport (ar-
ticle 24) and guarantees the right of
the people to take part (article 41).
A special role is assigned to

schools. Why not, the Soviets ask?
Every child,' no matter whether the
family lives In a town or the country
attends school 10 yean "without
fall." What better place to build a
foundation than In grades one to
four?
Physical training is a compulsory

subject and the kids are graded the
same way they are In reading and
arithmetic. The marks are even
recorded on- report cards and
graduation certificates. So by the
time a child reaches the fifth or sixth
grade, he or she Is familiar with the
fundamentals of gymnastics, track
and field, swimming and skiing.
Sports are compulsory for girls,

too (IS million take up training) the
only difference being the "complexi-
ty of exercises and Intensity of prac-
tice." Zn grades one to four,
physical-culture classes are held
twice a week. 45 minutes a session.
After that, extra classes start for

more talented youngsters. Some,
mainly those who excel In figure
skating, gymnastics and swimming,
begin the extracurricular lessons

earlier.

Meanwhile, through grades four to

20. highly qualified coaches — they
call them physical training Instruc-

tors— have plucked the beat athletes
for competitions such as the biennial
USSR school games. Those who ex-

cel in competition are sent to junior
sport schools or voluntary sports
clubs. At the moment 1.8 million
children attend 5,648 junior sports
schools.

Training in the schools is done
after hours and, Soviet officials say,
the kids can not practise if they do
not keep up their grades. Any child
with natural ability is eligible for
port school membership but the
quickest way to get in la to be
recommended by a FT instructor,
The latest sport school graduate to

become famous is 28-year-old
Vladimir Yaahehenko of
Zaporozhye, Ukraine, who set the
world high jump record of 7 feet 8 In-
ches.
Training does not stop with

graduation, but continues, and
sometimes Intensifies, In student,'
factory, collective farm and army
sport clubs. Russia has 220,000 of
these clubs,-located wherever people
work or study.
Soviet sportsmen have little trou-

ble pursuing their careers after they
leave school and go to work as, say, a
steelworker or miner. There are no
laws requiring a factory to give a
worker time off for competition or
training but the trade unions, where
the final decision rests, usually side
with the labourer. After all, the un-
ions are financially involved, con-

tributing about S750m. a year.
Additional funds for competition,

stadiums, swimming pools and gyms
are deducted from factories* profits.

The athletes pay almost nothing,
about 50 to 60 cents a year for
registration. That gets him or her a
membership in a club and the ser-
vices of coaches, trainers' and doc-
tors.

Any sports project too Mg for even
j

the richest club to handle, such as
the huge Luzhniki Complex that will

be used for the Olympic Games, is !

paid, for by the government.

'

The Soviet system apparently
works. The USSR has had uncom-
mon success in world competition
since It first appeared In the Olympic
Games at Helsinki, Finland, in 2952.

In its first try, the USSR tied the
world's No. 1 Olympics power, the
U.S., for first place, unofficially, of

course. It won the first winter Olym-
pics it entered at Cortina d'Ampezso,
Italy, in 1956, again unofficially. In
fact, in unofficial scoring, the
Russians have won six of seven
summer Olympics and five of six
winter games. The U.S. beat them at
Mexico City In 1B88 and Norway beat
them at Grenoble, France, the same
year.
The Soviets have won 801 Olympic

medals, 683 (258 gold) In summer
competition' an'd 118 (52 gold) In

winter sports. Gymnast Larisa
Latynina won 18 medals. Including
nine gold, at Melbourne, Rome and
Tokyo, 1956 to 1964.

The Soviets have produced many
champions: distance runner
Vladimir Kuts, high jumper Valeriy
Bnunel, wrestler Alexander Medv-
ed, triple jumper Victor Saneyev,
weight lifter Vasily Alexeyev, 'gym-
nast Olga Korbut-

'

Australia’s Alan Jones (left) clowns with France's Bene Araoux
before yesterday’s Austrian Grand Frix in Zeltweg. Jones won the
race, giving him his second consecutive Formula One victory and
the third straight win for the Saudi-backed team. Arnoux, who
started in pole position, was lying second until two laps-from the end,
when he ran out of petrol and had to make a brief pit stop. He flniab-

ed in sixth place, one lap behind. (UPi telephoto)'

Valerio Cup team blanked;

Monaco wants date change

LEGLESS. — A 40-yeai^Old legless-
man yesterday swam the 10-
kilom.etre strait between Hat-
sushiraa Island and bjlro. 100 km.
west of Tokyo. Kenzo Fujltokl swam
to Ajiro in 3 hours 25 minutes.

BANTAMWEIGHT. — Juan
Rodriguez of Spain overcame a slow
start to scare a unanimous 10-round
decision over Laurent Grlmbert of
France early yesterday •

i

By JACK LEON
Post Sports Reporter

TEL AVIV. — Israel’s Valerio Cup
boys' under-18 tennis team* suffered
a 5-0 drubbing by Yugoslavia over
the weekend, while the local tennis

association announced that Monaco
Is pressuring Israel to agree to an in-

convenient change of date in the up-
coming Davis Cup tie between the
two countries.

The rapid end to Israel's first

Valerio outing came on Friday at
Badragaz, Switzerland, in the open-
big zonal match of thlz 21-nation in-

ternational team champlonahip.
No details are yet available here

on the contest The team — which on
paper looked a strong one — com-
prised Tommy Friacher, Avl Green,
Sh&har Perkla, Yana Rahamlnoff,
Steve Rosenberg and Ellon Sinai.

The whitewash at Badragaz mark-
ed on unhappy end to Israel's dehut
In three major junior international
team championships this summer,
at the Invitation of the European.
Tennis Association. The Invitation
came' after the ETA had last year
turned down Israel's second appllca-
tlon for membership for
"geographical reasons." .

In the Davis Cup "dispute,"
Monaco’s tennis association has In-

formed its Israel opposite number
that Monaco cannot play her second-
round European zone tie at Ramat
Hasharon from September 14 to 16,

as scheduled, and has asked for the
match to be brought forward to the
previous weekend. Monaco says that
Its cup team must compete in the
French National championships in

Paris from September 10 to 22.

However, local tennis association

(ITA) general-secretary Zvl Meyer
and Davis Cup committee chairman
Ian Froman told The Jerwalcm Post

yesterday that Israel’s top players,

Shlomo Glicksteln. Steve Krulevitz

and Ban Sherr have commitments la

Europe or the U.S. until September
8 , when they are due to return home
for acclimatization training.

Monaco has warned that, unless

Israel agrees to the rescheduling,

she will have to withdraw from the

tie. thus giving Israel a walkover

which the ITA has absolutelyno wish
for.

London-based Davis Cup Nations

secretary David Gray is backing

Israel's wish to play the tie at plann-

ed, Meyer and Froman reported.

Gen wins youth golf
CAESAREA. — Guy Geri, 16. of 8a-

vyon on Saturday won the 88-bole

National Golf Championship here for

under-188 with rounds of 85 and 83.

Mark Joffe, 15, of Herzllya won se-

cond place with rounds of 87 and 89.

Three players from the local

township of Or Akiva, Yosef Attlaa,

Haim Swissa and Ya'acov Vtaoaan

playing with Elaine Berman o:'

Jerusalem yesterday won the

alliance teams of four competition

with a 133 score. Two strokes behind

in second place were the foursome

Laurie Been, Mike Flron, Yosst
Spector and Lode Rozow.
The Israel Golf Union has named

Nell Shochet, recent winner of the

National Open, and Laurie Been to

represent Israel in the Golf World

Cup to be played In Greece.
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EDUCATIONAL/CHILDBEN’8
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This Is It 10.40 English 6 11-00 A Bay
Called Rah, parti of a 4-partadapta-
tion of the story by Alison Morgan
11JJ -Noam Ear teaches.Guitar n.40 -

."History-: of tbsarisffimsiidpxlir.iaso;.'.-

.PlBgramme ^forekindergarteners
16.25 Our Neighbourhood. 16.45 Cap-
tain Nemo 17.00 Lost Islands (part 13)

CHILDREN'S PROGRAMMES

;

17.30 Little Houae on the Prairie by

ON THE AIR

First Programme
7.07 Roman: "Drotinlnghalxn"
Music: Bolsraorvier: Sonata for Bas-
soon and Harpsichord In G Minor;
Bartok: "Contrasts" for violin,
clarinet, piano
BJJ3 (etereo) Lolando: "S&cris Solem-
nis'*: Gossec: Symphony in 17 parts:
Haydn: bu-ina Quartet *•» A Major.
Opus 2, No.i; Schubert: Sonata In . A
Minor, Opus 42; Allegro In C Minor
(Alfred Brendel)
10.05 Radio story
10.15 Poetry anthology
10.40 Education for All — Spoken
Arabic for beginners
11.15 (etereo) Little Concert
liJtt Mlsic from Africa (£)

12.05 (stereo) Maya Weltzner, piano
— Scarlatti: 4 Sonatas; Brahms: 3

Intermezzi. Opus 117; Paganinl-
Llszt: Etude In E-Flat Major; Liszt;

"LaLegerezzn"; Debussy: 3 Etudes;
Aral: Capricelo
13.00 (stereo) Saint-Saens: "Wedding
Cake" Valee-Caprlce

;
Bolldleu: Harp

Concerto (Lily L&aklne) ; Schubert:
Song (Janet Baker); Massenet: "Pic-
tures from Alsace"
14AO Children's programmes
15.05 (stereo) "Music Workshop" —
first hearing of compositions written
by students of the Rubin Academy.
Jerusalem, with discussion led by
Prof. Marc Kopytman and Prof.
Hassla Levy — Works by Ylnam Liff:

Tael Wagner; Ricardo Hegman;
Harry Stroll ; Halm Fermont (record-
ed at the Jerusalem Music Centre)
17.10 Music Quiz

CINEMAS
JERUSALEM 4, 7, 9
Anion: My Mother the General:
Eden: Breakthrough: Edison:
Moonraker; Hablrah: The
Magnificent* : Orgll: Jaws 2: Kfir:

International Velvet, 6:45, 9;
Mitchell : Going Steady, 7, 9; Orion : A
Summer Place; Orna: Who U Killing

the Great Chefe of Europe? 6:45, 9,

The Muppet Movie, 10:30, 4; Bon:
The Deer Hunter, 4, 8; Sentadar: La
Dentelliere. 7. 9:16; Blnyenel
Ha'ooma: Same Time Next Tear, 7,

9; Cinema One: Waterloo Bridge ?.

9.15. Mat. 3.30: Chitty Chitty'Bang
Bang.
TEL AVIV 4:30, 7:15, 9:86

Allenby: The Warriors: Ben Yehuda:
See How She Runs: Chen: Jaws Two;

.

' Cinema One: Miracles SUll Happen;

Cinema Tyo: Coming Home; Dekel:

La Cage Aux Folios, 7:15, 9:30;

Either: Tho Dog; Gat: The Shaggy

•D.A.: Gordon: La Carspate; Hod:

Breakthrough, 4, 7. 9; Umar: Sgt.

Only

One Hour
Before

Flight-Time-

That’s

Service!

Laura Ingalls Wilder
18.90 Charlie Climbing a Tree
(animated film series)

ARABIC-LANGUAGE programmes:
18do News roundup
18.82 Sports
19-20 Ramadan quiz
19-27 Programme nummary
lBaqWewn I./,.* 1

“

HEBREW PROGRAMMES: *

resume- at 20.00 with Moroaha: let of
a 2-part feature on on American
Orthodox family that emigrates to
Israel (Hebrew subtitles)

20.05 "My Teacher, Beethoven"
(repeal)
22.05 (Stereo) Pnlna Bailsman,
piano; Yonn Bttllnger, clarinet; Uzi
WIesel, cello — Beethoven: Sonata
NoJJ for Cello and Plano, opus 102;
Trio In B-Flat Major, Opus U; De
Falla: Spanish Suite for Cello and
Plano; Glinka: Trio pathdtlque

23.23 (etereo)
'

"28:23" — Contem-
porary Music — George Crumb:
"Voice of the Whale"
00.10 (stereo) Choral music

2nd Programme
7.00 This Morning — news magazine
8.10 Good Morning— songs, chat with
Rlvka Michael!
10.45 Travis McGee — radio thriller

13.00 Midday — newa commentary
14.10 Musical adventures
10.05 Cantorial songs
16.10 Magazine on health and
medicine .

17.10 Men! Peer's talk and' enter-
tainment show
18.05 Of Men and Figures— economic
magazine
18.38 Sports magazine
18.48 Bible Reading — Proverbs,
Chap 23.24
19.00 Today — people and events In
the hews
20.10 "Ada and Sara"
21.00 Jazz Corner
22.00 David Margallt's weekly
column (repeat)

BBC
1322 KiloHerU:
Oversea* Service newsreels at 14.00,
17M and 20.15

Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club B.G.
Band: Maxim: The Muppets, 10:30,
12:10, 4:30, 7:00. 9:00, Midnight Ex-
press. 0:80; Mograbl: The Deer
Hunter. 5, 8:30; Ophlr: Jlmbuek;
Paris: Wedding. 10. u, 2:10, 4:80,
7:10, 9:30: Ram at Aviv: Autumn
Sonata. 7:15, 9:30, Man In the Iron
Mask. 4:30; Royal: Sex Revenge,
7:30, 0:30: ORLY: Movie;
Movie; Peer: Agatha; Studio:

wife Mistress; Shahaff: Going
Steady; Tehelet; Days of Heaven;
Tel Aviv: Moonraker; Zafon: Get Out
Your Handkerchiefs, 7:i8, 9:80,
Superman. 4:30.

HAIFA 4, 6:45, 9:60

Amphitheatre: Le Gendarme Ex-
traterrestrial; Armon: Moonraker;
AtamoH! Different Story; Chen: Jaws
2; GaJor: War Lords of Atlantia, 10. 2,

7. Days of Terror, 12, 4, 9; Miron:
Mad Bex; Moriah; The Thirty-Nine
Steps, 6:45, 9; Orah: The Deer
Hunter. 4, 8: Ordan: The Betsy;
Orion: The Circle of Love; Oriy:
Dona FIor and Her Two Husbands,

• 3(0 | I 1 1979 Polled Feature Syndicate,

20.30 All in the Family
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.85 The Pickpocket — French film

;

Hebrew/Arabic subtitles

22.45 The Professionals— let episode
of a serlea about an antl-terrorlat
unit: Hunter Hunted
23.35 Almost Midnight— news

t JORDa^^rv (unofficial).,.

17.10
1

CaHooni' '

‘la.'SO Fkroch Hour
19.00 NeWFTn'Frenofi News In
Hebrew 20.00 News In Arabic 20.30
Mork and Mindy 21.10 PowerWithout
Glory 22.00 News In English 22.15
That's Hollywood 22.45 W.E.B.

Army

6.10 Morning Melodies
7.07 "707" — Alex Anakl presents

selections of music and Items from
the morning newspapers
8.00 IDF morning newsreel
11.05 Favourites— familiar tunes and
skits

18.05 With Love — Special regarde
and surprises

14.05 Two Hours — music and talk

magazine
16.00 Songs of IDF troupes
17.05 IDF evening newsreel
18.05 What do YOU think? The man in

the street expresses his views
19.05 Needle In a record stack
21.00 Mabat newsreel
21.35 Hebrew songs
22.00 Let's Listen — new records and
recordings with Nathan Dunevltch
00.05 Night Birds — songs, chat with
Pnin& Bat Zvl

VOICE OF AMERICA
NEWS SHOWS

1259 UloHcru:

5-

6 and 8-8.30 a.m. — Daily
breakfast show with news, popular
music and Interviews.
11-12 p.m. — News, analysis and

topical reports.
791 kUoHertzr

6-

8.30 s~m— Daily breakfast show,
as above-

9-io p.m. — VOA magazine, with
Americana, science and cultural
news, roundup of ntrws.

6:45, 9, Taxzan Escapee, 4; Peer:
Dumbo. 4. 8. 8; Ron: Going Steady;
Bhavlt: Agatha, 6.45, 9.

RAMAT GAN
Annon: Concorde Affair. 4, 7:15,

9:30; Hatter: Convoy. 7, 9:30; Lily:

Short Eyes, 7:35, 9:30: Oasis: The
Shaggy D~A.: Ordea: Going Steady;
Rama; Avalanche, 4. 7:15. 9:30;
Ramat Gan: Midnight Express 7,

9:30.

HERZLIYA
David: Heaven Can Walt. 4,7, 9:30;
Tlferet: Odds and Evens, 7:15. 9:15.

HOIiON
Sflgdal: The Amazing Mr. No-Legs

FETAH TDtVA
Shalom: Going Steady, 7:15, 9:15,

Uranium Conspiracy, 4.

NETANYA
Esther: My Mother the General, 7,

9:i5.

TTTT-VW:

Use El ATa Advance Checked Service to etimiiute long airport waits
before departure. Bags should be taken to the El A1 Terminal the

day before departure. AS formalities will be completed then so you
can .arrive at the airport only an hoar before take-off time, and
proceed straight to passport control.

Call Carmel at (03)625252. From 6.00 am. - 23.30 p.m. - far

bookings, confirmations or charges of all El AI flights.

El Al runs a luxury limousine bus service between Tel Avtv Town
Terminal and the airport- For departure times call our Terminal

(03)253535.

TH AvivTerminal :adjacent to the Tel Aviv Railway Station- North,

lerosalra^crnunal:l^HJtW Street™*'*
Open i7pjn- until 11 pjn.

Sat eve: half-hour after Sabbath end to 11 pjn.

DEADLINES Jerusalem: Weekdays: 10 £Lxfl. of day prior to publication- For Friday'!
jiaper: 5 pan, on Wednesday. For Sunday's paper: 3 p jn. on Thursday. Tel Aviv and,
Haifa: Wednesdays and Friday: 12 noon two days prior to publication. For Sunday's
paper: 12'noon Thursday.
r
Ads are accepted at all offices of The Jerusalem Past (for addressee see masthead on'
back page) and at all recognized advertising agencies.

(Weekday rates: Minimum charge of XL1S4.40 for eightwords : IL16A0 foreach additional
word. Friday

,
and holiday eve rates: Minimum charge of IL188.00 for eight words:

. - '.•»!» j • Vfiyi .Ka,i vi.Miii i **-

Notices In this feature ore charged at XL5640 per line Including VAT; insertion every
day casts IL9S2.00 including VAT, per month. Copy accepted at offices of The
Jerusalem Post and all recognised advertising agents.

Jerusalem
MUSEUMS
Israel Museum. Opening Exhibition:
Valerio Adaml, paintings. One-man ex-

hibition of large aonvasses (1972-1079) in

honour of Miss Marlon B. Savin of

Plymouth meeting, Pennsylvania, U-8.A.
Tunerand the Bible (from Sl.7). Colour at
the Youth Wing. Selection Iran the Dept,
of Art Photography. New Buildings In Old
Environments. Display of Mexican Coins.
Nash Old Masters Gallery — Special
Display, Art in Palestine In the 19th Cen-
tury. From Still Life to Object. Yocheved
Welnfeld: Forms of Visual Images. Words
In Freedom. Neolithic Figurines from
Shaar Hagolan. Exhibit of the month: The
Smiting God. Bronza statuette of a
Canaanlte deity, gift of Mr. Leon
Pomerance,, ' New York. Two bronze
statuettes from the Canaanlte pantheon.
Statue of an Ibis, encasing the mummy of

the sacred bird. Egypt. 8th century,
B.CJL, wood and bronze. Presented by
Mr. Anwar Sadat, President of Egypt, to

Prof. Ylgael Yadln. Deputy Prime
Minister of Israel, on his recent visit to

Egypt. BMkatdln Museum: Exhibit of

theWAUrt^,wte/
ifod.PBi«ar*,-:hwalw-

Tuesday, Wednesday, and Saturday also

at 10.00 p-m. In English; Sunday sad .

-

Thursday at 10.00 pja. in French. Tickets^.. 5^ :

at the entrance. Please come wirmtefc #" 3

dressed. *ff|
Jerusalem Biblical Zee, Schneder Wood?®* *-/

Romania. TeL 814111, 7AO ajn. — 7 pjatfHK^ .

Tel Aviv
MUSEUMS •

Tel Aviv Museum, Sderot Shanl.y-

Hamelech. Exhibitions — Maryan lAn-^gt i-
T

1977, Retrospective. David Hockney— Tbejff '$pi

Blue Guitar. Etchings 1976/17. Mew
qulettlcns, 20th century painting, eettip-lK ~-u
tutu, drawing. Israel Photography. Wtn>3E '

. . .

by pupils of the Museum workshops,- ft*
'

Helena Rubinstein Pavilion — "There is.!*- ?* r‘"

something In it, after all" — exhUrittan- -

workshop on buildings in Tel Avtv.
. .

pr:i
Visiting hours: 8un. — Thur. 10 aj&^-lO. izr

p.m. Fri, 10 ajn.-2 p.m. Sat. 7-n p-m. Sot
- *w ,•

morning, 20 a.m.-l p.m. FREE- Helena a
Rubinstein Pavilion: Sun.— Thur.9ub4
p.m.; 4-7 pjta, Fri. 9 a-m.-ip.m. Sot cku- .

ad.

Beth Hatatateoth, Temporary ESjftThjtfani [

j Vfiui wa-i viifetn i — - **- • Janna bronze): ‘Special 'exhibition?
illtlllltlllllllltlllflfliilililfllllllllfllllllllltlllii Ilf!llllll|]||ll!llllilil!llf|lt1>4ill!l[!lillllill!lilil Mamie Arts. NOTE^loerzhelm PavOlon

_ (Art) closed.

WHERE TO DINE PURCHASE/SALE I Visiting Horns — Israel Museum: Sun..

iiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiimiiiiiiiuimiiiiiiiiiminn niiiiiiiiiifiiiiHiiiiiiiitiiinimuiimuiiiuiimi - 10 p.m™1™. io^
la2^B

£rii’i
u

m.-2

KOSHER dairy and meat meals at FOR SALE: Hoover Carpet Shampooer. Tel. p.m. Shrine sf the Book, Billy Bess Art
reasonable prices. Balfour Cellar, Haifa. Tel. 04-251524. Garden: Sun., Mon., Wed.; Thur. 10 a.m.-5

PURCHASE/SALE

04-662219, 04-666800. SEGAL BUYS everything, televisions.

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short
term. -Special arrangements for long term.
Herzllya Heights. Tel. 03-930251, 4 Rehov El
Al. Herxiiya.

SiTUATIONS VACANT

stereos, furniture, liquidations.
.
Tel. 08- SwTij,

WlTTT flLF TO SITAV 858790, °3-8«28B6-
. p.m. Tickets tor Sat. and holidays must benllDXIL 1U91AZ purchased In advance at the Museum.

iNifiiiiiiiimiimiiiiitiiiiiiiiimriiiHNNumDr i[ii!Himi]ri{iiirimiri!i!ifiiiiiiiiiiii)i!jf]m}i!J

SERVICED APARTMENTS for rent. Short - _ _ _
tom. Sp«i«l nopnm. tor 1™* term. SITUATIONS VACANT SSL'T?.
Herzllya Heights. Tel. 03-930251, 4 Rehov El Museum only, sun., wed., T&urs.,

Al.ftazliy«r *
. (imi!ll|I||[|[||lll(||||(||ll|!(|ltl||f|IIIIIJIIIIIIII[

*’*n-« Tues. 4.30 p.m. from upper entrance

.

illllMlIllllllliilllillllllliljllimiillllllillitllllfl THREE GOOD POSITIONS: Public
Relations Man (English Speaker). Food («OTnrrrPn tnnMDWELLINGS T°" T’1'“

llllllllllllllllll Hill mill IIIIIIIM iMGUBH SPEAKmG y.u^r.d.M M t
JERUSALEM for work in pub. Tel. 08-451007, after 6 p.m. noon, leaving from the Kennedy Bunding.

waWTim Kvrr raw wn-airrwr
Tour Chagall Windows. -NuWANTED ENGLISH SPEAKING young man charge. On Friday toura begin at 8 a_m.—

RAMAT ESHKQL. luxurious furnished one for Mtcben staff In - Anglo-American- bar- b appointment only. Tel. 416888.

Rockefeller Museum: Exhibit of Gallery: "Image Before My fees,"
photographic display of JewiabS6*>in

.

(bronze); ‘Special •exhibit!ont * Poland (l85*-i939) . In cobjunctloa-wnh vx>
Arts. NOTE. Floerzbdm Pavilion hlbltlon: Slide show by well known
used. photographer, Roman Vishniak, "The Life

.

Hours — Israel Museum: Sun., That Disappeared" (Jewish life In Poland
ed.. Thun. ia a.m.-5 pan.; Toe. 4- .. 1985-1939),. to be shown daily In Bnal Zton
Fri. 10 aon.-2 p.m. Bat. 10 a.m.-2 auditorium. Presentation hours posted
Hue ef the Book, Billy Bose Art dally in main lobby. Slide show narration

Garden: Sun., Mon.. Wed., Thur. 10 a.m.-5 fn English. Special Exhibition. "JawsIn
p.m.Tue, 10 a.m.-10 pjn.; Fri. and Sat. 10 Egypt — Spring 79.” Photographs by
a-m.-2 pjn. BockefeUer Museum:- Sun.* Micha Bar-Am.

DWELLINGS

JERUSALEM

room flat. Tel. 02-81Bid.

HERZLIYA

FURNISHED AND unfurnished villas for
rent In Herzllya Pltuah, "Moran." TeL 03-

982759.

restaurant Tel. 03^51629. after 8 a.m.
. 2 . The Hadaaeah Synagogue — Chagall
Windows — open to the public from JJ0-

iiuiiiHiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiitiiuiniiimmimuiiimii
pjn - » ««»

imnnr -ape 3. Mt. Scopus Hospital: Tours from 8.90 to
VlillltiiLa 12J30 p.m. No charge. Buses 9 and 28. TeL

*

t^Snlng half-day tour of all Hadossri.

from Ollm, tourists. Tel. 03-621850. taMm. Rv rflanr-vaHnn nnlv: Tel. 11MUINSURANCE

iiimmiiiiiiiiuumiitmimiiiiuKuiiumuiiii

VEHICLES

FOR SALE: Chevrolet Impala, 86,000,

tation. By reservation only: TeL 416338.
Hebrew University, toura In English at 9

BEFORE RENEWING household.

passport to passport: radio, sir conditioner. *nd ll a.m- from Administration Building.

TeL 08-230962. Glvat Ram Campus, Buses 9 and 28.
-—-—-7; -— — Mount Scopus tours 11.00 ajm. from the

automobile lnauronoe. phone Goshen. Tel. 08- RENTALS, PRIVATE cars/oammerclal] Reception Centre Administration
717611. Jerusalem 02-719178.

EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES

Jerusalem: Ruhama, 31 David Yellin,
222788; New Popular, inside Damascus
Gate. 282034.

Tel Aviv: Trula. 217 Dizengtdf, 228488.
Holon: Naot Rahel. 88 Eilat. 851751. Rat
Yam: Gane Bat Yam, 5 Hanevllm, 886671.

Ramat Gan: . Hasharon. 23 Jerusalem.
742046. Netanya: Hsmagen, 13 Weismann,
22985. Hadera: Hanasal, 42 WeUm&nn,
24231.

Haifa: Balfour, 1- Massada, 662289;
Merita* Nitzan, Klryat Yam B, 708680.

Beereheba; Jerusalem, 84 Herzl, 77084.

DUTY HOSPITALS

Jerusalem: Blkur Ho11m (pediatrics).
Hadaasah (Internal, surgery, orthopedic*.
E.N.T.). Misgav Ladaoh (obstetrics),

Shaare Zcdek (ophthalmology),
Tel Aviv: Rokah (pediatrics), Ichllov
(Internal, surgery),

Netanya: Lanlado (obstetrics. Internal).
Haifa: Carmel.
"Ejran" — Mental Health First Aid. Tel.
Jerusalem 069931, Tel Aviv 253311, Haifa

1 533885, Botrahoba 32111. Netanya 85316.

. BUnaav Ladach: Open line is p.m. every
..Monday answers -to obstetrics,
gynaecological, sterility and family plan-
ning problems. Tel. 02-639358.

vehicles: Tel-Tours. Rehovot. TeL 054-51463. Building. Buses 9 and 98 to lost stop.

,
Further details: Tel. 882819.*" “ Emunah — Nattoasl ReUgtoas' Women's
Organization. Tourlzt Centre, 28 Rehov
Ben Maiznon. TeL 02-663468, 880620, 8U088.
American MlzracM Women. Free Morning
Tours — 19a Keren Hayesod Street,
Jerusalem. Tel. 282758.
MISCELLANEOUS
"Plant a tree with your own hands" with
the Jewish National Fund, and visit the
famous Stalactite Cave every Sunday mor-

Magen David Adorn first aid oentrez are ring. For details and reservations please
open from 8 p.m. to 7 a.m. Emergency. call: 02-635281, ext. 13 or 03-234446.
home calls by doctors at fixed rates. Sick SHOWS
Fund members' should, enquire about A Stone In David's Tower. Sound and light
rebate. show In English, every evening (except

Friday and festival eves) at 8.45 p.m. at
Phone numbers: Jerusalem, Tel .Aviv,. the Citadel near Jaffa Gate. Monday,
Haifa — 101. Dan Region (Ramat Gan,
Bnel Brak. Glvatayim, Klryat Onoj -—

'781111.

FIRST AiD

Visiting hoars: Sun., Mao,., Thur., 16 aza.-

5 pjn.; Tues., Wed., 3-10 p.m.; FrL closed;
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Tickets far Saturday 3? if'- -

•

may be purchased during week at Hadron rr
ticket agency (90 Ibn Gvirol St., Tel Aviv)

, K _

and at Beth Hatefutsoth. Children under 6 -V?:
: '

not admitted. Organised tours must be r& .

pre-arranged (Tel. 03-425161). Beth
-
^. ~

Hatefutsoth is located on the Tel A
Urivenity campus (gate 2), Klausner SL, . . Si:..-

Romat Aviv. Bums: 13, 24^ 25.27.49,

CONDUCXED TOURS rj&C'lJ
Emunah — Nriaul Religions Women. Sfe 1 ' 1'- ’ •"

166 Ibn GahiroL Tel. 440316. 788942, 70544ft «o;--
ORT Israel: For visits please contact Chr-

CRT Tel Aviv, TeL 338231. 782291-2; ORTHP^>,v
Jerusalem, Tel.. 588141; ORT Netany*^E=-l!fr,

'

' TeL 83744.
"

American MlzracM Women. Guest Tourz'-^t'-
"5 •'

— Tel Aviv — Tel. 220187, 248106.
.Pioneer . Women — Na'nmaZ. Morrinz ^ffls

"

tours. Call. for reservations: Tel Ariv,,t$»$«
256096. . ' 5
Tree Planters Tour every Tuesday from ....

Tel Aviv with the Jewish National Fund- '3*^:
Clll: 08-284449 or 08-284367 for details and rjv

reservations.

Haifa
Haifa Museum, National Maritime, TeL
586622. Illegal Immigration, To). 586248.

Japanese Art, Tel. 58554. Mane Katz,- TeL
88482. Dagou Grain Collection, TeL 664221.

Music, Tel 644466. Artiste’ House. Tel.
522855. ^

What's On In Haifa, dial 846846.

Rehovot
The Wekxmmnn fantitute open to public
from 8.00 a.m. to 8.80 pju. Visitors invited

;

to see film on Institute's research ac-
tivitiez. shown regularly at 11.06 a.m. and
8.00 p.m. Friday 11.00 a.m. only.

.

Toura of the Welzmann House every half
hour (ram 9.00 a.ra. to 3JO pjn. and until

noon onFriday. Nominal fee foradmission
to Welzmann House, -

Far Tours of the House please book: Tel.
054-33230. 054-63328.

AzhdOd 22222
Aahkelon 23333
‘Bat Yam 885555
jBeemhcba 78333

! Eilat 2333
Hadera 22333

Holon 803133
Zahariya 923333

Nazareth 54333

Netanya 23333
'

Petah Tikva 912333
Rehovot 054-51333

Rlahon LcZion 942338

Safed 30333

Tiberias 20111

l 14 - il Wit i

i’i //

SUNSET-SUNRISE

Sunset UL27; Sunrise tomorrow. 05.03

POLICE

Dial 100 in -most parts of the country. In
Tiberias dial 924444, Klryat Shmona 40444.

The Finest!!
... Wines and Beers '

imported from South Africa

Lion . Castle
Beers

Nederburg ; KWVt^
Wines and Brandies

. . Available from; .

Winco Ltd., IS Rehov Bloch,- Tel Aviv, Tel. 03-24,1157.

Thin *chcdulc in subject to dumps idthout
prior notice. Readers are advised to cell.
Bm-GiirUm Airport Flight Informat&n.
(OSl mnei-t-3 for 034WH for El Al
/lights only) for changes in times of
Arrimlx had Departures.

MONDAY
ARRIVALS
0030 E1A1 572 Bucharest
0120 Alitalia 762 Rome
.0620 El Al 892 Lisbon

'

0740 El Al 5018 New York
0956 El Al 022 New York
1228 JH Al 004 New York
1300 Alitalia 738 Romo

1 3400 El AI 386 Romo
1410 SAA 266 Johannesburg, Lisbon
1450 Lufthansa 004 Frankfurt
1600-TWA 806 San Francisco. New York,
Paris
3009 El Al 364 Vienna
1010 El Al 082 Istanbul

. 1850 Air Franco 132 Paris, I^on
3705. TWA K46 Washington, Boston. Romo,
Athans
1725 KLM 525 Amsterdam
1*05 Swissnlr 332 Zurich
1850 British Air 078 London
1900 TWA 848 Chicago, Paris. Rome
)M5 El Al Genova. Zurich
i9io Olympic 30t Athens

*

1920 Kl Al 358 Vrimltfurl
I04Q El Al 334 Brussels
2010 Ijirthmun 006 Munich

. 20ifl Kr Al 338 Amaicrdam •

2100 Kl.AI 324 Paris '

2120 Kl Al .178 Copenhagen

2150 El Al 54B Rhodes
2105 El Al 542 Athens
2325 El Al 320 Parte
2585 Olympic 305 Rhodes

'

DEPARTURES
oooo El Al 006 New York. Chicago
0255 AlilAiln 762 Bombay, Singapore.'*

Sydney, Melbourne
0600 El Al 885 Rome
0505 TWA 847 Athens, Rome. Boston,
Washington

.

0630. El Al 039 Amsterdam, New York
0630 El AI 121 Paris. Montreal

. .

0700 Swissair 388 Zurich
'

0710 TWA SU Rome. Parte, Chicago
0740 Olympic 802 Mhw»

. 0800 El Al 831 Vienna, Brussels
1

. 0820 El AI 947 .Geneva, Zurich •

0850 BritislvAlr 577 London
0900 St A1015 London. New York
0910 TWA 501 Parte, New'York
0920 El Al Ml Brussels
0940 El Al 337 Amsterdam
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*J JOB THE FAST 10.years engineers

the coast
l - r*tefc have performed successful plastic By YA’ACOV ABDONr,vw. witaj.’j! surgery on the country's Mediterra-

'*r”2 Lauruv * wan coast. Eroded bathing beaches
.

‘*r‘«S Laurie nean coast. Eroded bathing beaches
•

*n the qJj have, been restored to sandy glory.

.

in
Greet,' Bathing baa been made safer. A

marina has been built for Tel Aviv.
Breakwaters bold back dangerous
currents and undertow. Indeed,
much of the 200 kilometres of coast
bas given the country a chance to

' ' AT •nvTto
;

out-RIviera the .tourist facilities of

''fTfe, J? France and Italy. Tet this is only a
"*; batoning.

• , i
.
Coastal engineering, is a discipline

‘ v'wij iSi which' began in antiquity.
•

,

‘

Ft
r* Underwater archaeologists ' have

•
r. learned of impressive feats of an-

4
dent Greek and Roman harbour eon-

‘-'*‘> 100
, Sfiadj, struction. In the Caesarea area, for

example, the Romans tried to stem
the sand dunes drifting from the
beach inland by dropping large
rocks in the shallow water.

"‘-iin-.. s;r:rt Modern technology has of course'

- :
vastly improved the methods of

'.•--(ii ipts^. protecting the coast, of reclaiming

pu-J laid. from the sea. and. of building
•K-nx; r^ocoi^! harbours and other marine facilities,

' v.-inn, *5 deluding, platforms for oil rigs and .

!,
r.ii:ior-^ pumping equipment.

' D\ -e -in Israel, modern .coastal

,

1 n -r' •** engineering began in the late 1920s,

.
with the construction of Haifa port

._ by the British. Then In the early
1960s an accumulation of sand

. - k threatened to block its entrance on
pe updrift, southern side.

.

9* ' rriE ‘PO&tfOuthority
rfl

com*-'
• - J-rjfa. Missioned a survey from the Civil

“;jwJ=®md Maxine Engineering Company
Haifa, the oldest and largest local

•’TsaWi consulting Ann in the field.

. iBs'jl offered two alternative solutions:

[Jo dredge two million cubic metres of
- > ^zdud that had piled up on the sea

• 'Ui'.-i.-. ‘Sdloor, and dump it far out to sea; or
>'hct.Trib use the sand to fill in a 300-metre-

v ' LEVERAGE has Influenced all
5

7'
r
;'£Mlsh governments since 1073, ac-

.- ^niKMtitag to the frank view of one of

.. fcctteiftrfng men in the ruling British

.-viSRcOMHlirvative Party, Tony Kerpel,
. .... i.-uo ^M-year-old farmer chairman of the

.< !Totmg Conservatives.
• • - :w * Kerpel 's current .visit to Israel is in

r - ^ildi capacity as president of the
•* ;5 *" [Democrat Youth Community of

[Europe (DEMYC) which organises

youth sections of the Coxuer-

4I .... and Christian Democrat par*

, . sites throughout Europe.
He is here as a guest of the Likud's

« ',KT vfetmiatl6nal department, and has
£eea discussing the invitation of the

to represent Israel at the

twptember executive meeting of

,„rJ
Tf'DEMTC in Barcelona. They want

“ 0
®ael to join their organization

r . 7jf**j?Wch now has 12 national affiliates.

• •
•«' Kerpel sees Conservatism as the

^Mcendant ideological force
booghout Europe, since a number
P Socialist governments " have

rally fallenand the Conservative-
Mi^j^stian Democrat faction is the

...,_»!»» largest group in the newly-
European Parliament.

,
..iT.iwnJ^iThe former Young Conservative

*der disagrees with the view often

*
ted in Israel that Prime Minister

,m~: * p&tcher’g appointments to the
.beign Office indicate a pro-Arab

wide strip of shallow sea along the
rocky 2,500 metres long beach
between Bat Gallm and Tel
Shlkmona. The reclaimed area,
close to 1,000 dunams, could be used
for a recreation park, complete with
protected bathing beaches, a marina
for up to 500 boats, and a wide
promenade, and for hotels,
restaurants and other facilities ser-

ving tourism and entertainment.
“According to our calculations

.based on prices at the time and land
values at the time, It would have
been a worthwhile project. It la still

today when land values are so much
higher. Nothing came of it, though
mayor Abba Kboushy was -very keen
on It. He put stiff conditions on. the
sharing of the.resulting areawith the
municipality, and that discouraged
the private investors .

1

1

This is the
view of engineers Aharon Werner
and Isaac fried, the two founding
members of CJME.
hi 1972 local and foreign in-

vestors led by the Glal Corporation
and the Yudasln Company of

Aviv took up the Bat GaUm Planand
commissioned an urban develop-

ment plan for the reclaimed area,

(prepared by architect Prof. Alfred
Mansfeld). Again the investora, the

municipality and the State Land
Authf^ty fs^Wch “qyrns", the,

1
cgpn-rt .

try-s -coast)* could niot coime to terms

.

and the projectwas oncemore shelv-

ed.

ON SEVERAL places along the

coast from Nabariya to Ashkelon
and Gaza^the need to make bathing

safer and 'more pleasant has led to

the' construction of offshore
breakwaters. Most of them are

Tory
tourist

. By MASK SEGAL

shift in British policy. Lord
Carrington'B choice as Foreign
Secretary did not indicate any shift,

because* he is considered a fair-

minded man. Kerpel said, though he

conceded that the choice of Ian

Glimour, a long-time Arab lobbyist

at Westminster, might understan-

dably worry Israel's friends.

However. Kerpel pointed out, the

government minster directly in

charge of Britain’s ties with the Mid-

dle East la Douglas Hurd, who was
political secretary to former
Premier Ted Heath between 1970

and 1974.

When I recalled Heath’s rather

cool attitude towards this country

and his embargo on military spare

parts contracted by Israel during the

Tom Kippur War, the young Conser-

vative proceeded to explain the

general shift in European policy on

between Jaffa and Tel Aviv ports.
Many beaches bad suffered sand
erosion, often as a result of 111-

plauned construction in the past, and
. had dwindled to narrow strips. Many
beaches were, and some still are, un-
safe for bathers because of strong
currents and undertow which drag
even experienced swimmers to their
death.

After the offshore breakwaters
were built, the loss of lives was
sharply reduced. The beaches were
increased by hundreds of dunams.
Tel Aviv's sea front promenade was
broadened by 20 metres. Thanks to
the simultaneous diversion of the
city sewage, until then poured into
the sea, the

1

city beaches are now
clean.
The project was undertaken joint-

ly by the Government Tourist Cor-
poration and the municipality's
Atartm Company. The success of the
marina, now brimming with boats,
has stimulated the appetite of other
tourist-conscious local authorities to

follow Tel Aviv's example.
"Our first project was the

breakwater at Nahariya which was
built in 1959 to protect the bathing
beach there. At Netanya 50 dunams
were reclaimed in 1967 and it now

' has one of the finest beaches in the
country,” say Werner and Fried.
The -

wall of their office -on
Independence Road'ln Haifa is
decorated with aerial photographs of
,the projects they designed.. Hadera
now hopes to build a marina on its

beach and to capture a slice of the
tourist business.
“The coast there is suitable for it,

but the municipality can't afford the
project alone. Foreign investors are
ready to undertake it, but would like
to have a survey before they put
their money into the water,*' say the
engineers.

the Middle East as a result of oil

leverage. During the course of our
conversation it was discernible that

Kerpel remains loyal to the Heath
faction in the Tory Party, with less

than ecstatic regard -for Thatcher's

Iron rule.

DURING his week-long stay. Kerpel-

was given a tour of the West Bank<
Sinai and the Golan Heights. He also

met a number of younger Likud
politicians including Yehezkel
Flomin. Ehud Olmart and Ronni
Milo.

His impression of Jerusalem was
that “the new suburbs Indicate a

strong determination not to permit

another partition-" The views he
brought back from visiting Gush
F.mimim settlements and other pro-,

jects of Agriculture Minister Ariel

Sharon were hardly likely to make

.

him popular with his Likud hosts. He
put it thus:
“They provide one with an Impres-

sion of peraanence, suggesting their

non-negotiability. Having talked to

the people there, I do (appreciate

their dedication and their conviction

that they have an inspired mission.

One comes away with the realization

that one is not just dealing with the

shifting of borders but with some
very determined people.”
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Brink.

- A NONDESCRIPT rumpled suit and
thick-leased glasses, gregariousnesa
and an Incomparable single-
mindedness, is how most people
remember Ya'acov Maimon, the In-
venter qf Hebrew shorthand and the
cabinet stenographer from 1948 to
.1977, the year of his death.

Most will perhaps recall Maimon
as the moving force behind the
volunteer campaign to end Qflteracy
and Ignorance among the new Im-
migrant communities of the 1950s
and ’80s in Jerusalem and the
Jerusalem Corridor.
In 1951, flanked by a handful of

trainee stenographers, Maimon set
out for the Tna’abarot and villages of
the Corridor, bent on dispensing the
word. Every year he did the rounds
of the capital's high schools and
teachers’ seminaries in search of
volunteer recruits. During the '60s a
smallarmy of 300 marched under his
banner.
"Maimon believed in the value of

volunteer campaign to ezri illiteracy
education; and he believed that a
bridge must be built to span the gulf
between the vatikim [ established
citizens ] and .the new com-
munities," says Yoel Dorkam, of
Kibbutz Tsuba.
Together with Dr. Kurt

Meyerowltz, a silver-haired
Jerusalem photographer and

MY GRANDMOTHER used to take a
piece of paper and fold itmany times
from one end to the other. She then
bent the paper In the middle, pressed
the two halves together and thus
formed a fan, so useful in the hot
summer-time. When I divide my
irises, I always recall grandma's
paper fan, because irises, when
prepared for replanting, resemble
fans.

There are many different kinds of
bearded irises, long-stemmed ones
and lower-growing kinds, blooming
In spring in purple, blue, white,
yellow, etc. There are hundreds of
iris species and thousands of
hybrids, but one I have in mind con
be found in most of the older gardens
in Israel, the frto germanica.

“Tired irises.'* Producing taller
and taller stems and leaves and
flowers year after year is an ex-
hausting business, and after 8-4

years most border Irises begin to

show signs of strain. They can be left

for division in autumn, but they are
more likely to produce a good root
system, which can withstand frost, if

they are split up and replanted dur-
ing the second half of this month.
Flowers will appear in spring in
greater numbers, if the fresh root
divisions are given the extra time to
establish themselves.
Am big snails leave a glittering

trail behind them, so the fans of Ger-
man iris leaves that appear yearly
are followed by the spread of thick,

fleshy surface roots known as
rhizomes. As they spread they

'

become a large tangled mat draining
the soil of nutrients. When new
leaves, they are smaller, and the Iris

flowers seem reluctant to appear.
Many of my friends complain that-
their lrlaes, although- producihg
many new leaves, don't yield many
flowers.
TSiere may be several reasons

behind this disappointment. One is

too much watering, irises tolerate

very dry conditions, and most gar-
deners who fail with irises probably
gave them too much water. Another
problem may be not enough light or
'too close and too strong neighbours
such as trees and shrubs, unfair

competition for the weaker flower
plants. Another explanation may be
that the soil is too poor to promote
flower- production.
Most often, however, the problem

Is overcrowding. Try not to leave
plants thisway until they are totally

exhausted. Dividing them every
third year is effective without being
arduous.

SOLUTIONS TO TODAY'S PUZZLE TOMORROW

Valuable

visit
DANCE

Dora Bowden-

AS A FINAL flourish of the Inter-

national seminar- on “The Bible in

Dance,” three busloads of par-
ticipants went to Galilee to visit the
Ga'aton dance studios and to watch a
performance of the Kibbutz Dance
Company in the Mazuba theatre
nearby. Others came with their own
transport. All were caught by sur-

prise. Nobody seemed to have ex-

pected the level of professionalism
that the company displayed.
Among the four ballets presented

was Heda Oren's “And a Time for

Every Purpose," in which
choreography and music (by Mark
Kobytman) made no concession to

established forms and kept the mind
alert. Four couples — the men in

white, the women in black tights —
moved in angular patterns separate-

ly and together but in all giving a dis-

turbing impression that human
beings wfliwtafw an Individual isola-

tion. This gave the work, an eerie

effect loir which the title was irrele-

vant. It should be changed.
Bright and fresh was “The Shed-

ding of Leaves" by the Dutch dancer
Don Asker, who recently visited

Israel. To Eastern-type music (by

Toru Takemltzu) six dancers seem-
ed to enjoy their unconnected, in-

consequential episodes — the men
dressed, the women in various states

of semi-dress (by Lisa Pleskow).
The small stage accommodated the

cleverly managed props (Ken
Tabashnlck) and the brief duets, ins-

tant solos and ensemble. The effect

was youthful-
Yet the most striking work was

Yehudlt Arson's "Three Men” (the

music a collage),, danced by 23chrl

Dagan. MLkg Levine and Shlomo
Zaga— a combination of solos and a
trio of extraordinary force. Gene Hill

Sagan's "Simris6...Sunset'' was less

impressive in its shortened form, the-

ending weaker and the religious

overtones not so well sculpted.

Three lively groups of folk dancers
— Yemenite, Kurdish and Arab —
ended the visit on a happy note.

NONE OF the works presented by
the Batsheva Dance Company in the

Jerusalem Theatre (August 8 ) was
an actual premiere. All four . had
been performed before. Yet, in the

context of the seminar on “The Bible

Fighting illiteracy
By BENNY MOBRIS/Jerusalem Post Reporter

economist and Yehuda Sheffer. an
llth grade pupil in the Hebrew
University Secondary School.
Dorkam has directed the work of the
Ya'acov Maimon Volunteers
Association since Maimon's death.
“Of course the Tna’abarot are a

thing of the past," says Dorkam.
"But there is still illiteracy among
the original Sephardi immigrant
generation. And their children are
culturally deprived, which means
they can use after-hour tutoring,” be
adds.

THE ASSOCIATION today sends
some '200 volunteers to the
Mevasseret Yerushalayfm area.
About half are from Jerusalem high
schools — Rehavia Gymnasium,
Rene Cassin, Sellgsberg and the
Hebrew University. Secondary
School. The rest are from Corridor
kibbutzim and the Hebrew Universi-

ty.

"More than half the volunteers
work with new immigrant families.

mostly from North America and
Russia, at the Mevasseret 32on Ab-
sorption Centre,” says Dorkam. He
points out that some 20-30 per cent of
the immigrants do not attend
Hebrew Ulpan courses, or drop out
of them at an early stage, "They are
mostly mothers who can't get away
from young or sick children.”
The remainder of the volunteers

work with Sephardi children in the
moshavim of Mevasseret Zion and
Ma'oz Zion, helping them in English,
mathematics and other subjects.
Many of the volunteers, who nor-

mally put in a one or two-hour stint a
week, "adopt" a child or family and
invite them every so often to their
city or kibbutz home.

MAIMON also founded volunteer
cells in Nazareth and Hatzor In the
Galilee and these are still func-
tioning, though Independently of the
Jerusalem-based Association.
The Association's work, financially

assisted by the Jewish Agency, the

FANS OF IRISES
GARDENER'S CORNSR/Walter Frank!

How to get them blooming again.
This is a job to be done just now. Lift

each clump of rhizomes with a gar-
den fork, knock away the soil and
take a good careful look at the
knotted rhizomes. First, throw away
the few that are crisp and under-
nourished or worn out and partly
eaten by worms and slugs. Tills will

leave you with a fair number of fat
rhizomes with healthy fans of
greyish-green leaves on their tips.

The healthy leaves will mostly be
surrounded by yellow or brown dry
leaves or green leaves with ugly
looking brown tops and there may
ajso be a few dry flower ste^M,pnu
these plants that'

J

eventually had
blooms. Remove all dry and ugly
looking leaves and stems and cut the
remaining healthy leaves to a length
of 10-12 cm. Also cut all rhizome
roots to 2-3 cm. in length. The fans of
leaves may look oddly artificial after
being reduced in this way, but new
blades will soon emerge to restore
their former glory,and thus they will

have a better chance of bearing
flowers.
Find a new spot. Don’t put new (or

renewed) Irises straight back into
the soil occupied by the old ones. No
doubt it is rather worn out and will

offer little nourishment. Let damag-
ing borers that live underground and
mole-crickets wait in vain for their
tasty food.

If there is no better choice, and the
plants must go back to the same

in Dance,” they had a new look.
The gem was of course the late

Jose Llmon’s little masterpiece
"The Exiles.” Revived from the
Batsheva repertoire. It was staged
this time with two of the best dancers
in Israel — Nurit Stern and
Rah&mim Ron. The sensitiveness
with which "Eve” projected her
perplexities, the strength with which
"Adam” Indicated his regrets made
this a drama without words. The
dancers missed nothing of the
emotional implications and met the
technical demands with appealing
ease.

It was really Rahamixn Ron's
night. His "Daughters of Shiloh”
was also on the programme in what
.seemed to me improved form. Un-
tidy knots had been removed. Shape
was clarified without diminishing
the Sabine suggestions. Costumes
(by Moshe Ben Shaul) were subtly
suitable, the dancers attractively
worthy. The Ravel music, though too
loud, was highly appropriate.

In Deborah Bertonoff’s "Recollec-
tions of a People," five women,
dressed in rich colour, went through i

routines intended to convey “the
idea hidden” In biblical passages.
The women moved well, but the ear
was more often engaged (by Joseph
Tal’a music) than the eye.

Paul Sanasardo's "Abandoned
Prayer” provided a Christian ele-

ment— the relationship of Judas and
Jesus, or man to man. Sanasardo is

still an admirable dancer — clean
and expressive in movement.
Douglas Nielson worked harder but
didn't achieve more. The lamp,
which I remembered as an asset,

seemed an irritant in this perfor-
mance.

Have you any

cloth at home?
Bring it to us, and we will make
it up to your size and taste:

Dresses, Two Piece, Skirts

Wc also stock (ready-made)
fur coats' at reasonable prices.

Boutique Andi
13 Rehov Slrldn, Glvatayira
(in the courtyard). Open
8 a-m.—1 p.m.; 4—7 p.m.

spot, spread 2-3 handfuls of a good
general fertilizer (like

“20 -20 -20”)
and a bucket of compost over' every
square metre. And, most Important,
put in a teaspoonful of sa/san poison
grains with every freshly planted
rhizome.
Anti-fungus precaution. It is often

worth taking the precaution of
dusting the cut ends of rhizomes with
a fungicide powder, such as man-
rapan or captan. 1 use pure sulpha
powder (available In seed shops and
pharmacies), or hept&chlor powder,
which also helps to destroy damag-
ing insects. There is little likelihood
of healthy rhizomes rotting in sandy
grounds, but in the heavy soil of
Jerusalem, where water in winter is

inclined to stand longer than it

should, the dusting may be quite
beneficial.

'Depths and distances. Having
cultivated the soil to a fork's depth
(about 30 cm.) and having raked It

level, you may plant the rhizomes
about 30 cm. apart. They should be
no deeper than just under the ground
surface. Press the ground down with
your hand to avoid air pockets and
water economically.
A layering job. Border carnation

(dlanthus cariophyllus or t 'siporen

tn Hebrew) can be propagated by
layering in August. If you like this
fragrant multicoloured flower and
you don't have any doing well in your
garden, you can depend on a
professional nursery for rooted
plants. If, however, you pr a Mend
has a carnation with welcome at-

tributes and beautiful flowers and
youwant more of theSame kind/ you
can multiply it by layering.

Select a good and strong enough
side stem. Strip off all leaves from
the lower part, leaving 4-5 pairs of
fullydeveloped pairs at the top. Push
a razor blade (or a thin bladed
pocket knife) into the stem, but
below the lowest joint with leaves.

Be careful not to cut too deep. Just
make a small incision, turning the
blade away from the centre of the
plant, so as to remove a little bit of
the outer skin. This leaves a
"tongue,” which opens out when the
stem is bent down to the ground.
Prepare the ground beforehand by

Education Ministry, the President's
Fund and private contributors, la

hampered by the lack of Instructors
•• to tell the volunteers how to go about
their work.
"When Maimon died." says

Meyerowltz, “many predicted that
what he had started would come to
an end. But It goes on. Voluntarism
is not dead in Israel."
Maimon and the present directors

of the anti-Hliteracy campaign are
well aware of Its beneficial effects on
the volunteers themselves. "Giving
is good for the giver" is the underly-
ing philosophy.
The direct contact with the coun-

try's voMMm is as beneficial to the
new immigrants as the actual lear-
ning. "The Jewish Agency doesn’t
even know how to serve a cup of
tea." says Dorkam. quoting
Maimon.
On September ib the Association

will hold a mass get-together in the
Wise Auditorium on the Hebrew
University campus at Glvat Ram to
mark the second anniversary of
Maimon’s death and almost three
decades of the anti-illiteracy cam-
paign. All volunteers who served un-
der Maimon or in the Association are
Invited. Anyone interested in joining
or learning more about the
Association's activities may call 02 -

639970.

digging and working in a mixture of
equal parts of sand (of vermlcullte
or perlite) and peat. All of these axe
available at local nurseries and gar-
den centres. Fix your new carnation
plant In place on the soft ground,
either by using a loop of wire (a hair
pin) or a not too big stone. Then
cover it with a few handfuls of the
above-mentioned soil mixture. From
a two-year-old carnation bush, vou
can take several layers going In
different directions. After your
layers are put down and covered,
water them. They should not be
allowed to become dry while rooting,
which takes about six weeks. The
layers are then cut away from the
mother plant and left for another
week in the ground to produce more
and longer roots. Then they can be
lifted carefully with a h&ndfork and
planted.

All-purpose plant. Carnations can
be used as border plants or In flower
beds, as well as for balcony con-
tainers or aa potted plants on a win-
dow sill. Border carnations should
never be trimmed because this may
delay flowering. When you need
them as cut flowers, never cut them
with scissors. Simply break the stem
at a joint according to the desired
length. Cutting carnations delays
the sprouting of new flower-bearing
stems. The carnation is the only
flower I know of that should be
broken, rather than cut.

Geranium cuttings. August Is the
time to take firm shoots of the
current season's growth of ger-
aniums as cuttings. They can be
rooted duringthe autumn seasonand
transplanted in early spring.
Take cuttixura from vour own. or

your neighbour's, . .best geranium

(pelargonium

)

plants that have
finished flowering. Each cutting
should be about 3.0-12 cm. long.
Insert each 5 cm. deep into a yogurt
cup or small tin, filled with a mix-
ture of half vernalcullte and half

compost Don't forget to provide
drainage. Remove flower buds and
lower leaves on the cutting, keeping
not more than 2-3 leaves on the top.

Geraniums are drought-resis-

tant, even though they respond to

good irrigation. The soil where they
are planted should be kept -more dry
than damp, since too much water
favours root rot. Once the soil Is wet,

no more water should be given until

the plant has had time to use most of

the available moisture, even If this

means no waterings for a week or
longer.

Overplayed idea

MUSIC/Yohanan Boehm

FLUTE FESTIVAL — Budu Eylon,
Benny Scbwarzirald, Ysel Ronnen, Amos
Edelsteln, nates; Gersboa Stern, piano
(YMCA Auditoriam, Jerusalem. August
11). Music for two, three, four flutes by
Tcfaerepnln, G. Gabrieli, Doppler, Purcell,
JopUn. Telemann, R. Peria, 8chic(chard t.

WHY CALL a recital a "festival” —
why not call it an "end-of-season
sale"? The Idea of writing music for
the flute rarely inspired tbe great
masters. In fact, Mozart had a
curious disregard for this Instru-
ment. So Ra'anan Eylon obviously
has to look around for some reper-
.toire among the lesser composers.

Renaissance and moat Baroque
music lend themselves to adap-
tations, as the music was not written
specifically for a certain instrument,
and, indeed, the pieces by Gabrieli
and Purcell were musically the most

substantial. The rest, at best, was
entertaining and pleasant, descen-
ding to salon trivia witb the Doppler
Andante and Rondo.
A "world premiere.” a Quartet for

Four Flutes by Jerusalemite Rudl
Peria, did not disclose any stroke of
genius, but it is nice that a young
composer takes time to write a piece
for a friend.

Ra'anan Eylon is all music, and
his driving enthusiasm infects his
friends, resulting in lively and com-
petent performances. Gerahon Stem
had an easy time at the piano, as
most of the pieces required only the
execution of the basso continue.. He
acted with wise restraint and filled
in the background with a good sense
of teamwork and of the essential.
A pleasant evening but, please,

don't call it a "festival.”

Neve Zedek Festival August 14— 18

Tel Aviv of Yesteryear In the Playground of the Yehi'eli School
1 Cafe and Dance Orchestra, In the style of "Little Tel Aviv,"

from 8p.m.
Appearing:

Raphael Klachkin Dorothea

Gita Luca Libio

Conductor: Paul Koala

“Fable In the Sands'' — Inbal Dance Theatre
Tuc.. Wed.. Thur.. Aug. 14. ja, 18, 9 p.m.

“There Is something in H after all"

(70th Anniversary of the City group)
Sot.. Sun., Aug. IK. J9, 9 p.m.

Entrance to car pnrk from Rohm* Herzl and Rehov Yehuda Halevi, nml
from Dcrcch Ynfo.

Tickets at agencies, and at the entrance on the evening of perfornmncc.

UUAT TEL AVIV-YAFO EZRA UB1TZARON
Culture, Youth and Sports Dept. Housing Co. Ltd.
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Economic bang or whimper?
Is Israel heading' for an economic explosion, as U.S.

Secretary of State Vance has heard? In the second of a
series of interviews Post Economic Reporter Macabee
Dean questions outstanding business leaders and
economists regarding the present situation and what can
be done to prevent any possible disaster.

TEL AVTV. — Israel's economy is

not In the best of shape, but It seems
unlikely that things will worsen to
such an extent that an "economic ex*
plosion” will occur.
This is the considered opinion of

Dr. David Klein, senior economist at
Bank Leuml, who was commenting
on reports reaching U.S. Secretary
of State Cyrus Vance, that Israel was
on the verge of an economic disaster.

"First, before discussing the fac-
tors at work which might lead to
such a catastrophe," Dr. Klein says,
"It would be best to define exactly
what Is meant by an economic explo-
sion, specifically In regard to Israel.
Generally, this means a situation
where a country’s foreign currency
reserves are eaten up entirely, thus
preventing' the country from buying
raw materials for manufacture and
re-export, Initiating a vicious circle
where no foreign currency Is coming
in since no exports are going out."
The end result, Klein says, will be

unemployment, starting In the fac-
tories. Eventually, if the proper
steps are not taken. It will lead to
mass unemployment, for a chain
reaction will set In. Mass unemploy-
ment is the basic substance out of
which social unrest starts. and there
is no predicting what huge numbers
of unemployed people will do.
But Dr. Klein does not believe that

Israel's foreign reserves will dwin-

dle to zero. "The Bank of Israel, un-
der the present system of floating ex*
change rates, simply does not have
to sell the foreign currency It holds.

Or it can sell it at much higher prices
than at present." he says.
A much higher exchange rate will

increase the cost of Imports, it will

also decrease the price of Israel’s ex-

ports abroad, thus helping our ex-
port drive, and eventually leading to

a reduction in Israel's adverse
balance of trade. This year, the gap
will probably grow by one billion

dollars, to stand at $4.5b. But steps
taken this year can prevent another
one billion dollars being added in
1980, Dr. Klein believes.
However, If the Bank of Israel

raises the price of its foreign curren-
cy, it will also set in motion forces
which will fan the Inflationary
spiral.
Soaring inflation itself contains the

seeds of an "economic disaster," so
steps must be taken to hold down in-

flation. Three main steps are
necessary. All are political. "Unless
the country's political leadership
takes the necessary steps, the con-
sequences will be bad," he says.
The first step Is to see that the pre- *

sent national budget Is not
overstepped, but that It is even
reduced, by cutting services to the
public. The present deficit in the
IL304b. budget is variously es-

timated at ILi4b. to ILi7b. In effect,

this means that this amount of
"inflationary ,> money will have to be
printed to cover the deficit.

Instead of printing money. Dr.
Klein advocates, "increasing income
tax and other tax collections."
Strenuous steps must be taken to br-

ing the country's underground
economy — which pays little or no
taxes, but which spends a lot of

money — under control. The taxes
gathered here would go to reduce the
deficit In the budget.

'.‘The steps taken against black
capital, although partially
successful, have already brought in
good results. These steps must be In-
tensified until all Israelis pay honest
taxes."

A third step would be to freeze the
civil service (this is a broad term, by
which Dr. Klein means not only the
employees of the government, but
also of the ‘local authorities and
public Institutions which fulfil a
national function).

This step would not only help
reduce the deficit in the national
budget, but it would also shift
workers now entering the labour
force, from the services to produc-
tive fields. This would also help
Israel increase Its exports and cut
down* its adverse balance of
payments.

Tefahot plans IL200m. issue
By JOSEPH MORGENSTERN

Poet Finance Reporter
TEL AVIV. — The management of
the Tefahot Mortgage Bank, the
country's largest mortgage institu-

tion, has asked the Ministerial Com-
mittee for Economic Affairs for ear-
ly approval of a rights issue in-

creasing its means by some ELSJOOm.
Such approval is required, since
Tefahot Is government-owned, with
minority interests held by Cial and
Israel Investors.

The state's holdings have been the
object of negotiations with the
Relchmann brothers, of Canada,
who were interested in purchasing
Tefahot. The Belchmanns, about 18

months ago, considered the acquisi-

tion of Tefahot as a basis for con-
struction and development activities

In Israel. The Reichmanns are
reputed to be the largest real estate

owners' In Toronto as well as the
largest private owners of real estate
in New York City.

. Reliable sources here and
overseas have told The Post that the
Reichmanns are on the verge of total

withdrawal from further
negotiations. The Relchmann's role

in the sale of the government’s

shares in Tefahot would have come
by way of their buying 20 per cent of
the shares of the United Mizrahi
Bank and by providing a 816m. loan
to effect the purchase.
A number of financial observers

have pointed but that the structure of
the deal is not all that favourable to
the Reichmanns, but would give
them an excellent base for future
real estate activities.

If the ministerial committee gives
approval for the rights issue, the
government will be obligated to ex-
ercise its portion of the rights.
Failure to do so would endanger the
government's control.

In an unrelated development, the
management of Tefahot felt
obligated to issue a public denial,
through the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-
change, that it has any intention of
.withdrawing from **«» mortgage-

field. On the contrary, the bank
reports, recently there has been an
increase In the demand for
mortgages.

The bank grants mortgages from
its own means as well as from
government funds. In view of the
drawn-out negotiations regarding
the sale of the government shares in

Meshel: Israeli companies

should build Negev airbases
By JOSHUA BRILLIANT
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Hiatadrut Secretary-

General Yeroham Meshel last week
criticized the government for awar-
ding all the contracts to build the air
bases at Matted and Bikat Ovda in

the Negev to U.S. firms.
In a speech here to the Israel-

Americ&n Chamber of Commerce
and Industry, he also attacked the
government for planning to exempt
the American contractors from pay-
ing Israel income tax and from local

labour laws.
He rejected arguments that Israel

does not have the manpower to build

the bases In addition to the civilian

construction, a third airbase and
other Installations for units pulled

out of the Sinai,

Gideon Hotter, of Stock Wineries,

attacked Meshel’s position, saying
that there la -full employment in

Israel. Many industries cannot find

Jewish workers and must relyon the

*70,000 Arabs from the West Bank and
the Gaza Strip', he said.

"With which Jewish hands do you
want to build those airbases?”
Kotter asked.

But Meshel, In obvious reference
to Histadrut-owned Solel Boneh, in-

sisted that some Israel companies
can undertake construction of the
airbases.

(Solel Bofaeh general manager
Shraga Rothman told The Jerusalem
Post later that there Is a slump in
road building and earth-moving
work. The Israeli defence construc-
tion work in the Negev will not begin
until 1980, he added.)

“I know that many companies ap-
proached (the government) and did

not even get a reply," Meshel said.

"Israel shouldn't pay foreign con-
tractors on a cost-plus basis without
utilizing the local potential,” he
argued.

The government also should not
give the American firms tax
privileges nor exempt them from

j

Israeli labour laws concerning sick

pay, annual leave, women's work,
severance pay. and national in-

surance, he said. Trade unions
around the world would not accept
such discrimination against foreign
labour, he insisted.

Tefahot, the bank has not raised any
new funds in the past two years and
is thus limiting its lending ability.

The United Mizrahi Bank has ad-
vised the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
that It has not withdrawn from
negotiations for the purchase of the
government shares.
About ten days ago Aharon Meir.

general manager of United Mizrahi,
|

met with Finance Minister Ehrlich
i

In an effort to reach terms which
would be satisfactory to the
Reichmanns. Another meeting,
probably a decisive one, will be held
this week.
* Indications are that the
Reichmanns have expressed grave
concern about the deteriorating
economic conditions in Israel. They
have also been upset by the dis-

missal of YehezkelFlomin, the depu-
ty finance minister. FLominhad been
a key contact for the Reichmanns
and a strong supporter for the sale.

Meir told The Post that he Is

pessimistic about ' the deal going
through.
For Meir the transaction Is of ma-

jor importance, since it would firmly
establish his bank as the fourth-
largest banking group in the coun-
try.

Kibbutz industries want
gov’t loans upped to 90%

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVIV. — The Association of

Kibbutz Industries yesterday called

on the government to increase its

loans from 40 per cent to 90 per cent

-

of the cost of a project, while linking

these loans by 70 per cent.

If this Is done,' Gideon Dudai, coor-

dinator of the association, said that

even if the loans were linked, the kib-

butz Industries could go ahead with
their development plans, which total

mb. to IL2.6b.

Treasury promotions
Jerusalem Post Reporter

Two top Treasury appointments
were announced yesterday.
Eytan Raff, 38, was named

Accountant-General, replacing
Giora Gazit. Raff has handled
matters of banking, foreign curren-
cy and international economic
cooperation in the Treasury since
1967.

Aryeh Mintkevitz, 37, was ap-
pointed legal- adviser, replacing
Avner Caasuto. He worked In the
Treasury legal adviser's department
since 1972, and before that in the
foreign currency division.
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Along with

established
By MACABEE DEAN

Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Although exports of
fashions and ready-to-wear clothes
are steadily increasing, this branch
of the textile Industry faces
numerous problems.
This emerges from a tour yester-

day of several factories In the Tel
Aviv area organized by Ms. Hanna
Weiss (Shavit), director of the
knitwear and apparel section of the
Ministry of Industry, Trade and
Tourism, and Ms. Israels Cohen,
director of the Fashion. Centre in the

Export Institute.

Ms. Weiss noted that during the
first six months of this year, com-
pared to the same period in 1978, ex-
ports of fashions and ready-to-wear
clothes increased by 27.5 per cent, to
stand at $101.Sm. This compares
with a growth of only 12 per cent In
1978 over the same period in 1977.

Ms. Cohen pointed out that this

higher growth rate was facilitated

by the Fashion Weeks, the next one
being held August 20 to 24 at the
Jerusalem Hilton Hotel. Some 250
buyers, mainly from the Common
Market, with Germany and Holland
sending the biggest delegations, are
expected. About 70 Israeli firms will

exhibit their goods — mainly
summer styles, bathing suits,
sportswear, children’s clothes,
men’s fashions, leather goods and
raincoats. Of the 70, five will exhibit

for the first time.

One problem was the decrease in
purchases fay the American market.
According to Ms. Weiss, this was due

'

to the high rate of inflation in the
U.S., the fears of a recession there,

which convinced many buyers not to

lay in large stocks, the 30 per cent
import duties (Israel has a special
arrangementin regard to duties with
the Common Market, which is

Israel's first customer), and the
need to "sell" the U.S. 12 months of
the year, and not only through
sporadic visits.

Selling to the U.S. throughout the
year meant opening display rooms
there, and this was a cost that small

France and Italy, Israel is well

on the world’s fashion map

Women at work In fashion shop.

and medium-sized factories could
not afford. “We must find ways of
reconquering the American
market," she said.
The second main problem was the

lack of workers. Arte Shalom, a
director of Helen Knits, which in-
creased its exports from $800,000 in
1977 to an estimated $800,000 this
year, and which hopes to join the
"millionaire export club" in 1980.
pointed out that his firm employs 80
to 100 workers. "We can easily
employ another 15 women, but we
just can't find them."
Helen Knits claims that the

"average" woman worker a
take-home pay of XL7.000 to ILfi.OOO a
month, with highly skilled women
earning ILl2,000 net a month.
At Adam and Eve, Ban iwanlr (of

the Iwanlr family), who with, his

Hiatadrut allows small sweatshops,

some bigger manufacturers charge
Jerusalem Post Reporter

TEL AVTV. — Charges that the
Hiatadrut was “deliberately turning
a blind eye" to scores of one-room
sweatshops existing here were made
yesterday by several managers and
owners of medium-size textile and
ready-to-wear factories.

The speakers, who asked not to be
identified, said that by allowing
these sweatshops to exist, the
Histadrut was permitting "unfair
competition."
“We have to pay our workers all

the social benefits and see that their
income taxes are deducted and
forwarded -to the authorities. But
these small shops, which employ
only a few persons, don't pay these
social benefits and we doubt II they
deduct' income taxes from fheir
workers, or if they pay income (and
other) taxes themselves.”

The end result, they claimed, was
that these sweat-shop owners could
offer their workers higher pay, lur-

ing them away from factories which
met the rigid terms of the Histadrut
and the income tax authorities.

The workers, mainly women,
agree to such conditions. First, their

husbands are working and receive
all the social benefits, like pensions,
paid leave, etc. Thu*, these wqmen
are only Interested in salaries paid in
cash without any deductions what-
soever, the complaints ran.

It was admitted, however, that
these sweat-shops frequently move
from place to place, so that it might
be hard for the Histadrut and the tax
authorities to catch up with them.
“But if these two Institutions made a

.serious attempt, they could find

these offenders and eliminate this

unfair competition,” it was claimed.

Property tax reform leaves most exempt
By SHLOMO MAOZ

- Post Economic Reporter

A new assessment system and
reappraisals made last Octoberhave
raised property taxes for some and
lowered them (in real terms) for

others, the Finance Ministry
reported last week.
Apartments not in use by their

owners axe still taxed at O.T per cent
of their value last October, six
months before ti)e fiscal year began.
The first IL850.000 of an owner-
occupied flat used to be tax exempt,
and this has .been altered to three-
fourths of the apartment's value, but
not less than IL700.000 nor more than
IL1.2in. The non-exempt portion will

be taxed, as before, at O.-fi per cent.

Deputy income tax commissioner
Dov Staub explained'that the change
was meant to avoid discrimination
against residents of high-priced
areas like Jerusalem, and to grant
total exemption to most of the pop-
ulation.

Only 200,000 out of 700,000 apart-

ment owners will have topay proper-
ty tax. according to the new system.
The average levy will be ILA.000, and
only 8,-000 owners will owe more than
IL4300.
Staub noted that it ^as sometimes

difficult to determine' whether
owners were actually living in their

apartments.

East German radio paves way

for stiff economic measures
BERLIN (API . — East German
radio warned listeners last week
against underestimating the "very
great" economic problems facing
their Communist country.
In a commentary, the state-

controlled radio noted the worldwide
shortage of raw materials and
"foreign economic difficulties" such
as inflation posed serious problems
for the country.

It noted that because of inflation in

the western industrialized countries,

East Germany must raise an ad-
ditional 4b. marks ($2.22b-) in bard
currencyinorder to import the same
items as last year-
The commentary said that among

the East German people were many
who "still underestimate our current
situation." It urged the people to

make themselves aware of the coun-
try’s economy.
East Germany hasemerged as one

of the world's leading economic
powers, but it relies heavily on im-
ports for raw materials.
East German leaders are also

worried that anotherrecession In the
West might reduce their exports,
from which they earn hard currency
to pay oil producers and buy western
goods.

The commentary, monitored in the
West, appeared to be another sign
that the leadership is considering
major economic adjustments.

Observers do’ not expect -such
measures before October 7, the 80th
anniversary, of the founding of the
Communist regime.
But East German newspapers

have been publishing articles poin-
ting out how other Communist coun-
tries have been forced to increase

prices to cope with .economic
problems imported from the West.

More gas for

credit cards
TEL AVIV. — Ail holders' of Diners
Club or Visa credit cards will be able
to buy petrol at gas stations up to a
maximum of IL1.000 each time,
Bank Discount announced yester-

day. The former limit was IL700 and
the sum was increased to meet
today's higher price of fuel.

.

These , credit cards are honoured
by the 2SO stations organized In the
Association of Agents and Service :

Station Owners.
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EXPORT SURPLUSES & GRADE «B»
OF SUMMER WEAR
Women's, men’s and children’s shirts

from light cotton velour.

Sun dresses, skirts and hostess gowns
from fine cotton & velour knits.

Sate at the plant:22, Homa UmigdaJ St.

(behind Bei-Lancia, Hamasger St., Tel-Aviv)

from 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.

partner, Yossie Ya'acov, founded
the plant in 1978, when it exported
only $30,000, expects to reach $750,-

000 this year. He also complained
about the lack of workers. He claim-
ed the average woman worker had a
take-home pay of ILS.OOO a month,
"which is above the Histadrut
minimum for this type of work.”
At Gottex, where exports are

growing by about 23 per cent , each
year (they should reach $9.5m. this

year), Pinh&s Ehrenberg, the
finance manager, noted that "we
find it hard to offer the women the

same conditions they can get In a
bank. We have tried to. use Arab
women, but although some of them
are excellent, we have to pay their

travel costs — and -this adds about
HAOO a day to our costa."

He proposed reducing the income

tax on overtime to 20-25 per cent, and
"improving the Image of the textile

worker, so they will be proud oftheir

Jobs, just a# proud as if they were
clerks."

Still another problem was that

Israelis, to compete with manufac-
turers In Europe (or in the U.S.) had
to travel abroad frequently, "and it

: is very expensive to fly to Europe,”
They wanted the authorities to take
this into account. Also, In certain

competing countries, such as Italy,

the government helped manufac-
.

'

turers by' picking up the tab for

social benefits.

Ran Iwanlr also complained that

"we are constantly forced to play -

poker between our dollar income and
the index. It our Income from dollar

sales rises faster than our costs,

which are linked to the indei£ well
and good. But if the reverse happens,
we begin to lose money.”
Moreover, the plants have to im-

port the threads and cloth from
abroad, and these prices may
suddenly be increased, he said. This

'

was especially disastrous If the cloth

was bought In Europe, most of whose
currencies were rising, and sold Jo

"

the U.S. whose currency was drop. -

Pins- . . vs'
However, all in all, the speakers V

pointed out that "Israel is well es-
~

tablished on the world map of .

fashions. Every serious fashion
buyer visits three countries today: -

France, Italy and Israel.”

The main customers were
England, 81 per cent (which has edg-

ed out West Germany as the leading ^
purchaser), followed by West Gej> \
many, 21 per cent, with the U.S. com- v

-

ing in third place with 12 per cent, S‘

Two countries, Switzerland aniT
'

Austria, although each is buying?
three per cent of Israel's total ex- *!

ports in this field, had nevertheless £
doubled their imports in the last

year. - *
Ms. Weiss also noted that the ‘*real~fr

growth” (deflated) in this field war?.
9.5 per cent in 1978 (no figures are ait£ -

yet available for 1979), compared fog.
an average growth in Industry as
whole of 5.6 per cent. "gf

,f?V
v

Isras reports profits

up 120%, at IL32.3m.
TEL AVTV. — Isras Israel-Raaaco
Investment Company has just
reported that in the 1978/1979 period
it has earned IL32.3m./a gain of 120

per cent over the previous year. .

Hie company Is controlled by the

Rassco group which bolds one third

,pf equity and nearly 80 per cent of the .

voting rights. .Unlike its parent com-
pany, which has been troubled by
losses and management problems
since the mid-1960s, Isras for the
third consecutive year has doubled
its operational profits.

Hie company specializes in the the
rental of residential, industrial and
commercial properties. In recent
years it has also become active in

management, maintenance and ur-

ban renewal.
'

In the period under review the
company acquired Setem, a com-
pany supplying sanitation services.

Management anticipates the acquisi-

tion to further enhance profits. Isras
also continued its policy of acquiring
land f6c development. The com-
pany's landholdings, according to of-

ficial evaluations made at the time of

the balance sheet, are close to
.

IL600m.. twelve times the amount
evaluated on the assets side- of the
financial report.

According to a report on Isras

.

recently prepared by National Con-

sultants, the firm's land assets alone }

.

give the company's shares, which „
r

are traded on the Tel Aviv Stock Ex-
change, a value of 1950. The shares ..

currently have a market value of less *

than half their true book value. "f

In spite of this apparent under- *

valuation by the market, the com- f
pany’s shares have done very well In. ,

recent years. With the exception of

the shares of Mehadrin. the shares of '

Isras have been the beat performers 4..<

in the 1978-1978 period. Since the *
beginning of 1971 until the end of 1978, j
an investment in the shares of Isras J
has yielded 54 per cent annually, 4'

reflecting a true yield of 17 per cent,|
after adjustments for inflation. -J

Last year the company’s gross in-j-. ,

come rose by 78 per cent and stood! .

at IL128.8m. Earnings per- share-®

were 120 per cent, compared with 84 j
per cent a year ago. National Con- v

sultants estimates that in the.;

1979/1980 year, income will nearly •

double to reach almost XL245m. \

Estimates call for earnings to .'

more than double and earnings per v
share to reach the- 230-250 per cent

level. The company’s relatively high
level of liquidity should enable It to

;

continue its acquisition and divei^f ,

sifleation policies. -*1 lit
| s --.

Financial developments of Isras inJ
’ ’* 1 •

recent years: -

1978/1977 1977/1978 1978/1979

Income
Net profit

Profit per
' .

share
Gross cash dividend
Bonds shares

45.2m.
7.5m.

72.2m.
14.5m.

128.6m.
32.3m.

1979/80
(Estimated)

240-245m-
61 -68m.

230-250%

Ttoia!,-

JERUSALEM POST CLIPPINGS ARCHIVES.
Prominent People,

(J-95-1 ). Zug, 1978 Ben Gurion David 58-72

rn
if

r \ :• m
DAVID BEN-GURION

i

His life and times as seen through the columns of The
|

Jerusalem Post and before that The Palestine Post, is I

only one of the hundreds of subjects available on

Microfilm or' Microfiche.

today, the individual scholar interested in Palestine,

.

Israel, the. Jewish People, the Middle East and <

associated subjects, can be virtually liberated.from his j.

dependence on . a large library with specialised

resources.
. .

•
.

take advantage of The Jerusalem Post information
^

service from our extensive archives, founded in 1 933. 1

For detailed information write to

Jerusalem Post Archives. POB 81. Jerusalem.

REDUCTION
'in consumer’s price

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS
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rises cause index-linked bonds to soar
(lotlng Volume diiinge

I*rW U.I.SM

-«SL AVIV.
— Nearly aJi sectors of the iadex-

.... Ljjed Bond market yesterday advanced by
WAnJno**1

,

allowable 3 per cent price limit

I werday following Saturday's announce-
“

f the 40 to 88 per cent rise in the prices

x,. 'Afte exchange decided yesterday to poet-
•'Aim* tfie *««* trading session from 9 to n
r.^.S;.to.Baow investors to change and place

: orders- In view of today’s planned
l
J

S«stftdrut strike, the exchange has again
• JVHSd the trading schedule. Bond trading

at 8^0 a.m., and. if not finished by
- s fn_ will resume at noon. Share trading has

‘

’i®e w”1 ***** announced price rises.
' J;

iv?iitimated to add some ff.5 per cent to the cost-

j-living
index for August_and September,

Stocks & bonds—
the market report

By JOSEPH MORGEN8TERN
Post Finance Reporter

•» wwjffcViUMW •

point to an annual inflation rate of at

. wt 80 per cent. The efficacy of issuing more
1

^fcJoseriunent bonds will depend on the ability
:W« the Bank :of Israel to maintain sales in ex-

•
. ’^Vjpa of redemptions.

-

b ^sterday investors only bought some
’ r"^tej8Di- worth of new issues, as they preferred

already registered for trading. The
• k-> .

’ *

Bank of Israel, using its preprogatlve to Issue
new bonds at a premium, pegged new SO per
cent bonds at .304. .

Bond trading was brisk, but at IL62.3m.
was considerably less than expected.
Also predictable was the decline in the

price of shares, which fell by 1 to 3 per cent.
Commercial banks were the only ones to es-
cape the downward trend. Hapoallm gained
two as did FTBI.

*

One-point gainers included JDB. Mizrahi,
Leumi and General Bank. Union Bank traded
unchanged.

Carmel (rj was one of the big losers in the
mortgage section as it fell by 4.7 per cent.
Ampal was down by a full S per cent. Others
fell by up to 3 per cent.
Insurance shares also were lower with

losses up of to 8 per cent.

Solel Boneh, in the land development and
real estate sector, was *

‘sellers only" and lost

85 points reflecting the automatic 5 per cent
lowering of price. Rassco pref. was down by
5.7 per cent, and the ordinary shares fell by
nearly 5 per cent.

ILDC (b) managed to gain 4.4 per cent and
was one of a handful in the group to advance.
Shemen was 10 per cent higher in a falling

industrial group. Phoenicia was "buyers
only." Elco IL1 was down by 6.8 per cent.
Losses of 3 pec cent predominated throughout
the Industrial share group.
Investment company shares followed suit.

Central Trade was down by nearly 5 per cent
after dropping 69 points to 1330. Most others
in the group were lower.
Pixyon was unchanged. The company Is ex-

pected to announce shortly record earnings
for last year.

J' L
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' Banks
Bfejridwttliix Co/
B-JMf-

, ‘A'’

ffc.-opt-4

> a

.

^opt-9
‘

‘v'flBB Opt.
-

-".-fa opL 3

a ifa apL*
. as 13% «.c.

.5.'

^ 'jecamt^£1 "A" ‘

’ “A" 8% s.c.

•‘“‘.iSur
Vi-tonM b

: -1 brsM opt. 1

|BtU opt. 3

- [»bM opt. 3

. -^fcnhi opt. 4
. '-ifciM 15% a.c. 3

*

' -«*raW20% S.C. i

faM 18% M. B
- » .btki U% s.c. 6
- 'Smbl B.C. 7

iqMlim pref.

^wiltxn r

SpBSiml b
ipoallm 50% dlv. ..

qnoHm opt. 3

ipoaUxn opt. 4
ipoallm opt. B
ipnlim opt. 7

A iposlim 10% h.c. 1
{fattHm 18% s.c. 8

18% s.c. 8
ffoab 1” opt. 9

• land
4Bmd 18% s.c. 4

• sad
•rani opt. l

- anni opt 3
Irani opt. 4

uml 18% S.C. 8
-uml 18% B.C. 7
uml 18% s.c. 8
HX r
iEb
'^national 8% a.c.1

•

^BJ.
-ltgags Banks

k*l Mtg. r
riing.b
il Mtg. opt. 114

-fl Mtg. opt. 137

"il lOg. 18% deb. 118

mel r

jnd b
.

'

. mol + opt. "A’’

>*118% deb. 10
1

itg ft Inv. ,
’ ; &*-Mtg.r
••£4 Mtg. b

. 'leitKtg. opt 88

fetlltg. opt. 9B

p.TOtg. 18% deb. 87
w.ftlitg. 18% deb. 94

obf Mtg. r
(stag Mtg. b

prices on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange
Chain*
price

Vofanne Chute
0.1.800

1685.0 .3 nle‘.

493.0 811.2 +1.0
497.0 2.5 TLC.
414.0 34.7 +1.0

' 587.0 64.0 +1.0
325.0 282.9 +5.0
247.0 619.1 +1.0
428.0 200.3 n.c.
608.0 21.3 n.c.
270.0 33.2 .n.c.

127.0 40.0 n.c.
184.0 57.1 n_c.

109.0 3L1 n.c.
842.0 12.8 +1.0
642.0 5.7 +1.0
168.0 200.0 n.c.

300.0 807.9 +1.0
301.0 508.4 +1.0
785.0 49.3 • n_c.
621.0 01.4 n.c.

258.0 97.0 —1.0
-241.0 152-7 +1.0
535.0 .1 n.c.

2S8.0 92.5 n.c-

219.0 59.2 n.c.

177.0 24.9 n.c.

153.0 84.0 n.c.

520.0 .5 n.c.

513.0 748-3 +2.0
515.0 335.7 +2.0
508.0 379.8 +2.0
1000.0 17.0 n.c.

580.0 11.9 +2.0
446.0 29.8 +3.0
249.0 417.0 +4-0
516.0 5J2 n.c.

224.0 57.1 n.c.

.160.0 286.4 n.c.

410.0 140.1 . n.c.

421.0 4*.l +1.0

122.0 15T.9 -6.0
418.0 2306.7 +L0
900.0 3.8 . n.c.

506.0 129.0 EL.C.

230.0 270.4 +1.0
284.0 16.3 n.c.

241.0 14.9 n.c.

155.0 45.3 n-C.

444-0
'

.19.0 n.c:

448.17- - 5.5 —8.0

180.0 77.1 +1.0
455.0 - 105.2 +2.0

"302.0 136JS —2.0
308.0 46.8 -2.0
555.0 2.1 n.c.

126.0 1.0 n-C.

93.0 136.6 —2.0
168.0 17.0 —10.0
250.0 12.0. +8.0

S9.0 16.8 +1A
57.5 64.2 —2.5
802.0' — —
178.0 135. Id —2.0
178.0 - 56.0d —2.0
175.0 68.7 —6.0
86.0 31.1 —2.0
313.0 19.3 —2.0
77.5 B.4 n.c.

242.0 101.0 —2.0

283.0 13.8 n.c.

- Chwbqe Volume Outage CTmIhk Volume Chute
price ILLMO prlrp 0,1.000

Housing Mtg. opt. 1 273.0 2t n.c. Prop, ft Bldg. 384.6 200.1 —8.6
Housing Mtg. opt. 2 190.0 2.2 n.c. -Prop, ft Bldg. opL “A” 4T9.Q 47.8 n.c.
Tefohot pref. r 303.0 33.1d n.c. Prop, ft Bldg. 15% deb. 4 354.0 2.0 -3.0
Tcdahot prof, b •302.0 22.2d —3.0 Prop, ft Bldg. 18% deb. 5 270.0 20.0 —5.0
Tefahot r ' 300.0 • 74.7d —2.0 Bayxide i 282.0 12.9 n.c.
TWabot b -300.0 108.0d —1.0 Bsyslde 5 270.0 1.0 +8.0
Merav 305.0 18.4 n-c. Ispro 267.0 54.8 —3.0
Merav opt. 1 166 JO 20.6 n.c. ' fonts 720.0 18.1 +16.0
Specialized Financial Mehadrtn 969.0 8.3 —20.0

Institutions I.C.P. 1605.0 .4 n.C.
Shilton r 91.0 188.1 —2-0 Neot Aviv 512.0 23.6 +8.0
Shilton b 68.0 21.3 —2.0 Pri Or 1010.0 2.0 +10.0
Shilton opt- ‘"A" 54.0 88.8 —4.0 Rassco pref. 250.0 60.2 —15.0
Shilton opL “B” 66.0 1OL0 —2.0 Rassco 257.0 fl.O. —13.0
Shilton 18% deb. 1 68.0 70.0 —US OU Exploration
Shilton 18% deb 2 74.0 213.0 —2.0 Oil Explo. Paz 134.0 278.8 —2.0
Otzar La'taasjya r 325.0 17.6 n-c. Industrial
Otzar La'taaslya b 323.0 14.1 n.c. Urdanl 429.0 52.2 n.c.
Aippai <75.0 6.0 —25.0 Urdan 5 480.0 12.3 +10.0
Agriculture “A" 112-.0 71.8 n.e. Urdaa opL 253.0 34.4 —8.0
Ind. Dev. pref. — Efbit 1 411.0 1G.0 —10.0
Insurance Companies ElMtB 410.0 3.0 n.r.

Aryeh — — — Alliance 1238.0 — —
Aryeh opt — — — Elco 1 480.0 6.5 —35.0
Hassneh r 290.0 77.8 +5.0 Elco 2.5 r 250.0 20.0 —10.0
Hassnah b 288J) 73.1 n.c. Elco 2.5 b 251.0 9.2 —9.0
Hassneh opt 324.5 68.0 —JS Elco opL "A” 104.5 12.fi —2.5
Phoenix 1 290.0 33.7 +11.0 Elco 20% deb. 1 85.0 37.S —1.0
Phoenix B 220.0 11.7 n.c. .

Electra 1 649.0 4.2 n.c.

Yardenfa 1 188.0 23.1 n.e. Electra 5 415.0 41.8 n.C.

Yardeni&B 158.0 85J n.e. . Electra opt. 2 413.0 53.S —3.0
Sahar r '260.0 34.8 —3.0 Electra 18% deb. 325.0 9.9 -3.0
Sahar b 275.0 12.0 —8.0 Electra 15% deb. 2 195.0 15.5 —3.5
Sahar opt. S4JS 85.1 —2.0 Elron l 640.0 21.3 -10.0

Sahar 18% deb. 61-5 58.0 n-C. Elron 2 454.0 13.1 —12.0
Securitas 277J) 38.3 —5.0 Klron opL “A" 152.0 26.0 n.c.

Securitas 50% dlv. 78 271.0 3.5 U-C- Argaman pref. r 440.0 5.0 —3.0
Securitas opt. 105.0 57.8 —7.0 Argaman pref. b 443.0 20.0 —2.0
Zur r .

270.0 16.5 —8.0 Argaman r 430.0 10.0 n-c.

Zur b 288.0 9.0 +S.0 Argaman b 436.0 20.7 +8.0

Commercial Services Ata "B” 148.0 24.3 —4.0

ft VtOlUes Ata “C" 98.5 238.5 —.5

Motor House * 7S8.0 — — Ata opL “A" 40.5 117.0 —1.5

Delekr
Delefcb
Delek opt. 1
Delete 20% deb. 2
Cold Storage T
Cold Storage 10

Cbld-Storage opt. "A*’

Cold Storage-20%- deb. f

Israel Electric
Lighterage
Lighterage B

..

Lighterage opt. 2

Lighterage deb.

Rapac 1

Rapac B

Land. Building,
Development ft Qtrus

Azorim
Azorim opt, "A"
Azorim 20% deb. 1

Afrlca-lsrael 1

Afrlcarlerael 10
LL.D.C. r

IJLD.C. b
I.L.D.G opt. “A"
IJU.D.C. opt. "B"
I.LD.C. 20% deb. S
LL.D.C. 20% deb. 4

Solel Boneb t

208.0
248.0

670.0

!»o.o
' 880.0

287.0
. 2U.-0

m.o
243.0

982.0

818.0

180.0

103-0

<23.0

393.0

657.0

470.0

190.0

2180.-0

930.0

178.0

189.0

309.0
' 149-5

119.5

130.5

1613.0

340.9 —0,0 Ata opt- 3 68.0 120.0 Q.C.

9.5 —8.0 Ata 20% deb. 2 73.0 - 160-0 +2.0

0.0 —9.0 Dubekg 847.0 21.3 —18.0
18.8c —3.0 Dubek b 850.0 12.8 —19.0
— — Fertllizera 2334) "50.5 —10.0

—4.0 .

Cable* r 104.0 45.0 —5.0
_3.0 . -.Cable* b ••‘j. _ 3824)'- 37.2 —AsO-*

Baifa'Chem. ’*
157.0L' 89.7 n.cl

—12.0- ' Haifa Chem. opt. 2 90.5 70.1 —8.5
n.c. Holla Chem. 20% deb. 1 79.0 194l0 —3.0
—5.0 Tevar 530.0 50.5 —16,0
—8.0 Teva b 840.0 2J —10.0
—2.0 Teva opt. 300.0 40.6 —11.0

xus. Teva deb. 83.0 117.5 —2.0
—2.0 Lodzlal . 710.0 2.0d n.c.

Locfcda 4 315.0 16.3d —10.0
Molett 180.5 4S;5 —1.5

78.9 —13.0 MoUer 802.0 .1 —40.0

42.0 +£0 Phoenicia 1 308.0 b.o. +15.0

182.8 —1.0 Dead Sea 576.0 89.5 —13.0
— _ Am-Isr. Paper 781.0 28.0d n.c.

8J. —12.0 Am-Iar. opt. -“A" 306.0 244.1
.
—9.0

179.8 —1-0 Am-IfT. 20% deb. 1 219.0 147.5
' —8.0

85.8 +8.0 AssSa - 503.0 17.6 —2.0
5.2 .'—8.0 Assia 20% deb. 1 199.0 14.0 —2.0

94.7 n.c. Petrochean. 140.5 293.0 n.c.

83.8 —3.0 Petrochem. opt. "A" 964) 239.4 —1.5
22.5 —1.5 • Petrochem. 20% deb. l • 88.0 sso.7 —1.5

b.o. —85.0 Necbusbtanr 7904) 8.8 +JRI.0

Ncchuzhian b
Elite

Elite opt. 3

Elite 70r
.f conv. sub. 2

Arad
Polgat "A"
POigat ,‘B"
Polgat opt.

Polygon
Rim 1

Rim 4
Shemen b
Taal r
Teal b
FYutarqm
InvnitineDt ft Holding
Compaaln

Elgar r

Elgar b
E!lem r
Ellem b
Amlaaar
Amlsaar opt.

Central Trade
lnv. of Paz r

Inv. of Paz b
Wolfram l

Wolfaon 10 r

Wolfram 10 b
Ampa .

Disc. Inv. r

Disc. Inc. b
Disc. Inv. opL "A"
Disc. Inv. opt. "B"
Disc. Inv. *10% deb. 72
Disc. Inv. IS'c deb. 130
Disc. Inv. 16% deb. 335
Haplm Inv. r
Hap’Un Inv. b
Kap’lra Inv. opt. 1
Hap’lm Inv. 10% deb 1

Leumi Inv.
Jordan Explo.
Jordan Explo. opa.
Jordan Explo. opt 2

Jordan Explo. opt. 3
Mizrahi lnv. r
Mizrahi Inv. b
Mizrahi is'r deb. 48
Hassuta
Hasauta opt. "A**

Haaauta 20% deb. l

Export Inv. r
Export Inv. b
Koor Ind.

Clal Rl. Eat.
Clal Rl. Eat. opt. “A”
Clal Rl. Eat. opt. ‘'B”
Clai Rl. Eat. 20% deb 1

Clal

Clal Ind.

mol Ind. *.c. opt.

Clal Ind. opt. cert.

Clal Ind. 20'., deb. 5
Landecu
Oz Inv.

Oz Inv. 10% deb.
Punt Inv.

Piryon Inv.

Ptryon Inv. opt. 2
Sham Traded In

Foreign Currency
Adonim
Agricultural pref. “C*
IncL Dev. pref. •,B"
Ind. Dev. pref. "C"
Ind. Dev. "CC"
Ind. Dev. "CCT*
Ind. Dev. • D"
Cazit
Tourist Ind.

Unlco *'A" r

Unlco “A" b
Fuel
Naphtha
Lapidot r
Lapidot b

820.0

458.0

186.0

129.0

330.0

593.0

555.0

262.0

160.0

589.0

35C.O

6400
244.0

2H.0
138.0

850.0

850.0

700.0

760.0

175.0
154.0

1330.0

295.0

294.0

720.0

317.0

3104)

472.0

265.0

272.0

511.0

131.0
295.0

189.0

1004.

524.0
531.0
202.0

337.0

272.0

900.0
142.0

96.0

4£5.0 -

465.0

25B.0

526.0

486.0

182.0
881.0

570.0

2440.0

235.0
357.0
109.5

207.0

608.0

540.0

1145.0
590 0
390.0

195.0

252.0

224.0
270.0

285.0

S4.P

575.0

400.0

'.5

56. £

46.fi

55.9

25.5

23.0

63.6

5.9

48.2

1.9

3.9

G9.0
- 58.5

28.7

750.1

n.c.

—3.0
—3.0
-3.3

—2,0

+10.0
—4.0
+28 0

t56.0
—6.0

-13.0
*5.0

7.8 -29.0
7.6 +20.0

20.0 me.
2.5 —1.0

53.3 n.c.

46.0 —2.0
8.3 —694)

84.6 n.c.

57.6 n.c.

9.1

35.9

83.7

743.4

22.3

13.0
23. S

s.o.

1.0

359.5

34.0
10.4

16.5

73.3

118.4

1.7

20.0

149.6
2 7
3*9

46.5
52.7

173.5
11.1

17.5

73.2

253.5
29.0

277.5
23.2

153. C
448.1

43.

£

67.

T

88.6

134.4

152.0

10.0

7.0

321.2

71.5

+4.0
a.c.

-Xa
— 1.0

-4.0
n.c.
—15.2

n.c.
—.0

-9.0

—7.0
-25.0
—4.5
-1.5
n.c.

n.c.

—14.0
—5.0
n.c.
n.c.

+ 13.0

—M.O

n.c.
-2.0

n.c.

n.c.

-:o.G
—41.0
—4 0
— 12.0

—3.5
—5.0

+ ’.9.0

+ 8.0

n.c.

+5.0

Representative

bond prices

3.0 +10.0

216.0 l.S + 5.0

233.0 2.0 +4.0

111.5 .4 n.c.

965.0 3.6 n-C.

706.0 1.0 -5.0
1250.0 — —

Jtt-8

• 41.5

58-4

50.0

81.1

54.1

441.8

2.3

19.0

Most active shares““ '&
* ' " 300""' "

. 513
1&8.79
ILB3.2m.
IL5.7ra.

lLG2.3m.

Leumi
Mizrahi r
Hapoolimr
Volumes
Shares traded:
Convertibles:
Bonds:

2306L7 +110
807:0- +10
748.3 +2.0

9A.79
ILMJm.
IL5.6m.
£L43.Gm.

General Share ludex down «U0 to 128.00

Abhrrvtatloiu:
b.o. — aeUenaaly
b.o. — boy era only

d — without dividend

c — without coupon

X — without bonus
z — without rights

n.c. — no change

r — registered

b — bearer
pref. — preferred

opt. — option

conv. — convertible

s.c. — subordinated capital notes

These stock prices are unofficial.

Defence loan
Price i

70 A;.1=i 998.0

75 .Aria Hchl 952.0

El iPeh Alephl 944.0

90 .Tzadii 904.0

ifj Gov’t development
Group 1. Yield: —2.36

s:« S56.6
3257 793.7

Group 3. Yield: -2.16
3010 744.7
3013 683.2

Group 5. Yield: -2.C5
3020 597.6
3025 BS4.0

Group 7. Yield: -2.20
3027 577.H
3032 525.6
Defence loan 09.

9 iTet) 760.0
44 .Mem Dalcti 604 n

Gov't <90% C-thL) .

Group 22. Yield: —i.or
3ft£S 444 5

31C6 390.9

Group 24. Yield: —n.7?

3i:o 3G1.1

cr.fi 349.4
Gov't lR0“, C-o-LV

Croup 42. Yield: ti.no

329: . 270.9

3206 264.1
Group 44. Yield: —0.30

3210 1X3.6
3273 244.4

!

<6% Gov’t l8Q°,j C-o-L)
Group 52. Yield: — 0.05

3561 250.5
3504 220.2

7% Gov't (80% C-o-L)
Group 62. Yield: 0.00

3522 212.7
3526 I'iX.O

Group 66. Yield: +0.2U
3534 173.8
3541 15s.4

Group 66. Yield: +0.20
3542 145.fi

3551 127.9
Grouo 70. Yield: +0.15

3554 129.3
3557 I23.fi

Cir. 't doable-option linked
2X1 195.4

7015 173.1

20TJ 129.0

Dollar denominated bonds
Hollis 15 99.0

Hc!i«a 23 96.

1

7*V Gca’l Mtg. 43 94.3
7", Tc (allot 10 99.7
7r.i Clal investment 2 98.9
7ri Unlco 96.1

6.5' i Wolfsjn 86.0
&. Fr. denominated bonds
6r Bonk Yocd 35 108.0
5.5' Mlmur.tm 5 109.4

BC Menlv s 109.5
Bonds 180% linked to

foreign currency
5.5‘. Gov't GtCG 120.5

6r . 1st Eicetric Corp. B 002.0
5r

. Dead Sea Works . 1760.0
Bonds I'i") linked to

foreign currency
6003 155.0

Change

+ 16.0

+1G.3
+9.0

+28.0

+29.4
+29.9

+ 18.4

+ 16.2

+ ll.fi

+ 11.7

+ 17.f

-16.1

+23.0
+ 18.0

+ 14.0

+ 13.1

+ li.7

+11.4 a

+0.2

+9.1

+9.2
+6.8

+7.9
+ 7.1

+7.0
+0.S

+5.4

+5.1

+2.3

+3.8
+ 3.4

+4.0
+3.0
—3.0

-0.9
tD.5

n.c.

+0.1
n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

- 2.2

n.c.

n.c.

n.c.

+2.fi

n.c.

New York
Stock

Exchange
Closing prices - August 10

Because of transmission dif-

ficulties, the New York stock
prices do not appear today.

ChangeftealOX
prire

iTtw yield reflects the difference between the

•thccireUrBl" value of bonds — based on the dste
of Issue and current C-d-L. indexes plus ac-
cumulated interest — and the actual market
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By BARUCH SAVHJLE
Far East tours operated by Histour,

September IS and October 2, will use
the Air France polar route from
Paris direct to Tokyo and thus avoid
flying over Iran. The 30-day tour is

priced at £2,890 and provides for

choice of visits to Hong Kong,
Singapore, the Seycbelle Islands,

Thailand, Nepal and India with the

return via Nairobi.

Switzerland Is now offering mobile

holidays with two types of self-

contained vehicles with full

facilities, cooking, showers and

hot /cold running water for hire. The

vehicles cost 120 to 1B0 Swiss francs a

day plus 100 free kms (2-4 persons)

and 215-235 francs with 200 free kms
for vehicles with two to six person

capacity. Details: Schmid Travel

Agency, Wettingen, Switzerland.

Inter-Hotel Pass, issued by Inter-

Hotels Switzerland, covering 34

hotels, guarantee a maximum rate

of 45 Swiss francs for bed and

breakfast for independent travellers

(a 30 per cent discount). Holders of

the IH Pass also get a 5 per cent dis-

count on self-drive car hire. Pan

Trading, 108 Dizengoff, Tel Aviv are

the Israel representatives.

Luxury Nile cruises on the Sheraton-

managed TUT luxury motor vessel,

between Aswan and Luxor, are being

offered by Cosmopoliteon Tours of-

Geneva. The nine day cruise, in-

cluding return flight by Swissair,

from Switzerland to Cairo, all meals

and excursions, costs from 2,290 to

3,390 Swiss francs. Apart from the

usual facilities, the TUT has a swim-

ming pool, a night club and a casino.

Canadian-bound tourists, whether
travelling to Canada with CP Air or

not, may now make Canadian
transcontinental train arrangements
at any CP Air ticket office outside of

,
North America.

Australia APEX fares are now
available for Israelis on the Athens-
Sydney/Melbourne route. Low
season fares are IL19,998 and travel

In peak period, IL38,S85. The Sights

do not include any scheduled stops in
Arab countries.

London’s lamous Rftz hotel In Pic-

cadilly is offering “Ritzy
Weekends.” Prices range from,
£54.00 per person for two nights to

£105 per person for a three night stay,

which includes champagne on
arrival, an evening at a theatre and
a splash up supper at the hotel lux-

ury dining room.

Technlon student wins
$6,000 architect prize

Jerusalem Port Reporter

HAIFA. i- Derek Price, a third year

student at the Technion’s architec-

ture faculty, has won the eighth an-

nual William Van Alen Memorial

Fellowship award of $6,000 from the

National Institute for Architectural

Education in New York.

Competitors were required' to

design a centre for Minoan studies

on the Greek island of Santorini.

They were given the island's history

and geography and specific re-

quirements for the design.

QAtt STAND OF THE FUTURE? Will rising petrol prices eventual-

ly lead to camels competing for business with taxis? At present

these camels merely wait for tourists In front of Jerusalem's Inter-

Continental Hotel to be photographed perched on top of their hump.
iBarzilay)

By YA’ACOV FRtEDLER
Jerusalem Post Reporter

HAIFA. — The Dagon grain silo in

Haifa port, which is now undergoing
extensive renovations, .will, when
finished, be able to handle all

Israel's grain imports for the next IS

to 20 years. There is therefore no
economic need for building a second
port silo in Ashdod harbour, the

Dagon company chairman. Dr.
Reuben Hecht, told The Jerusalem
Post yesterday.
An inter-ministerial committee Is

presently studying the problem.
Hecht holds that if the government
decides to have a second port silo

built because of security con-
siderations, it should also be built in

Haila port, though at some distance

from the Dagon silo. This would pre-

vent the danger of having only a
single silo in the country while

avoiding duplication and inefficien-

cy in its management and
operations, which Hecht feels would
be inevitable if a silo were to be built

in Ashdod.
He said Dagon was spending up to

S3m. in their five-year silo renova-

tion works, which includes an
overhaul of all the mechanical equip-

ment of the 20-year-old silo.

The ‘works include the in-

stallation of a second elevator of a
new type, invented by Dagon
engineer Isaac Beresinsky. The
elevator has proved itself to be
faster and more efficient than the old

elevators, which had been imported
from Switzerland.
Hecht noted that the Dagon silo,

which has a lOO.OOOton storage
capacity was presently handling 2.2

mil linn tons of grain annually —
Israel's total imparts — without dif-

ficulty. The imports are growing at

an annual rate of 50.000 tons.

The renovated silo is expected to

handle the increased import
schedule for the next two decades as

efficiently as it has done so far.

Dagon has achieved a worldwide

reputation for efficiency. Dagon ex-

perts had officially advised the

authorities of Cyprus and Singapore

on grain silos and the new elevator.

Also, experts from various Euro-

pean countries have come to Haifa to

see the elevator at work.

Egyptian President Anwar Sadat's

bureau chief, Hassan Kamel, recent-

ly visited the silo. Egypt, which Im-

ports about four million tons of

grains annually, (about double the

Israeli Imports) has one modern port

silo in Alexandria.
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Villages complain of

pollution of Ashdod
Jerusalem Post Knesset Reporter

Four villages working lands
around Ashdod have appealed to

Yosef Tamir (Likud), chairman of

the Knesaet sub-committee on
ecology and the environment, to help

them fight pollution and otherhealth
' hazards from the Ashdod heavy in-

dustry zone.

The villages, led by Bnei Darom,
thereligious moshav, toldTamir at a
general meeting which he attended,

tiiat the chimney f&ll-Out was ruining

entire crops, while the gases and
smoke were penetrating their homes
and causing nausea and respiratory

troubles.
The meeting demanded official ac-

tion to compel the nearby plants to

build taller stacks and install pollu-

tion traps.

PEDALPUSHERS. — A group of

French boy scouts, making their

contribution to the country’s fuel

economy drive, have built a 16-seat

•pushblke to go on holiday. The foius

wheeler, with its 32 pedals, took six

months' to build. All the parts came
from bicycles abandoned on local

rubbish dumps.

* Israel Ports Authority
Haifa Port

Notice to Passengers Sailing on

The Neptunia, August 15

The above passengers will be checked through

frontier control, etc. in the new passenger hall.

These passengers, sailing with or without a vehicle, should

arrive by 8.30 a.m., and should come through Rehov Ha’atz-

ma‘ut and approach the new passenger hall via the overhead
bridge, near the railway station, Plumer Square;

CARGO VESSELS
EXPECTED

At Haifa and Ashdod Ports

INVESTMENTAND DEVELOPMENT OF PAZ LIMITED

FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
for the year ended March 31, 1979

Notice is hereby given that the Financial Statements of tho-

Company have been published for the year ended March 31. 1070

and .are available at the offices of the Company, i Hngcfcn
Street, Haifa, and from banks.

- S. Bar-Levav
__

Secretary

EUROPEAN
LIBERTY 19.8 Haifa

DERORII 13.8 Haifa Ashdod
SH1QMA 13.9 Ashdod. Haifa

NIELS HENRIK
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Haifa Ashdod
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'

Ashdod Haifa
CITYOF
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ARES 15.8 Haifa

PIONEER 15.8 Ashdod
JASMINE 15.8 Ashdod. Haifa

LAMDA 18.8 Ashdod

TIMNA 16J) Haifa

TAUROS 17.8 Haifa

Z1M
CALIFORNIA 18-8 Haifa

R1MON 18.8 Haifa

WIDUKIND 18.8 Haifa Ashdod
LOTUS 18.8 Ashdod Haifa

At Eilat Port
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SINGAPORE
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Too little and too late
THE TWO-HOUR STRIKE scheduled for today by the Histadrut
may allow workers who are fed up with the perpetual rise In
prices to let off steam. It can have little other purpose.
Most people, except for some groups, agree that subsidies

have to be curtailed. Finance Minister Ehrlich's formula for
eventually cutting price support to a flat 25 per cent was thought
up by his Labour Party predecessor. Pollsters find a recognition
among the general public that something must be done.

The question is how to do it. The present price hikes in basic
foodstuffs like bread and butter are shocking to the housewife,
but they only solve a part of the budgetary problem. The alloca-
tion for subsidies came to IL3b. last year. The figure grew
threefold to a planned IL9b. this year, and but for the present
modifications would have swollen in the event to a prohibitive
IL20b.
According to the Treasury's director-general, Amiram Sivan,

the latest measures will save IL4b., which means that the con-
sumer goods in question remain heavily subsidised still.

Wage-earners were due to be compensated through the cost-
of-living allowance in October. The Histadrut said it should be
September — and the Government complied. They also agreed
that the allowance not push recipients into a higher tax bracket.
They increased the proportion of tax exemption in old-age pen-
sions.

The Histadrut’s Yeroham Meshel declared the nation-wide
strike before even trying to discuss the matter with the Finance
Minister. He could have taken the trouble to make order In his

own house. There is no point in crying for the extension of price
controls, when the Histadrut sector charges as much for the
products it markets as does the private sector.
The question that should trouble responsible-minded Israelis

is not whether subsidies have been cut too much, but whether
they Have been cut too little. A good case could be made for

slashing them all the way to 25 per cent (of retail prices) — and*

then paying a full 100. per cent cost-of-living allowance in

September.
If the Treasury has to push certain prices up as part of the

programme for combating inflation, it would he preferable to do
it once and get it over with, rather than keep adding increments

at intervals — causing a fresh outburst of resentment among the
public each time.
The budget cut of IL3b. in other items is also a promise for the

future. Why cannot Mr. Ehrlich enact all his reforms
straightaway, instead of always prolonging the agony?

Guilt and give-aways
WHAT THE GOVERNMENT expects to save through the sub-
sidy slash — not counting the sums required to compensate low
earners — is roughly IL4 billion. This is also, roughly, the

amount demanded by the Y&mit region settlers for the expected
loss of their properties upon the transfer of the area hack to
Egypt. ..... .....
Housing Minister David Levy, the latest among the Cabinet's

emissaries to tbe province of Fithat Rafiah, has boldly caution-
ed the settlers that they would be getting their due, and nothing
more.
The settlers for theirparthave boldly replied thatthey intend-

ed to stand on their rights, and nothing less.

The verbal altercation, enacted before the television

cameras, need not fool anyone. What is nowbeingprepared is a
brazen raid by the settlers on the country’s depleted treasury,

with the seemingly reluctant connivance of the authorities. The
munificent payoff already pledged to the handful of displaced

settlers at Neot Sinai is liable to serve as a model.
That some compensation is due will hardly he disputed. The

settlers have worked hard to make the Sinai desert bloom (even
though they also had the invaluable aid of hired Beduin hands,
some of whom had been removed to make room for the new-
comers.)
Moreover, they went down to Yamit at the express urging of

the national leadership, both the Alignment's, when it was in

power, and the Likud’s.

The initial impetus fbr the settlement drive in the region was
due largely to two men who are now occupying leading posts in

Mr. Begin’s Cabinet: Moshe Dayan,- as Defence Minister under
Mrs. Ivieir, and Aluf Arik Sharon, the then C/O Southern Com-
mand.
This is, however, precisely the reason why the Cabinet should

not be involved in setting the criteria for compensation. Too
many of its members, including the Prime Minister, have guilty

consciences about Yamit. At first they tried to hide their

feelings by having no truck with the settlers at all.

Now there is a real danger that they may seek to assuage their

pain with extravagant gifts of public money.
Originally the task of drawing up the criteria was entrusted to

former Supreme Court Justice ZvI Berinson. He resigned soon
after his appointment, evidently in protest over the mounting
political pressures on behalf of the settlers. He, or his like,

remains the best bet for.au impartial resolution of this issue.

Since the Yamit compensation issue first arose a precedent of

sorts has, of course, been established through the special Be-
duin land expropriation law. Despite the obvious differences,

there is one fundamental similarity between tbe two cases.
In both of them, groups of Israeli citizens are bidden to leave

their homes and properties in order to allow the implementation
of the peace treaty with Egypt.
To be sure, a flat in Yamit is worth rather more than a tin

shack in the middle of the Arad wilderness. But the principle of

compensation applying to both should be the same. Thus Yamit
settlers should not be deemed entitled to any compensation for

that part of their assets that is due to state or public investment
— unless they agree to move to locations within Israel that are

considered to be part of the national settlement strategy.

What the Yamit settlers are In fact bidding for is special treat-

ment, which the Treasury cannot afford and the Government

must not allow.

Israel Rosen
TOWELS, BATH ROBES
AND BEACHWEAR

Special Sale of Second Grade
towels, bath sheets, children’s bath robes
Discounts of 30-50%.

Sale from Monday, July 30 until .Wednesday, August 15 only.

TEL AVIV: Sales Store, 59 Rehov Herzl
Factory, 166 Rehov Glborel Ylsrael
Sunday — Thursday. 9.00 a.m. — 5.00 p.m.
Friday 9 a.m. — 1 p.m.

JERUSALEM: Clal Centre, 99 Rehov Y&fo, 2nd floor

Sunday — Thursday. 9.00 a.m. — 4.00 p.m. continuously
Friday 9.00 a.m. — i2.30_p.m.

REPORT SUSPICIOUS
OBJECTS!

Monday. August 13, 1979 The Jerusalem Post Page Ten

A COMMUNITY OF INTERESTS
IF .THE U.S.-Israel disagreement is

at bottom over a basic conception
and not only about tactics, then the

subject must be dealt with not only
on the tactical plane but on the
strategic plane as well.

To begin with, let us note what
must obviously be done to prevent a
lack of clarity between us and our
American friends.

Firstly, it must be stressed that
Israel signed the disengagement of

forces agreements and the interim
agreement with Egypt on the
assumption that there existed clear

American assurances regarding
both the FLO and the unchangeablU-
ty of the components of Resolutions
242 and 338 in any shape, manner or

form.
These assurances were reaffirmed

by the U.S. in the defence agreement
of March 1979 signed at the same
time as the peace treaty with Egypt.
It follows from this that all past and
present obligations taken by Israel

upon itself were accepted on the
assumption that the American com-
mitments concerning these points,

among others, were valid and
obligatory. Every attempt to diverge
or move away from these com-
mitments releases Israel from its

own obligations.

This is not merely a juridical ques-
tion.

RESOLUTION 242 was the product
of a calculated effort to balance off

two elements: a certain withdrawal
by Israel from occupied territories

accompanied by the establishment
of secure and recognized boun-
daries, in exchange for an end to the

state of war and the establishment of

peaceful relations.

The Introduction of an additional

component, such as the Palestinian
element, not only disturbs the
equilibrium but essentially
transforms the essence of the
Resolution. For it is clear that had

THE THREE decades of the State of
Israel's' existence are commonly
assumed to be a valid basis for the
discussion of the question: has
Zionism succeeded or failed?
Perhaps a more accurate way of pos-
ing the question would be: has
Zionism ever been tried? Is it possi-

ble that Israel itself is not a true
reflection of the original Zionist
programme? For example, would
Herzl have approved of a perpetual
dependence of the Jewish state'upon
the political, philanthropic and com-
mercial support of a perpetual
Diaspora?
Let us take the following areas of

disappointment in the current scene:
the lack of aliya; the In-
creasing yerlda; the massive
neshira, the dropping-outof theJews
from the Soviet Union; the continued
existence of anti-Semitism. Why
have the.Jewg of the world opt flock-

ed to the Jewish state? Why has If
~

not succeeded In holding more of its

citizens within its borders? Why
have even refugee Jews rejected it

as a refuge? Why has not the nor-
malization of the Jews removed the
hatred for the Jews?
In everyoJeh from the UJS. there is

a Jew and an American. Since tbe
Jewishness of Israel is problematic,
for the Jew in the immigrant, the
process of aliya involves elements of

READERS' LETTERS

TALKING WITH
THE PLO

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Regarding WJm van Leer's
article of July 27 in which he ad-
vocates the establishment of an Arab
PLO State in Judea and Samaria, It

Is evident that for him the concept of
Eretz-Israel is meaningless. But how
can he be oblivious to the danger of

long- and short-range artillery aim-
ed, and firing, at Jerusalem, Tel
Aviv, Netanya and every other town
and village In Israel?
In the past I have enjoyed Mr. van

Leer's humour. He must have been
joking again.

DR. MAZAL ELIASHIV
'Tel Aviv.

Sir, — I am sure Wim van Leer is

not alone in his belief that there will

never be an end to the terror and ten-

sion until the Palestinians have their
gwn state.

What we heed are leaders with,

courage and vision to lead' us into a
better era, or we will just drift'more
and more into apolitical wilderness,
with the results being disastrous at
home and abroad.

CHARLES SOLOMON
Jerusalem.

TELEREVIEW
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir,— When I read the review of
the week’s television programmes, I
feel that, as a reader paying for a
product, I am entitled to what is in-

tended and not Mr. Glllon's continual
anti-government views. Give him a
column on politics and let sofaebody
else write the TV review.

Philip Gillon (July 27) has the
audacity to complain that this
government is politicizing television.

If so, then they must have become
good students of all tbe previous
Labour governments.

TZEMACE BLOOMBERG
Hod Hash&ron.

Again Available

PALESTINE

by Nicholas Bothell

The Struggle between tbe
British, the Jews and the

Arabs, 1935-48

PUBLISHED BY

Former Israel Ambassador to of the future of the Middle East
the U.S. SIMCHA DINITZ main- places Israel and the U.S. on the

tains that a wide strategic view same side of the barricades.

Israel been required in 1967 to agree
to the Introduction of the Palestinian

element in the Resolution, It would
have rejected it. It is, therefore, im-
possible to create a retroactive
Israeli commitment by changing the
components of the.Resolution which,
along with 338, serves as tbe only-

basis for peace talks between Israel

and its neighbours.
Secondly, it should be made une-

quivocally clear that Israel will not
agree to negotiate with the PLO —
an organization which calls for
Israel’s destruction and which
employs terror against civilians,

women and children. Israel Is not
required to do so from any judicial,

political or moral viewpoint. Any
ambivalence in this regard only aids
those attempting to force such a
course upon us.
But above and beyond these

necessary clarifications, the roots of
the disagreement must be treated
with a view to developing anew a
common Israeli-American concep-
tion regarding the solution of the
main problems of the area. To
succeed in this task Israel must try
to bring about a change In the
American approach and understan-
ding of a number of major issues.
But at the same time Israel must re-

evaluate a number of elements in Its

political course and action.

cem and to relieve existing tensions
with the oil-producing countries in-

stead of dealing with these Issues in

their wider regional and global con-
texts. Such a tactical approach will

not only fall to free the U.S. from its

immediate troubles, but will create
far greater problems in the longer
run both for itself and for the region.

For instance, meeting the demand
of the Arab oil-producers for &
Palestinian state will probably fail to

solve America's energy crisis, but it

might help set up an Arafat state in
the region. Such a state will have a
pro-Soviet orientation and a radical
philosophy, and itwill undermine the
region's stability and pro-Western
regimes, including that of Saudi
Arabia Itself and of the other oil-

producing states.

In other words, in attempting to
gain freedom from momentary
pressures and Immediate dilemmas,
blackmail is submitted to. But
might create a strategic situation In
the region which will be far more
threatening to vital American and
'Western interests.

AS FOR the .U-S-. an analysis of the
American approach to the region's
problems points to the fact that ma-
jor issues are analyzed and dealt
with from a tactical rather than a
strategic viewpoint. In approaching
these Issues, the U.S. is attempting
to solve problems of immediate con-

THE CRUCIAL question, then, is not
how to satisfy this or that nation to-

day. but determining the character
of the Middle East tomorrow. What
will be the relative weight of the
various forces at play in the region?
How is it possible to strengthen the
pro-Western forces to assure the
region’s stability and capacity to
resist the forces acting to subvert
them? Jh this context the U.S. has a
special obligation which is greater
than that of any other state outside
the region. The U.S. cannot allow
itself to act as European and other

Drag of Diaspora
For every oleh from the United States, Israel

represents a kind of exile, says JACOB
CHINITZ.

alienation. But the more serious
problem Is that in exile, in the U.S.
the Jew has developed a new Iden-

tity: he has become in American. In
the process of aliya, this American
does not find himself at home in

Israel, but in exile here.
. This is the first drag of the
Diaspora upon the Jewish state, and
it will persist as long as the majority
of the Jews qf the world live outside
of (he eland, and one of their ex-
iles is not reaily exile, biit is equally

with Israel a permanent homeland
for the Jews.
Herzl expected not only a Jewish

state in which the majority would be
Jews, but that the majority of the
Jews would live In this state. When
all are olim together, aliya will mean
coming home instead of exile.

isapowerful magnet attractingJews
from the Jewish state Itself. The
very existence of a Diaspora that is

Inhabited by twice as many Jews as
live in the state of Israel, legitimizes
yerida.

The reasoning is simple: if there
are two homelands for the Jew, why
not move from one to the other freely
and in good conscience?

I wonder what Herzl would have
thought of Jewlst} organizations that
help, perhaps even eneourage,
emigratingJews to go fromone exile
to another exile? We know that at
one stage he considered areas other
than Eretz Ylsrael as the place for
the Jewish state.-But didhe ever con-
si der the possibility of fice
homelands?

THE AMERICAN Diaspora not only
succeeds in holding itsown Jews, but

What would he have said In today’s
debate about the propriety of spen-

ding Jewish money to promote

DUTCHBAT
To the EditorofThe Jerusalem Post

SPEEDING
AMBULANCES

Sir, — As a volunteer from
Holland, I wish to apologise for the

disgusting behaviour of the Dutch
soldiers in Lebanon, as reported in

your issue of July 31. Obviously, after

a lot of difficulties, the Dutch
authorities could only find less

educated people for this job which
they considered a free holiday.

May I add that the interview caus-
ed a scandal in Holland. Happily,
most Dutch people think and feel

differently.
JAN BEISHU3ZEN

Afikim.

To theEditorofThe JerusalemPost

Sir, — Wim van Leer seems sur-

prised 'and dismayed* that UniflJ’s

Dutch soldiers in Southern Lebanon
are- more sympathetic to the Arab
than the Israeli position.

I am afraid that the situation Is

worse than that. Newspaper-reading
people all over the world are ac-
customed to read about an outrage
involving four killed In Israel follow-

ed by an outrage with 40 killed in
Lebanon. Their reaction is that
Israel commits bigger and better
outrages than anyone else. The
claim that tbe Lebanese allow the
PLO to operate In their area, thus
making them equally guilty. Is
pointless. We hear daily accounts
about motorists running down Inno-

cent children, but .we do not send
planes to strafe motorists because
they are collectively guilty.

Today, the Lebanese are helpless
and enduring great suffering, so peo-

ple everywhere are sorry for them.
BESSIE GILLIS

Tel Aviv (Los Angeles).

Sir, — A recent encounter with Mr.
Bairn Vlgolet, director of the Magen
David Adorn station in -Romema,
Jerusalem, has shown me that there
exist bureaucrats who are both
courteous and efficient.

After being Informed that a
number ' of children in a -religious

neighbourhood narrowly escaped In-

jury at the hands of a speeding am-
bulance while playing in a car-free
zone on Sabbath afternoon, Mr.

.

Vlgolet promptly took measures to

prevent future occurrences by in-

structing all his drivers to have their
sirens on at full blast and to find
alternate routes whenever possible.
He requested, however, that parents
in religious neighbourhoods forbid
their children to play unsupervised
in the streets since -an occasional
ambulance is unavoidable.

PHYLLIS HERCZEG
Jerusalem.

MISGUIDED POLICY
To the Editorof The Jerusalem Post

ARTHUR SAUL
SUPER

Sir,'— Whatever is Mr. Begin and
his government trying to achieve?
The loss of Israel's badly-needed,
remaining support In the worldand a
.drastic increase in anti-Semitism?
Or does some hidden purpose lurk

behind such activities as the bom-:
bing of innocent Lebanese?

In the name of righteousness, one
can but hope that Begin will
acknowledge his gross errors and
that Israel will apologize to the
Lebanese people and offer as much
physical and other assistance

.

as
possible In restoration.

RAYMOND RAVINSKY
{A. loyal friend of Israel

)

Amsterdam.

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, — Your correspondent, In his

obituary of' Arthur Saul Super
(August 5). referred only cursorily
to Rabbi Super's service as a
chaplain in the British Army during
World War H. I would like to fill in.

As a social worker, part of my

'

work was, with Jewish men and

.

women in the armed forces in Lon-,

don and I found an erudite and amus-
ingcolleague in Rabbi Super. An out-
standing social worker, he never
pulled his rank to '‘preach." but at
least one lapsed Jew and several
Gentiles attended his Friday evening
services, if only -to enjoy his fine

operatic tenor as he doubled as rabbi
and cantor.
Super appeared to ignore the blitz

and the VI missiles as he went about
his duties. I particularly remember
how. after his Friday night duties, he
would' stomp off Into the murk to

walk a couple of hours to his North
London suburb, apparently heedless
•of missiles, fog. rain and blackout.

EILEEN.HYMAN
Jerusalem.
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EVEN tactically the U.S. cannot
succeed if it attempts to follow In the
footsteps of the European states and
to submit fo pressures by the oil

states. For It Is clear that the
demands will Increase the more they
are met. Does anyone really believe
that the oil-producing countries will

be satisfied once they obtain
American compliance with their
demands on the Palestinian and PLO
issues and that they will not then
make demands regarding
Jerusalem? And is It not reasonable
to assume that after they mobilize
U.S. support for Israeli withdrawal
to the 1967 lines they will go on to de-

mand Israeli withdrawal to the 1947
lines or, finally, to demand the an-
nulment of Israel as a political en-

tity?

Submission to blackmail, by
nature, leads to' an escalation In

demands, and a moment will come
when the U.S. also will be unable and
unwilling to accede to more extreme

neshira"! Perhaps with his radical
approach, he would have challenged
HLAS to establish offices In Israel to
help Jews emigrate. If it is proper to
move Jews from Russia to America
why not from Israel to America?
Why has anti-Semitism not dis-

appeared with the appearance of the
Jewish state? It may surprise us to
learn that Herzl did not predict the
end Of hatred for the Jewish state

itself. He did not foresee a Utopia
that would he free of war, or resent-
mentby its rivals. Precisely because
war and rivalry are normal among
states. If regrettable, the Jewish
state could expect Its share of them.
Here are his words:
“Universal brotherhood is not

even a beautiful dream. Conflict Is

essential to man's highest efforts.

Well then? The Jews in their own
state will lllcely have no more
enemies, and In theirprosperity they
will decline and dwindJfc, so that tfttr

Jewish people will soon disappear
altogether?
“I imagine that the Jews will

always have sufficient enemies, just

as every other nation. But once settl-

ed in their own land, they can never
be scattered again all over the
world. The Diaspora cannot be
revived, unless all of civilization

collapses. Only a simpleton could
fear this. The civilized world of to-

AUTONOMY POLICIES
To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir. — In reference to some of the
new settlements In the West Bank I

feel- that they are completely legal
according to international law
(conquest' after ‘ having been 1 at-

tacked) . However, I wonder If it is

prudent to execute one's right at any
time, or if if is not wiser to wait until

a more politically favourable time
arrives.

As to a re-division of Jerusalem,
does the world not have enough with
the creation of one monstrosity — a
divided Berlin?-

DR. HERBERT HANAUER
New York. . •

GAMBLING IN
GALILEE

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Post

Sir, —I had been under the impres-
sion that gambling was prohibited by
law in Israel — until I dropped into
the Dalia kiosk near MelchettHouse
.on the western shore of the Kinneret.

I was astonished to find two
military policemen busily operating
slot machines, which, at half a pound
a throw, left them poorer by scores
of pounds as I watched them.
Waiting their turn in line for the one-
armed bandit 'were a number of
school children on holiday.

It would be interesting to hear .

from the police why the gambling
device, which occupies a prominent
position in the middle of the cafe, Is ,

allowed to remain. I. was told. -by
several onlookers that it had been
there for years. •

.
EUEZER WBARTMAN

Jerusalem.

The above letter whs sent to the
police for comment on May 27.- No
reply has been received to date.
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demands. At some point the UA will

certainly ask itself: does ‘America's

states that are attempting to

purchase an hour's respite through
lip-service to the Gaddafls, the
Arafats and the Ba'aths of the area.

In effect, the European states

allow themselves to play this
dangerous game only because deep
in their hearts they know that the

U.S., as leader of the free world, will

apply the necessary brakes to pre-

vent the success of those subversive
forces.

Unlike other states, the UA. must,
in view of its position, assess not the

momentary convenience which may
accrue from, submitting to Saudi

demands, but the strategic price en-

tailed by meeting these demands.

certainly ask itself: does ‘America's

strategic interest really call for a
Middle East containing a weak
Israel, shrivelled to the 1M? lines

and encumbered by a Palestinian

state claiming to represent the bulk

of Jordan's inhabitants and deman-
ding the remainder of the territory

constituting the state of Israel -
while these demands are fed

Soviet support and r&die$|
scheming? Has America^
diplomatic labour to expunge ifap

presence and Influence of the Soviet |
Union from Egypt been to

Introduce these by the back door.via
-'

a Palestinian state? ^
A WIDE strategic view of the future

of the Middle East and Its ability £#?•

withstand external threats and Inters y
nal radical Ization, In the nature of

things, places Israel and the U.S. aa
. the same side of the barricades.

What threatens Israel also threatens

the stability of the Middle East, and
wbat harms Israel's power also

hurts the Western world's ability to

withstand and out-manoeuvre exter-

nal dangers and Internal subversion.

In the wide perspective of the future

of the Middle East the U.S., Egypt
and Israel and other states In tbe

region can play a decisive role Ip

preserving regional stability and &.
ensuring the vital interests of the Crate-

world.
Israel, therefore, must transform

the dialogue with the U.S. from con- ».*'

siderations of the moment to discus- t ?

sion of the regional constants. But an
attempt to reach such a strategic ub-

derstandlng and long-term coordina-

tion cannot be made without IsrasMilw
also making its contribution towards
solving the standing problems on

condition, of course . that these do not

impair its security.

tr\

,
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This is the second in a series of ar-

ticles.

day has sufficient power to defwft
itself."

Herzl 'a Zionist theory w*a nalvein

.

its misplaced confidence In the

power of civilization. He was elm
;

mistaken about what and how mw&
Jews would do to fulfil the ZtoBfifr

programme. But we submit it tsfatr
- v

.

to say that the Zionist programme
"

itself has not yet been tried.
' r

A Jewish state in which the raft- 1

jority of the Jews of the world wotdd--
live, if it is permissible to datiftit

Zionism in these terms, oould Mg '

'the centre of gravity from the-
’

Diaspora to the homeland. It is Jwb
‘

possible, if it is permissible to-
dream, that in such a Jewish state,

aliya would mean coming home and 1
'

not alienation, even for Americans.
It is possible that in sucb a state/-

yerida would either not exist or not •

matter if it did exist. In such a stale,#. , ,

there wquld be. a maggptlgm thatfon } * \ . s $ • «
potential ; drop-outs would find—- 4 =• ' -

' £ I

Irresistible.
, T -

Finally, is it just-hardy possible •••=, »

that such a Jewish state would be-
taken more seriously by the nation*,

of the world, and therefore would ha
hated less? %
Rabbi Chinitz, who has publish
widely in the A merican and BriB
Jewish press, is currently living

Jerusalem. i

STRESSING THE ^
IMPORTANCE V
OF ALIYA J

To the Editor ofThe Jerusalem Ptifti

Sir. — In your issue of Augusfc&r
read that Prime Minister Begingw*^
asked American rabbis to

money for Israel. I wish him swSSg;

in his efforts.
*

" •

However, as an American-'^
migrant, I believe that any appw&..._

for funds should be coupled wltMl^ “ 1

flnnMl fnr a Itwo TVio nnlnt thnfaappeal for aliya. The point thata:
is more important than xno:

should be stressed. People who c

not come themselves should t

help those who are here. &

Ben-Gurion used to say’
' ’

America was built by Europe®^*
not by money from Europe. Ev?$r.
fund-raising speech should contataj-"

•

few words about the primary im{^,.,' v

tan.ee of American Jews living begf*.';-
‘

The sad fact is that American rat®.'"/
"

do not stress the importance of aHffl

DR.S. ARANC&: ’ '

Kiryat Motzkin.
.
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